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Advertising : One inch of space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
first week; 75 cents per
$150 per square
week after; three insertions, or less. $1 00; coutinung every other day after first week. 50 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Auusmkments,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) l’or $100 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communicatkms to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
of

daily

BUSINESS CARDS.

W. If.

Sewing

OHLER,

Repairer,

Machine

1 *8 middle St., Portland, me.

(Formerly

Warren &

For Rent.
Middle street, now occupied by Hoyt,
Fogg and Breed. Apply to
MATTOCfcS & FOX,
mar28.1tf_88 Middle street.
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room in 2d story.
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ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
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The Bauds

are for $1,000
each, have iorty years to
and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent,
per

both

payable

principal

the first of

on

and

B

interest being payable in gold in

selling them daily

are

vestors, and have but a small
one

amount
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remaining, less

Chspnun,

application

in

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

Pro-

done to order.

Furniture and Honse Furnishing Hoods,
BENJ. ADAKS,eor. Exchnnge nad Federal Street*.
HOOPER*! EATON, Old Poet Office,
Exchange Street.
I.. F. HOYT, Flo. It Preble Street. Up-

prieler.

peison

by mail, to

BRUNSWICK. ME.
Reeme, W. R. Field,

K. Bining
Pj*
Proprietor.

bolstering

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

MOORE,

2,033’,675 18

upon Five

nor

$2,735,980 63

-■

*

be.secn the

Sewing Machine,

Security,

MOKE INCOME
3

379 050 00

’217

500 00
386 739 41
2 405
95
01

GOVERNMENT

BONDS,

917
’274,345

9 1-2 Per Cent,

the Investment.

on

•»> ? CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHAKLES DENNIS, Vicc-ProsklJnt,

^
2nd Vice-Pres't.
T.

J. D.

HAWLETT,

3rd Vice-Pres’t.

HUNGER, Correspondent,

Office, 166 Fore St, Portland, Me.

dlm-eodllra&w6w

H.

H.

McDUFFEE,

150 pages and 12 illustrative engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work than perhajis ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmch26d3m
ally or by mail.

Which makes Four Different,Stitches, and has the

Merchants,

R. W. G AG
|
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Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and

Carpet-Bags.
1

DURAN ft JOHNSON, 171 middle aad
116 Federal Hired..

DEXTER.

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF TBE

Masons and Builders.

1 N. E.
REDION, 933 1-3 CangreM Hi.

DIXFIELD.
Andrascaggin Hanse, J. Jncksan, Pra-

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

prietar.

Logansport,

Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of Indiana.

|

HIIALL ft KNIGHT, N«. 154 Exchange

GARDINER.
Erans Hatel, O. C. Ratlins, Praprietar. |

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. COLD
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTERED.
The ssue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denomi-

Street.

GREAT PACES, IN. H.
Circa I Falls Hatel, O. A. Prast, Praprietar

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

HIRAM.
Ml. Cntler Hanse,—Hiram Rastan, Pra-

GEO. E.

FfiicfitrA
W. Tillson, 206 State st., Boston. L'lIIlvilgU*
no2'

~

GEORGE D. JOST,

W. S.

FRESCO PAINTER

A. H.

H.

Hale’s,

Ac O

Peyret

OF

IMPORTERS

FRENCH WINES,
Wholesale & Be tall
848 CONCBESS sTHEAT.

pov~6ro

L.KE1LEU,

W.

Painter,

Fresco

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Gffioe

at Eohumacher Bros, b

Inhabitants *f the Town af Cape
all peraaas liable to be asaeased therein.
VTOTICE is hereby given that the subscribe™ will
,1 be in session at the Town House In said Town,
in the 10th, Uth, 12th, and 13th days of April Inst.,
rom 10 o'clock in the forenoon, till 5 o'clock in the
iftemoon, for the purpose of receiving true and pel
pet lists of the Polls and all the estates, real and peronal. not bv law exemoted from taxation, which
uch persons were possessed of in said town of Cape
Elizabeth on the 1st day of April inst; which lists they
ire
required to make and bring in, and: be prepared
o make oath to the truth of the same.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
jotice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
)f the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes unless he shows that he was unable
to offer such lists within the time hereby appointed.
C. A. TILTON,

Blocs

Deenng

Cape Elizabeth,

THOS. B. HASKELL,
M. J. PEABBLES,
Assessors of Cape Elizabeth.
March 30th, 1872.
ap2

WE ARE SELLING

BALANCE OF OUR

HOOJPKIi,

H.

STOCK,

UPHOLSTERER WINTER
Non. SI <£' 33 Free Street,
■

OF

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

ABUPACTUBEB OF

Pablob Scitb, Lounbes, Spbiho B*db,
Kattbbbbis,
HrDmugh Potent Bed Luagea, Honam led Chairs, Arc.
«T~AU kinds ot repairing neatly done. Furniytre

boxed

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,
WITHOUT KEGAKD TO COST!

Chas. Custis &,

Lawson,

j. h.

feblOtf__♦

No 152 Middle Street.

Dealers in

Office 319 CON GBI88 STREET,
Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.
hand

a

_m^'2

ers.

Dr. J. P. FESSENDEN
Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practice of his profession in Portland.
OFFICE A.ISrr> RESIDENCE,

No. 43 Pine

Brown Block.

Street,

Office hours; 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 P. M.
*eod3m
jan23

15,20 and 30 cents eaeh.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, N

of

Teethpawller.

I very Pearl
Thnntnn’a
It is the best Dentrilce hnnwn.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you fo out?
Renovate those you have with
JOIJVKN’S INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by L' uggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
POMADE
THOMPSON’S
OPTIME,
used dally, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
perfumed,and specially adaptCompound, exquisitely
ed for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
YOU

it

F.

fer to receive

lUOUUBcnutT

te

SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for
Cancer, Scrofula, RheunmtiNin, Sail
Rbeuna, Ulceraand all Blood DiHeancN, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address.
No. G Exchange Place Providence R. I.
jaSdtf

A

parties
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Bowling Alley
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Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage
OF MAINE, Co. of Cumberland ss:
To Abner P. Hillman, of Cape Eliapbeth,

STATE

Musical Merchandise,
OF

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,
BUBDBTT Ac w OOD’S

ORGANS!

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,
Also a fine

A
Book.,
lot of

Folio., Wrapper..

Violin., Banjo.. Drum., Onttnr.,
Cornet., Clonrertinnlt, String*, Mnnie ■
e«,

Piano Stool..

HAWES
»»

__53?^Mu8tc

All

can

be

obtained at

& CRAGIN’S Mnsic
MIDDLE
sent by mail.

Store,

STREET.
Ucl2eod-6m

Law Notice.
W- fiODDARD may be
sulted
€"**»*"
pmfeiglnnally, at the office of Joseph A.

con-

elewn

am'

Boyd Block> No-14 Middle at., dally,

Portland, March 4.1872.

eod

in mid County, and to all other persona

whom it may concern.
it known that on the twenty-ninth day of April,
A. D., 1807, Abner P. Hillman, of said Cape
Elizabeth, by bis mortgagedeed of that date, by him
to
duly signed, sealed ana acknowledged,
me John A. Strout, then of said Cape Elizabeth, now
of Kennebunk, in the Countv of York, certain real
estate situated in said Cape Elizabeth, and bounded
and described as follows, viz:
Beginning at the south westerly corner of land ol
Aqulla Jewett and running sixteen rods on the road
leading from Stroudwater to Long Creek Mills, to the
north comer of land of Levi Skillen; thence by land
of saiil Skillen south easterly seventy-five rods to
Becky Point; thence following the course of Long
Creek River at low water, to the south westerly corner of land of Aquila Jewett; thence by Bald Jewett’s
to first mentioned bounds. Said
land north
deed being recorded, in Cumberland ss. Registry ol
Deeds, Book 3150, Page 467, towliich reference Is hereby made. Said Mortgage haying been made as aforesaid to secure the payment of certain notes therelt
described, and as the conditions of said mortgage
claim a foreclosure of the
have been broken, I
for that purpose accordinj
same and give this notice
to the Statutes in such cases made and provided.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March,
.JOHN A. STROUT.
mcn28dlftw3w

BE
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dtf

at

distance who

would say that

we

we

prietar.

NAPLES.
Elm Hanse, Nathan Church Sc Sans, Pra-

westerly

hereby

»**?•

DRY

the money sent by express, for which there is

ually

a

P.

j

ments

arc

received,

that to

so

secure

JOHN

Watches,

Diamonds,

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby give
notice to all persons liable to taxation in said city,
that they will be in session every secular day, from
the first to the fifteenth day of April iiext. inclusive,
at their room ill
Hall, from ten to twelve o'clock
in the forenoon, and from three to five o’clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring tu said assessors, true and perfect lists of
all their polls and estates real and personal held by
them as guardian, executor, administrator, thistcc
or otherwise, as on tha first day of April 1872, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause,- the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change: aud in default of such notice will be
held under tne law to pay the tax assessed
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

any person who neglects to comply with this
notice, will be doomed In a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes, unless lie shows that he was unable to otter such lists within the time hereby apAnd
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WARE,
PRICES!

Goode Procured

APPROVAL

SHORT

Assessors.

NOTICE !

ap3-lm

UNION
Insurance Company,
FRANCISCO, CAL.,

Diseases of the Skin.

114

MANAGERS.

Broadway, New York,

Statement.
»n

excel-

Cash

RHEUM,

particulars

see

WM. B.

the article.

TRUFANT, Bath, Me.

“THE SINGER”

1872.

$750,000

Capital,

on Bond and Mortgage. $592,800
Real Estate..
90,500
IT. S. 1881’s Registered.
50,000
South Carolina State Bonds.
15,073 85
Loans on Collaterals.
57,500
Cash on hand and In Bank.... $65,551,71
Dash with Agents. 81,262 88
116,814 59
Premiums in course of Collection.
61,068 79
Bills Receivable.
16,922 24
Interest due and accrued
23,328 66
All other Assets.
15,306 40

Loans

$1,039.014 62

LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Losses, comprising all claims
$179,238 32
PORTLAND OFFICE,

Mo. 166

IMPROVED

Fore

Street,

J. W. MriVGER, Agent.

SEWINGMACHINE.
wish to secure the best Sewing Machine in
existence for all kinds of work, do not fail to call
and examine THE SINCrER, at

IF

(Gold basis) January 1st,
ASSETS.

And other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
of his Compound and Ointment. The charquantity
acter of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidence
furnished during the last twenty-live years, of the
and
safety
efficacy of the remedy, gives us confidence
in offering it for the r liief of sufferers.
A fresh supply just received and for sale Wholesale
and Retail in<1*V city by H. H. Hay, W. F.
Phillip*, J. W. Perkin* and by H. Weedaide, 141 Congress st., and by respectable Druggists
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very liberal discount to the trade. Price $1, with full directions.
For farther
mch6d2m

LOWEST

331 CONGRESS STREET.
on

hand,

a

full

DRY GOODS!

[yTke Public

can

are

and

Stamping for

April 3,

1872.

MOVE

About the Middle of

Tailoring Establishment!
& CO.

NEW

Co., Ag’ts,

BOSTON

Pure White Lead!
Dry and Cronnd in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REM
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.

AND^TTRACTIVE

WOOLENS,
Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
etc., at

CUSTOM

we

will mako

CLOTHING

AT SHORT NOTICE
All work will receive

our

personal attention, and

Phillips & Co.,

THE

S.

Ensign.

ap2t!4w

Broad’s

40 Tubs Extra Choice.
BY

MIULETT,
__

Portland

1 AAA Bags prime Western Timothy; 300 bags
J.V/1/U Clover; 100 Bed Top, Just received and
I

Shaw, Hammond & Carney.
2w

Shawl

Straps

a

middle-man

hemselves.

In Warwickshire, they have formed “a
mion” to demand higher wages and shorter
lours; the farmers, enraged by this uuheanl■f insubordination, have refused, and the la1 icrers in one parish have struck work. The
I aborers throughout the entire shire would
i lave struck, but the “union,” newly foimeil,
1 tad not funds enough for this, and
they n; olved to strike by parishes. When one par1 sh has got itsdemands
granted, the next one
rill strike, and so on. But the farmers have
ome together and
resolved to crush the
trikers out. They will not employ “union”
uen; and those who were to sustain by a
ienny a week the strikers are now being told
1 hat they must abandon the union or be turn'd out to starve. The most of them accept
he latter alternative; they are starving anyiow, they say; they only eat meat once or
iwicea year, and they don’t much care
wlpit
happens to them.

Kidnapping

in Cincinnati.

WHOLESALE PAINT

DEALERS,

WE
Jan.

5-d.t\v3ni

&

>ut on a scent that would lead him to the I.
fc C. Railroad depot. The hackman looked
it him calmly for a moment, mentally calcuuted the amount of knowedge of city affair
he possessed, and then, gently insinuating
lis arms under the rural gentleman’s shoullers, he quickly bundled him into his hack,
.nd, jumping into his seat, lashed his horses
nto a furious rate of speed.

he countryman. He was chilled with horHe fancied that he was a victim of kidhim.
lappers. But what could they want
Manifestly his carcass could h» or no value,
»
■xcept as a subject for dissecting room. A
■okl sweat exi>o«i on his brow as this contin;encv starred to him. Was there no method
•i escape from the horrible fate
impending ?
fes, a bold heart and accurate judgment
nouid place him beyond the reach of his kidappers. His plan was to crawl through the
ear window ol the
carriage, and by a bold
Hing« when well under
clear the vehiJ le, and then trust to hisway,
teg. few the rest
j le worked at first cautiously, broke dawn the
tangings of the window, and then care tun.*
I ■rawled into the opening thus made, ripping
ip one of the cushioned seats with his steelhod shoes in the effort.
Then, gathering
i lis
energies together as a circus performer
loes in leaping over horses, he shot out, and
auded upon his knees in mud three inches
leep. The sudden stop he made threw him
>n his back, but in an instant he rose to his
feet, and.|emitting a yell like the howl of a
Comanche, he rushed off on the back track,
ais heart thumping with gratitude at his for:unate escape.
The hackman, all this time unconscions of
the torments his victim had been experiencing, drove to the depot, when he reached it,
alighted frotu his seat, and cheerfully crying
“I. & C. Depot, yer honor,” opened one ol
the doors of his carriage in order to let his
passengers out. But no passengers appeared.
j Jehu repeated his salute, anil then investigai ted the vehicle in search of his man.
Of
course his search was vain, but he found the
broken window and tom cushion, facts melancholy enough in themselves to keep him in
Vo. 1 swearing humor for the next hour. He
waited around the depot for a long time, and
it last wandering into the gentleman’s sitting
room.
There curled up in a dark comer aud
•hunning observation, with his clothing be-rnearod with mud, was the countryman.
The hackman was so enraged at the spectacle
that but for the timely intervention of policemen he would undoubtedly have annihilated
his victim. As it was, he was compelled to
arallow his dlseomforture, and the only ex.
[ilanation he could obtain from the countryman as to his conduct was that he imagined
The officers tried
lie was being kidnapped.
to reassure the fellow, and dispel the belief
that such arts were practiced in the Queen
shook his head, and reCity, but he
marked that he “knew a thing or two if he
•or.

was

ajayhawker.”
One of James Fisk’s Stories.

Mr.

McAlpine’s forthcoming “Life and
Times of James Fisk, Jr.,” contains the following, which purports to be one of Fisk’s
stories as told himself:
I used to set with a lot of fellows around
the stove on cold winter nights, said Fisk to
a friend a few months before his death, and
spin yarns. I tell you, it was fun to watch
jokes best,

When lather heard that, and seen old ParGodfrey open his eyes and start as If to
go out, he said, “Look here, Jim. you know
well enough that that wasn’t in the story.
Go out to the barn, now, and bed them horses.” Well, I didn’t recover from that exwhile.
My reputation was
pose for a good
like a passenger car with nary a
Jammed, for
most
of these old cusssee,
you
bumper:
es thought that my stories and
things was all
—A young lady in a suburban town who
has received the attentions of a young man
for some time on being asked wliat his business was, replied naively. “Oh, he is a. humShe
mer for a dry goods firm in Boston.”

prepared

KNIGHT
)

ividently a country production in the other,
tepped up to one of the modest liackmen
mtside the depot and ex pressed a desire to be

original.

Plaster Mills !

to supply dealers and consumer
with fresh gronne (N S.) Land Plaster.
Shipped by R. it. or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls., as de
8lml'
are

RUSTIC OUTWITTED A HACKMAN’.

son

c. e. roLson &. c©.,

WHIDDEN

meant drummer.

ap3t<l

A
%

as

other, anyhow.

Agents in Bntsi.

J

”

tor sale by

in

the lord of the manor,
huddled together in miserable but*
they
lot upon the lauds
they till, hut in the bot<>tn ot some
unliealthy swamp; their wa^es,
ilways insufficient, are often paid to them in
;ind; their wives and children must toil with
hem at the hardest labor; if the
young squire
! asts his eyes on one of the girls, and gives
icr a few pounds as tire
price of her virtue,
he wretched parents look on this addition to
heir income as a godsend.
Well, these
vretches have at last resolved to try to better
are

_

wll-2w

Patent

prepared

Ground Land Plaster

N«. 388 CONGRESS 8T.
ap5*lw

tnch28

Thomas, .ii

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic top
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowl
edged by all who have seen them to be the neates
shawl strap ever invented. Just the thing for holi
day presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps o
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad's Patents, 271 Marke
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD 4 CO,
decl9-dtf

New N. UBUTTER.

“SEED.

Songster.

HAVE YOU SEEN

HUNT,

March 20-d3w

A. L.

come

“'tween them and

THIS

1 0(

The above Books anil Song sent, post-free, on re
ceipt of retail prices.
OLIVER DITSON 4 CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON 4 CO., New York.

111 Commercial Street.

FOR BALE

veaithy farmer has

lightning

Ladies* Classes,

Splendid Song. Vignette Title.
DREAMING, STILL DREAMING.

Agent,

Perfect §ati«facti«i Guaranteed.

Wo hope by strict attention to business to merit the
patronage of the public.
ALLKN Sc CO.,
American.
mchl3dTT & S3w
87 middle Street.
63F*Itt order to protect, ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on eVery packAppointment of Assignee.
age of our Pare Lead. None genuine without it.
subscriber hereby gives public uotlce that be
was appointed Assignee of the estate of Luther
I J. Hill of Portland, In I hr County of Cumberland and
State of Maine, on the twenty-fifth dav of March, A.
D. 1872, by assignment for the benedt of creditors
AGENTS FOR THE CO„
i under the laws of the State of Maine.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Assignee.
46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.
Marsh 27, 1872.
mar27-d3w
feb6d3m «xl

CO.,

to oft'er to the
of their

GEORGE

i ;ot much to lose.
That venerable prelate,
Archbishop Mannii*. spoke pityingly the other day of their
< ack-lustre eyes and heavy, saddened laces.
nlike the pea-autry of the
Continent, they
lave no poetry in their
live, and while earth
s
a gloomy prison for them
they scarcely
enow how even to think of rest in
heaven,
rhe ties that bound them to the laud their
i iithers tilled have
been broken, and the

Family School for Boys!

Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet th€
Spring with a hearty Ha! Ha! and with some of tht
Hundred Songs in this collection, not always sensible,
but ere&t aids to lightheartedness.
The Fuirnv Songs, aner au. sen oest.
Price, 60 cents.

resumed busi-

No. 87 Middle Street,
Where

Cantata for

CULPRIT FAY.

The New Comic

Refinery having
trade Sugars
THE Eagle Sugar
prepared
manufacture.

grades

and

the faces of them men. Most of them liked
but some of them bad a pious
ureferenee for stories with a oue-hoive moral.
French language.
Well, I knew lots of such stories, but, to save
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. «T. W. Symonds,
toy life, 1 couldn’t help running in a joke
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. .w., at 2 once in a while, and then you'd ought to
seen the skeered looks ot the sober-sided ones.
Appleton Block, Congress St., or In writing P. O.
fcblD
Box 1866.
oc4dly
Once 1 told a long story. It was about some
Adolphus or other that killed his rival on acABBOTT
count ofjealousy. They were both courting
the some lovely maiden, whose father was a
deacon in a slab church with a skew gable
and a square steeple, with one of these cornAt Little Blue,
twisted
rods pinting up from the
of it like the stick oi an umbrella. I deFARMINGTON.MAINE. top
scribed the lovely maid, with her amber hair
and her striped calico gown, and her soft
School will open its Summer Term of ten
blue eyes, and pictured her on her way to
weeks, on
April 99, 1879*
meetin’, with Adolphus a little ahead ol her,
side ot
It has the advantage of au entirely new building, 1 and the other fellow on the opposite
the most delightful locality and
Theu I got her into church, where
and ! the road.
surroundings,
the finest corps of teachers of any similar school in
she devoted in a most proj>er manner, with
the country.
all the young men gazing upon her like headSend for catalogues or address the
principal.
lights on that curve up yonderat Carr’s Reck.
ALDER
BLETHER.
_f
March ll-d2m
Then I escorted her home again, where the
two rivals met at the garden gate, and Indulged in profanity.
AMERICAN COPPER PAINT !
This part of the tale I cut short, like a terrier’s tail, of course.
Then 1 told how the
J two infatuated young men fit at the garden
ue uiMertMgned haviug taken tne agency
gate, and how the lovely maid with the amsale of the above named Paint, manufactured by the
ber hair rushed out, and was just in time to
see her favorite killed.
Well, you see, I
AMERICAN COPPER PAINT CO.
made a long story of it, but I dually got her
own
ou
our
and Adolphus in love, on account of the exand having tested it fully the past year
It fully to all
planation he made when they hail him in
vessels, feel justified In recommending
from
Barnacles, jail, where she had been to carry him tracts
who may wish to protect their vessels
and home-made bread, and to gabble wiih
Grass and Worms. We Guarantee it Equal and
him through the bars. Then Adolphus was
consider It Superior to any In the market, and solicit
pardoned, you know, and the happy pair got
orders from all who may wish a substitute for Metal,
married. Then I wound up by remarking
and Invite the most rigid test in comparison with any
that Virtue was its own reward some time or
other Marine Paints.

0. EMERSON, of Boston, (and)
W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of Chicago

Charming new

Eagle Sugar Refinery.
ness are now

PROF.

Part I. Elements, Exercises, Recreations.—Part II
Chords and Technics.—Part III. How to use tht
Stops, Choice Collection of Music, Instrumental and
Vocal.—Part IV. Voluntaries and Interludes.
The Compilers have a high reputation and excellent
Judgment, and the book will at once take a place in
Ihe first rank.
Price $2.30.

HOYT,

Morazain,

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient bouse in the city, are
too receive as boarders, a few young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the

BY
L.

_upSdlw

of the usual

bear,
longer.

can
no

MISS ETTA A. FILES,
Principal, 11 Elm Street.

Teacher of the French Language.

REED ORGANS.

99 Commercial Street.
3.

apSdlw

FOB

BY

April

bey

t

only

FROM PARIS,

The Emerson Method

mvo

&

be at-

Jules Ch. L.

99 Commercial St.

RECEIVED,

GAGE

Terms, 91*00 per week.
or three more evening pupils can

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

GAGE & CO.,

Porto Rico Molasses,

SMITH,

Will

tended to.
Apply to
marl6eod3w

BOXES

RECEIVED BY

SMITH,

IV*. 11 Preble Hired.

FOREIGN & AMERICAN

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be strictly pare, ana guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

W. F.

JUST

_mchl9d2w

STOCK

18th,

1872.

SPRING

Choice Vermont Cheese!

-AT-

JUST

-OF-

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

Oflcf 33, 34 & 36 OUrer Street,
BOSTON.
M ASUFACTUHERS OF

200

MTKICTtoY CHOICE,
Have opened a

Academy!

TERM begins March
continue 14 weeks.

53F“Two

Crockery, and Glass Ware,

Embroid-

Trinity
begin on Tuesday, April 2.
For admission apply to
mch30d3w
Rev. DANIEL F. SMITH, Rector.

Portland

VERMONT CHEESE.

THE

ALLEN

Street, Pert I a ifd, NIaine.

Term will

Proprietor.

NEW

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

J. H. Chadwick &

STANDISH.
Standish House. Copt. Chas. Thompson,

FURNITURE,
F.

No. 45 Dan forth

I

8PRINGVALE.
Tibbetts Honse, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor.

kI shall sell

to.

Bay School

and

FOR BOYS !

prietor.

April,

nninua tuid oi

Boarding

St. ANDREWS, N. B.
The Rail Way Hotel, Michael Clark, Pro-

TOWN

DOWN

AUGUSTINE’S

ST.

House, T. H. Hussey A Co. Pro-

prietors.
Elm Honse, M. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

HAVING CONCLUDED
TO

Accommodations

SKOWHKGAN.
etor.
Turner

WILLOWS,

ami facilities strictly firstclass. Superior advantages iu Modern Languages
and Music.
Spring Term commences April 2d, 1872.
For Circulars address the Princii>al.
MISS L. G. BELCHES.
March 2l-eod & w4w*

Skowhegan Hotel,E. R. Maybury,Propri-

_dtfeod

NEW

and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work dotie. warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our “Medians Machine.”

1829.]

ap6d4w

and return.

nonirfion

ery

IS

befarc mai-

Bolted Yellow Meal,
Bolted Bye Meal,
Fine and Coarse Yellow Meal,
Superior Scotch Oatmeal,
Ground Oats and Meal for Horses,
Oats suitable for Seed,
Cracked Corn,
Shorts, Fine Feed and Middlings,
Family Flour In Bbls. & Halves.
Ground Bock Salt, for Dairy and
Table Use,
Corn Ground for Dealers,
At Falmouth Mills, at lowest rates, anl take it from
Elevator or Stores on Wharves, by boat to the Mill

as-

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

same

THE

FARMINGTON, MAINE.

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor.

Is

SCHOOL

FOR GIRLS,
AT

SOUTH CHINA.
Lske House, J. Savage, Proprietor.

hTbIRGO,

EDW’D

FAMILY

Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor.

earnestly invited

Examination of tbe
ls, their Purchases. _

_EDUCATIONAL.

PARIS HILL.

bo found

an

mchl4deod3w

sortment of these Machines in the various styles of
finish.
Machine* *«ld On Monthly Instalment*.

BSF“Machine Stitching

Preble Honse, Congress St. Hibson A Waterhouse Proprietors*
St. Jnlian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plnm
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. D. N. Cushman, Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.
Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.

PRICES!

you

keep constantly

Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Haris A Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

Offers at Wholesale and Retail

SAN

JT. AMBROSE nBRRILL,N*.t3« NMdie Street.
J. W. & H. H. !H€DLFFEE,C«r. middle
Ac Union 8t«.

Amerienn House, India St. J. H. Hodge,

Market Street Square Grain
Store.

AT

_

__j

Watchea, Jewelry, Ac.

Proprietar.

A. BARRETT,

IN THIS STATE !

SKEELS, BOWERS & BOUGHTON,

SALT

Stair Builder.

PORTLAND.
! B. W. LIBBY) 17 1-9 Ebi«h Street, up
Adsns House,Temple St. Charles Adams, i
atair*.

The largest and most complete stock of

jjgjT’Blank schedules will be furnished at the room
of the Assessors.
mar25d3w
Portland, March 25 1872.

Mr. WM. I!. TRUFANT, the dlseoTerer of
lent remedy for the core of

and Summer

That

ON

Silver and Plated Ware.

OLD ORCHARD REACH.
i ABNER LOWELL, 301 CangreM Hired.
Ocean Hanse, H. Heavy, Praprietar.
Old Orchard Hanse, E. C. Staples, PsepriSchools.
I
etar.
I KNALIHH and FRKNC— at’HOOL, 430
Street.
« r.
a
i.usnr.
Congress
Union nnusc—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

etor.

over.

FOX,

Praprietar.

85 MIDDLE ST,

THE

WM. O.

E.

Which will be sold at

LIBERAL.

PEARSON, No. 33 Tiaple Hi., Bear
CangreM. All kind, of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

m.

NORWAY.
Elm Hanse, Hnia St. W. W.
Whitmarsh,

OFFERS FOR SALE AT

ASSESSORS* NOTICE

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

etar.

AND

SILVER

GEO. R. DAVIS ft Co.. No. 301 1-3 Con.
grew. Sired.

Prnprietor.

JEWELRY,

32, 34, 36, 38 North Street.
mchl5d4w

Street.

N. H.

NORTH WINDHAH.
Nemasket Hanse, W. W. Stanley, Prapri-

ROODS,

Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exekange

Alhinn Hoase, Ilf PsderalSt. J.G.Perry,

assort-

“OAK HALL,** Boston

S. B. BECKETT,
WM. C. HOW,

NORTH CONWAY,
Kearsarge Hanse.

Schuyler,

FEENIT,

Real Estate Agents.

etam.

us-

of sizes early application will be necessary.

pointed.

attended to.

lin St*.

NORTH ANSON.
Sememe! Hatel. Rrewnh Hiltan, Prapri-

TRADE!

to

All orders will be promptly filled in

charge.

the order they

Spring

what has inspired them no one *eeros to
enow; some sav that the agents of the Interlational have been at work among them, but
bis is hardly probable.
Wliat is certain is
>r

HOW A

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.

NORRIDGEIVOCK.
Dauferth Hanse, D. Dnnferth. Praprietar.

-FOR THE-

laving refitted his store and put in a new and fresh
tock, is now ready to see his customers and show
hem a fine line of

The London correspondent of the New
i’ork Ilerald writes as follows;
The agricultural laborers—the dumb
dogs
who once in a while have bitten, but who
lave never barked—are now
beginning to
ind articulate voice, and they have comneneed a movement which can scarcely fail
:o have the most serious
consequences. Who

CO., No. HO middle Sired.
LAKHON, 133 middle St., cor. CroM.

Jobbing promptly

prietan.

pre-

“money order” by mail rather than

IISCOBPORATKD

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
Doc. 23-dtf

a

have

C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

Forest City Bowling Alley.

CUNDURANGO.

HEED

a

those from

To

orders for single suits

fel4

CONSISTING

have offered at 96 Each, and the demand

WHY

DO

LAW.

AT

COUNSELLOR

we

Where we shall

A.EVAJSH,

WILLIAM

Jyl

send

good assortment

of Italian
and
Marble, and will receive or«lers to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not lail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

SH

Price

stantuse

Italian & American Marble,
on
American

Strengthening

They will certainly cure.
They are are composed of choice emollient gums
spread on the linest kid, of three different sizes, and
Sold by Druggists
are worn with ease and comfort.

JEWETT,

Wholesale

ALL keep

Machine-spread

Plaster*.

All the new styles, Berlins, Bembraets, Meda'llon.
tlie Porcelain, or Meziotint card.and the retouched
card, bv which new process we ge' rid of treckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin
Call and judge tor yourselves.
OT-Moito-Ciood work at Moderate Priced.
A ini to Please.may 2a

~llUNT&

WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION*Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of

DO

V

against

THEM.

Plumbers.

Limerick Hanse, Aeseph <3. Harman, Pra-

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY
mch!9d&w3m
w!2

the second thousand of these famous suits

YOU FEEL

Well*’
order

]

*

*■

[PORTLAIVD, the.
Copying and enlarging done to

Co.,

393 CONGRESS STREET.

PHOTOGRAPHER,71

who left ORDERS will find their packages

although

AND OTHER

oc25-,B9r Ti&Stf

and ma'ted.

J

for the

City

THE

JylSdtf

public.

ready

are now

for them is increasing.

r« the

A CARD—In Ihauking my former customers ami
friends lor the patronage they have bestowed upon
me lor the last ti teen years. I have the pleasuie in
recommending to them Mr. W. h. KEIi EK lor
a continuance of the same, reeling confident that he
is able to please all who inav give him a call lu his
CHAS.S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

J.

which

Assessors’ Notice.
Elizabeth, and

o

Those

Hall,” and

This is

ap5d4w

Comer of Free
de20 tf

Middle 8c Union Sts.

THIClIt UN10N8-

land-owner*

From the Cincinnati Gazette, March 23d.
A tew nights ago, after an
incoming train
lad emptied its load of passengers in the C.,
JAKES KILLER, No. 91 Federal Hired.
] i. & D. Railroad depot, a tall scrubby lookBrery description of Water Fixture* arj ng ruralist, armed with a wilted carpet sack
and
set
in
the
best
manner,
i
np
j 11 oue hand and a jaded looking newspaper,
ranged

LIHERICK.

If#. 19 Pi## St,, Ifew York.

HAVE BEEN RECEIVED
At “Oak

Jones &

•••*

}.; h

••

8LFFWNG* AND

•ombinationh of

A. B. DAVIS ft

Praprietar.

nations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
and intermediate TioiRts for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
tbe
also, ior
large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

ready for delivery at the desk.

979 KIDDLE 8T.

RESIDENCE, 6 B11ADF0RD STREET.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

DYER, AGENT,

“Communists Suits”

•!

Farm-Laborers.

Street.

Photographers.

KENDALL’S MILLS.
Kendall’s Hills Hatel, Randall Andrews,

cation.

lOOO

__

prietar.

For the present we are ofleriug these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest In currency, or will exchange
them for Government BoriBs, or other marketable securities, at tbe rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or wTitten appli-

CORNER

niEIK

LOTHROF ft CO., No. 133 Ex-

change

erses.

...•

This machine will fasten off each end of the sewing
jefore the work leaves the machine. It will darn
licely. The best kind of Stamping is done at this
ilace for Braiding. Needles/ Shuttles, Bobbins
or all kinds of Machines,
Cotton and Bilk of
ill colors and sizes. These machines are sold on
veekly instalments, or on the work plan.

*

and Fine Watches.

Jewelry

Dexter Haase.

Logansport,

BETEB9ABLE FEED.

38 SOUTH CANAL STREET,

ncpaifing

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

—

Commission

ana

pool"

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Cirand Trnnk Railway Depat, H. W. Clark, Praprietar.

AXD

a

J. F. S8ERBY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block'
CongrcM Hired, opposite Old Cllr Hall.

tan.

THAN

order.

to order.

DAHARISCOTTA.
Maine Hatel, Man barn AJneabs. Praprir.

--

$8 143 240 00

Simpson,

CORNISH.
Lernish Hease,—P. Bargim, Proprietor.

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

$5,375 793 24

D.

Bay View House, E. H. Dernnth, Prep.

Undoubted

An

Risks unconnected with

ah Hinu* oi

CAMDEM.

is

$14,806,812 37

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

DYER,

janlGd&w3m

$7,446,452 69

JOHN W.
V
Feb.
7, 1872.

Proprietor.

to

DAVID W. DEANE, N.. N» Federal St.

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

International

GENERAL AGENTS,
23 Nassau Street, New York.

$5,412 777 51

the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
V? Prod«<**i atsuch
(in red serin) for gold
premiums;
payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
decl*red
the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
*55t 1>eteinber>1871 for which? certificates wnl
Jl
be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond ol

H.

W. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers

done

Furniture and Upholstering.

etor.

TO

JOHNSON, Ne 13 1-3 Free St.

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, Ne.
IB Prec Street.
OEOBGE A. WHITNEY, Ho. .11 Exchange Bt. IJpbobitering of nil kind*

BRIDGTON CENTER, Me.
Cumberland Honse,Marshall
Bacon, Pre

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,
OR

DR. W. R.

j

Proprietors.

forth of the issue.
on

■

The English

bat their misery has become greater than

Bleachery.

SAWYER A CO., Rtoaebers, No. 131
IHitMlf Btreet«

‘>-k««,

BETHEL.
Chandler Honse, P. S. Chandler A Co.

the most careful in-

to

Bonne' and Hat

S

BRYANT’S POND.

April and October,

New York.
We

■

"ttsgastssr*

event.

annum,

TUESDAY MORMYfi, APRIL
tf, 1872.

they are resolved to bear
They are tbrming union*
unong themselves and are preparing lor a
BOSTON.
lf toggle with their
masters, w hich, to the iaHanorer St. L. Rice
and
Builders.
A2**l*5“
Carpenters
mrers, is a struggle for life. They must win
r®priM0r•
»r
must
WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, op.
they
perish. It is an almost hopeles*
««*.,h.,A
Jght tor them, and they know it; but with
posilr Park.
rue English pluck
they have entered upon it.
It has required many
Bye* House.
generation* of suffering
o arouse them, but now
P. SYMONDS, ladle St. Velrel Cloaks
—J.P.M. 9teta« a, Prapri
they are aroused,
^elw11*1
low miserable they are words can
I dyed aad Salabed.
scarcely
-I ell, and if their
*«. Biaghaai
struggle ends in failure (and
1% risky ?*d!lleUTrf,,B#“l
ftCs. Prapriciars.
I ailure means death to
Dentists.
them) they have not

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt
payment of the interest, and the final payment of
the principal, are as certain as
future financial

run,

Street.

Hotel, C. H. Planner, Proprietor

recommend them

They are attended with

RRERD.NO.M Middle

WM. A. OCINCY, Rote ||, Pr.ater’.
Excbaage, No. Ill Excbaage St.
SMALL A SHACKEORD, No. 33 Pl.a

HATH.
S. Millikcn, Pro-

market.

seldom in the

A

Book Binders.

Pro-

Harlow St., H. Qnlnby,
Fra“kl‘""—e,
with M H McLaughlin A
Son., Prop.

small

so

Booksellers and Stationers.
Street,

While railroad bonds may be plenty,

those upon finished and
paying lines and for

Bakers.

HOYT, EOG«

Exeh“«*> A Woodward,

ti-ik i>i: ess.

*»•

W. C. COBB, Flo. 19 Pearl Bt.

■AltGOB.

expenses

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

or

the Charter of the Company, submit tho following Statement of its affairs

THE

The Florence Sewing machine Cempauy
tiave taken the store formerly occupied by Henry
can

Its mortgage debt is $2,500,000,or about $1*,600 to the mile.
Although the road is but just oj>en-

New York.

of Marine Premiums,

T r>

£)
W.^
H.

in Suits

OF

S.

AVfiCSTA.

Aagaata House, State St. Harrison Baker, Proprietor.
Bonse, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprie-

South.

Agency

for Sewing Machines.
WVEB, No. 138 Middle Bt., orer 11.
H. Bay’s.
All blade of Maebiaes fe
ealc aad to let.
Repairiag.

"

Proprietor*.

and Nashville with the entire

Full particulars furnished

Six per cent interest on the
outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
certificates
of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders
out*taudmg
1
thereof, or their
«.^1an^to^ter Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon

rear

REIOYAL
W.

William,

Total Amount of Assets,

mar9dti

Florence

Prorision

and

or

Evansville

ATWELL A CO., 174 1-7 Middle St. Adrerllnenenb inserted ia paper* ia Maiae
nttd throughout the' roaalry at the pahUshers’ lowest rates.

ACBLBN.
Court. St. W. S. A A. Yeung

14**•■•«,

route

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*I er Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

Bank.

These offices are the most desirable in the city, being pleasantly situated and heated by steam.
Also, D* sk room and desks furnished It desired.

Dunn, where

CrJ^Ci K A13AVIR,
Flour, Grain

;

LET.

Either Sin (fie

ollaterals.

The Trustees, in Conformity to
the 31st day of December, 1871.

FLUENT BLOCK,

1

the celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

1849.)

IN

Comer of

Marine Risks.

junSOtf

QFFICES

STREET,

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

or

~T~0~

WALL

Total nmount

without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
waned. Apply corner Center and Free st. No

Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupoift and
j
Dividends made with promptness on all poiuts.
on

or

Apply
iy!8tl.

sold, and

PAPER Bought and

ADVANCES made

tt_

X.

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December. 1871,
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

call at 31 LINCOLN

Furnished Room

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

EASINESS

on

Sahaan

part ot the block ot Brick Stores
rHEPortland
Pier.
at the Merchants National
whole

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
3

rnnma

named Campaules.
H MCNKEk.

a bare

of the richest portions of Illi-

with

way of

Advertising Agents.

--

To b« Let,

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. It. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twiehell.
jn3-6m

>o.

nnntaimna 7

For particulars

water.

LAW!

AT

51

Let,

lut

in

>T._aug23

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, (J. S.)

and

(OBGANIZEO

one room ou

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

J. H. DEWOLF, Prei’t.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.
feb!0eod3m

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

Also

on

$280,362.06

•

one

and

connecting Chicago by the shortest

DIRECTORY,

t'MibHuK, Maud Warm,Pnprie

LINK,

FINISHKD

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotelr in the State, at which,
the Daily Prkiw may always be found.
unis.

and Vincennes

nois,

than

Let

room

R. I.

A

Running through

------

E^~The atteutian af the public is respectfully called ta the

second floor.
third floor with board. 49 FraukPLEASANT
in st.
oc28tf
iront

BROWN1

EDGAH 8.

NEWPORT,
Cash Capital te Surplus

$423,830.20

•

jan 12-d&wtf

To

jau22t£__

Surplus

177“

Fire & Marine Ins.Co

---—-

First- lass Houses to Let.

TATavtT'‘D

Co’y.,

FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.

I F NO r sold previous to Oct Isi, the two end houses
1 in the new brick block of tour, on the corner 01
Neal and Pine so. will be rented on favorable te|ms.
riiese are first class liou^ea in every respect, conliuiEg 13 rooms, having all modem improvements,
oid Sehago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
seplfi

CLOUDMAS,

G.

J.

T rut

A

BOWKER, Pres’t.

NEWPORT

THOMAS O. TURNER, Pres’t.

Dwelling

Hamel, Jr.

J. B.

Cash Capital &

Let.

$645,129.29

te Snrplas

E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec'y pro tem.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

miles from Portiawd and two
land, containing about 40
lores, together
buildings thereon, consisting
i>f new
House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Fanner or Fish21 man.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
which with several
proximity to good fishing
markets near at hand iqake it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

Philadelphia.

Capital

ALBERT

Fire and Marine Insurance

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

jan23-ly

HARRIS,

BOSTON.

Cash

Pres’t.

EQUITABLE

of Union

island 13
An miles
from main
with the

MERCHANTS !

North American Fire Ins
COMPANY.

IRA A. FOSTER, Sec’y.

moderate.
For particulars apply to

AND

'8 Walnut St.,

on

*

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, Prea't.
C. D. HAVEN, Scc’v.

Cargoes, Freights and

HENRY

grounds

Gregg.

BROKERS,

JOMMISSION

call

on

IS

by

FRANCISCO.

i Vessels per voyage. Rates named and Certificates
I issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.

meh27

H. L. GREGG & Co.,
Successors to Warren &

.Rarislu Riika Taken

120 Commercial st.

Grain,
Double counting
ply to

AVENUE,

ME.

ASSETS.$1,115,573,67

I.

$773,830.80

Cash Capital & Surplus

CHASE BROTHERS,

corner

commission merchant,
MOUTH

PROVIDENCE, R.

Desirable Stores to Let.

Island to
434

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

No. 167 Commercial st.,
STORE
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and
and
Trade.

BROKER,

•»

Insurance Co.

SAN

with passage way in the rear, from Fore st. The cellar well lighted,cement floor, andSebago water introduced. Enouire of A. R. ALDRICH, the present
occupant, who soon removes to Commercial st., to
Elias Thomas 2d, Commercial st., or W. W. Thomas,
at Canal National Bank.
Also to let a commodious office in the 2d story of
the above store.
meh20tf

inspect premises,

|Union

NARRAGANSETT

To be Let
rilHE fine store, numbered 22, west side of ExJ_ change st., Thomas Block,
adjoining Merchant's1
Reading Room. Store about 20 feet wide, by 80 deep

For Rent.

Gregg.)

-i u u

«

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
marine and Life Insurance desired a current rates.

118 Commercial st., and 2 and 3 Long Wharf,
of Exchange street. Suitable for any busiNO.footFor
terms and to

WARREN,

ST., PORTLAND,

No. 166 FORE

Store 92

mar23dlm

( HAS. A.

>"••••.

CO.,

mchl7eodtf

Having taken the shop formerly conducted by W.
S. Dyer, I am prepared to Repair all kinds of Sewing

I_HOTELS.
HOTEL

Chicago, Danville

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,

To Let.
gentleman and wife, a Becond floor front room
110 and
with
bedroom,
board, at 38 STATE ST.

THE

—

■

THK

Commercial treet.

J146

■

RAILROAD,

BRICK

janl6tf

■■ ■

■

_BONDS.

w7mUNGER,

JOHN

Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modem conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS &

ness.

Machines at short notice.

and wife, or
boarders acjn4-tf

;

Let!

To

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
Rates

MISCELLANEOUS

Room To Let.

St. Portland.

Eight Dollars

---—

the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
Terms:

!

_

■-

THE PRESS.

And

so

Changet Proposed by

gowns!

congratulated
Hemisphere
happily escaping from all that sort of
thing! So long after witchcraft, kings, fetichism, titled nobility, tattooing, religious persecution, class privilege, benefit of clergy,
the Western

Disagreement—Tariff
the M ays and Means

and other similar lumps of corruption sloughed
off and left the party for the party’s good. It
should not be forgotten that just after that the

party

1

on

The

pealed

as stated in my last letter, although the
bill to that effect passed both Houses
It will

probably be presented anew before adjourn
ment, as a majority of both houses are in favor
of the repeal. Quite a spirited debate attended
the passage of these resolutisns—in which Mes*
srs. Dawes, Garfield, Butler, Hale, Wood and
several others took part. The vote was 153 to

remain; accidentally left, the greatei
part of them, when the Revolution swept
nearly all such rubbish out of the country
None of them are of very great importance
customs

9.
THE DETAILS OF THE HOUSE TARIFF BILL.

The W ays and Means Comm ittee will, it is
thought without doubt, report their Revenue

but among them may be mentioned “Hii
Excellency” as the official title of the Gover-

Bill before the close of next week. It will embrace in one act all the proposed reduction sdn
the Internal Revenue taxes and the Tariff. In

of

Massachusetts; the same title conferred by usage on the President of tht
United States and by snobbery on the
Governors
of the several
States; th(
gowns of the Judges of the United Statei
Supreme Court, that stronghold of conserva
tism; the common titles conferred in recog
nition of official distinction, like “Esquire’
■ a

n

numoiifi

avLi'kitinn rtf rtnnrtoitn

the latter the reduction will be quite considerable on all products of iron, wool and cotton,

probably averaging fifteen per

But it
must be remembered that a considerable Tariff
Duty was added to offset and compensate for
the Internal tax that was laid on Manufactures
in 1862 and 1863, and since the Internal tax was
removed there has beeu no reduction in the
Tariff.
This adjustment will now be made
with possibly a shade taken off from some duties that are extra high. Fig iron will be reduced one dollar, leaving the duty at six dol-

Then

ton*lonrtioi

in the advent of the gown at the West sever
al years after the United States Senate direct
ed the now meaningless

abbreviation, “Hon.,’

to be omitted before the names of its
hers on the official records of that

mem

body.

But some of the trivial remnants of tin

political fabric that are occa
sionally stumbled against in this new work
cannot excuse themselves on the ground tha
they areoldfumitnre that has been overlooked
They have been deliberately brought back
like the lawyer’s gown, as a means of insidi
ously taking the keen edge off from our de

on

So far as the matter of dress ii
concerned, it is very important. Undoubted
the

beginning

as

the

alike of millionaire and well-clad
done much towards preserving

dresi

laborer,

has

democratic

America. Your gowns, wigs,
robes and liveries stimulate a morbid latent
taste which exists for titles, coronets, crowns,
palaces and princes. Where judges weai
horse-hair wigs, the lawyers dress themselves
in gowns and the Chief Magistrate puts or
robes more or less like those seen ip the well
known portrait of Louis XIV., the natura
accessories and accompaniments are immense 1
salaries, unjust privileges, despotic institu

equality

whiskey, tobacco, stamps and the tax

on na-

tional banks.

mocracy.

ly the plain attire which was in
tacitly accepted by Americans

cent.

reduced.
In the Internal Revenue Department pretty
much every tax will he removed except those

old social and

in

The whiskey taxes will be consolidated in one uniform tax of about 05 or 70
cents per gallon; tobacco will he made uniform
at 20 cents per pound.
The income tax for
1871 will be collected, but as the present law
expires by its own limitation, the tax will not
be renewed, so that all who have been annoyed
by the inquisitorial features of this tax will be
rejoiced at their permanent release in the future.
The outlines I have given relate to the
bill as it will be reported from the Committee
on Ways and Means.
What may be done with
it in the committee of the whole House
is, as
Lord Dundreary would say “What no fellow
can find out,” and you will therefore excuse me
from predictions or opinions relating thereto.
It is hoped that some provision for the relief
of the shipping interest will be incorporated in
the Tariff Bill. Messrs.
BLAINE, LYNCH AND HALE
made arguments before the Ways and Means
Committee a few days since urging that
policy and there is good reason for hoping that
the relief asked for will be incorporated in the

tions, ushers, pursuivants, lords-in-waiting
royal receptions and—popular ignorance a«< I permanent Revenue Laws of the country where
distress. One need be no Red Republican o
it would not be subject to annual agitation, and
the hazards of frequent test votes in Congress,
sansculottist to believe these things. Hov
to say nothing of the log-rolling of other interoutward forms and appearances impress the
ests.
common imagination and confuse and weaker
THE GARULOUS CHAMBURN.
the common judgment is well known. A.
Since
I
have
already introduced the Marquis
“philosophy of clothes,” such as Carlyle’:
de Chamburn to the readers of the Press perHerr Teuflesdrockh alone could write, wouk
haps they may desire to hear from that illusshow clearly that the St. Louis movemen
trious gentleman once more. It will be recol
has its origin in a knowledge of human na
lected that Senator Sumner in his testimony
lure, A monarch never seen in anythin;
before the Arms'Investigation Committee paid
but a plain black suit would with more diffi
a very high tribute to this
distinguished (now
culty persuade the millions of his subjects tc nearly ez-tinguished) foreigner, and
spoke entoil and suffer and die for his comfort, secuthusiastically of his superior knowledge of the
rity or the satisfaction of his caprice. He affairs of our country; but the testimony of
puts on the royal robes as the “medicine-man” C. K. Garrison, General Ingalls and Mr. Peck
■

«.

of the Indians covers himself with belts ol
wampum in order that the question of personal worth and personal performance
maj
not be raised, the mind being occupied
th<

has proved beyond a doubt that he is not sufficiently well versed in our language to speak
the truth in English, even under oath—whether
he can do so in French or not will probably
never be known in this couutry.
His wholesale charges against Gen. Ingalls were denouneed by that gentleman as unqualfiedly false,

by
glories and mysteries of the external adorn
ment. The Jew <*«
larged his phylacterie:
for the same purpose. Ana
the case n
these crafty St. Louis lawyers, how m„ei
more

willingly

and

promptly will

client pay ten dollars to

a

which denunciations were virtually admitted
'*v that wily specimen of the polite frog-eater.
After c. it.
Garrison had testified to the falsehood of the statemeirte or one MarqUlS that he

the rustii

tremendous feliow

mysteriously

clothed in a gown and bag-wig
than he would pay five to a plain person like
raiment displaying the natura
himself.
bifurcation or the human frame!

The Maine Central Railroad Com
pany has decided upon a new
freight am
passenger tariff between this city and Auburn and Lewiston. The price of
passengei
tickets being reduced to $1.10
each, with i
corresponding reduction in the freight tariff:
We suspect, from the unfriendly attitude ol
the Lewiston Manufacturing corporations toward

the

proposed loan of the municipal

credit of Lewiston in aid of the Auburn and
Lewiston road, that a contract
satisfactory
to them has been made with the Maine Central for the transportation of their immense
freight. It seems that the Maine Central ex-

planation of the earnestness of the cotton
spinners for the new road last winter was
correct.

We wonder how many of our readers will
think to-day (April 9th) that it is the seventh anniversary of one of the most memorable events in the history of the country—the
surrender of the Army of Northern
Virginia
by Gen. Lee to the armies of the Potomac
and

James, under the leadership of Grant?
April 9th, 1865 and the eleven days proceeding it embraced a series of exploits and events
at once so brilliant and
important that they
should never be forgotten, since their results
will

never cease

to affect the destinies of this

country.
The Montreal News says Judge Davis is
too able a man for the Presidential office.—
The “liberal movement” has become so mixed with

the

Davises, Greeleys, George F.
Trains, Wade Hamptons and other presidential aspirants that a foreign newspaper is
not to be censured if it
gets lost on the Davis
question. Rut, Mr. News, Judge Davis and
Jeff. Davi?-to whom you evidently
refer, are
different' persons; yet except in point of
ability, so little different now that it need not
be mentioned.
We have received the first

number of the

Galveston, (Texas) Standard, edited by G.
T. Ruby, Esq., son of our fellow
citizen, Mr.
Rueben Ruby, the well-known
messenger of
the Custom

Housos.

The Standard is a
thorough going Republican sheet, sharp, decisive and high toned withal. It is
published

semi-weekly.
Every
seauentlv

light
they

the

season

has its trials and
terrors,con

onp pannnf

__i.

uiianujcu

_

signs of

UC*

approaching spring when
principally as the record of base
ball contests. Let us hope that this
mania,
like the small pox or cholera, did its worst
last

come

season.

The Hon. Jeremiah S. Black of
Pennsylvania regards the Cincinnati movement as of
very little consequence. He thinks those Republicans who meet at Cincinnati will have
to bum their
bridges behind them and sink
their ships. If Senator
Trumbull should be
nominated Democrats would
support President Grant just as
readily. Trumbull was
the author of the reconstruction
acts, and the
Democratic party could have no
sympathy
with

J

him._

•Melancholy Loss

or

Life

at

British

Sea.—The

ship St. Magnus, which arrived at CalFebruary, reports that on the 6th of
January, in latitude 39 S.,
longitude 19 E. a
•ban was seen clinging to a
spar, waving his
hat to attract notice, but the wind
was
blowing
a gale and the sea very
rough. The shin imshortened
sail
and
mediately
made preparations
cutta

in

haul on the wind to resuue him if
possible
but by the time this was effected ten
other men
were seen on a raft.
It was impossible to tack
so the vessel was
wore round and made an effort
to work to windward of
the unfortunate men,
,She drifted faster than the wreck
cl»ng, and night coming
on thev
f:,te- The sea in the
vminitv w
a wreck,
Buffere<1 “ore than
deathbv having rtw,
°f W*CUe raisC‘‘J’
to
he
only
in by

to

T'V'lnwklc lliey
ir„ee'‘'ft tVheir

Thepir” meTm*dtIith
close!

night

Reunions.—ThT«rT7. ° 7
tIle Ajluy
Potomac will meet in
Tuesday May 7th.
Corps will meet at the same
The National
Encampment of the Grand Army
V
will meet in the same week in
the same
city
Army

of the

of

Thetcbty XTc

’placehMavVa!7

(Garrison,

was of the sureties of W. M. Tweed,
the former ackaowledged his error, but said in
extenuation that he had readit in a New York

SOCIETY

IN

Sunday evening lunches

are now

fashionable

original conspiracy.
It is not hard to understand
SENATOR

why

OFFICE 315 Congress St.
sn
ap2*2m

She is here considered a marvel of excellence in her profession, and a striking illustration of the success of energy and pluck. Maine
cannot be too

proud

of her

gifted daughter.

presumed to be the same to which he so often
referred with such an air of profound mystery,
during the debate, and the early part of the
investigation, have appeared
They are generally
entirely

and

of any facts whatever in the case; and every
who has been able to display any knowledge on the subject testifies to having had recent interviews with the

apply to

this letter.

POSITION OF THE

HEROINE

following little anecdote of which 1 am
forcibly reminded:—
A girl, evidently a servant, rushed breathlessly into a drug store, threw dowD a quarter
and hurriedly iuquired of the clerk in attendance if he could so disguise a dose of castor oil
that the taste could not be detected. He answered that he could and asked her if she was
fond of soda, and receiving a reply in the affirmative, proceeded to prepare the medicine
as ordered,
compounding it with a glass of that
DELIGHTFUL

BEVERAGE,
which he handed to his fair customer who
drank it with much apparent satisfaction. To
the surprise of the clerk, however, the girl did
not leave at once as he had very
naturally expected, but remained standing by the counter
for
some
further attention,
evidently waiting
so he blandly inquired:
“what else miss?”
“I am waiting for that oil,” she replied somewhat pettishly. “You have taken it,” said the
astonished clerk.

_—a*—

:n..

.1

at.„

gentleman

being prepared for the “gentleman up

at

the house.”
The proposed
be viewed merely as an inconvenient
sore upon the
body of the Republican party, in which is
the poigathering
sons and
impurities that have been absorbed
into its system
during the past ten or twelve
years. It seems to originate like a boil on the
human body and to require
very similar treat-

seems to

so

HORACE GREELEY AND OTHER OLD
LADIES
have set themselves to

in
the form of calls, for the purpose of drawing it
These
a
head.
to
applications tend to make
the boil grow faster at first and to hasten
it .to maturity; and cause it to present a

scar

more

or

rapid and

perfect, and the beneficial
effects more
thorough. In such cases.all the
old women have their
THEIR

sume

Agents for the sale of the
Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg R R

PREBLE

AT

jn3

CORRESPONDINGLY

sn

SPECIAL TO INVALIDS.
Beauty, Htroug aad Pure Rich
Increaae of Flefth and Weight
Clear Skin Sc Beautiful Complexion secured to all.

Health.

Blood,

»

LOW

PRICES!

HOUSE.

DR. HENDRICK’S

Elixir of

♦

A’
A’.
A’.
0).

Portland aid Pft B
Bath

Bangor
Chicago

7

Portland At Rochester B. B.
Vs
Leeds Ac Farmington B. B.
0’s
Central Railroad, Iowa, Gold,
Vs
7»s
Atchison, Topeka Ac Saute Fe, Gald
Northern Pacific, Gold,
7-30>n
3 shares Ocean 1st, Co. Stock,

Stillingia

& Iron !

great American Blood Purifier, composed of Stillingia or Queen’s Root, Frost
Weed, Prickly Aek Berrien, Yellow Bock,
Pipeisaewa, Mandrake aud Cardamon
Seeds, dec., combined with Iron in its purest form.
Stillingia as an alterative or
blood purifier is far superior to Sarsaparilla or any other medicine or combination
of medicines known to the medical profession. It is specially recommended for the

I a#

MIDDLE Mr 6 TEMPLE DTD.

following
Hcrofula, Salt,Rheum,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Ulcers and Sores
Biseases of the Skin, Boils, Pimplos, Indigestion* Iiiver Complaint, Bimmiaess,
Sour Stomach, Bropsy, Siek Headacke,
require medical treatment, we ckalleage
the world to produce its equal.
diseases:

BY

FOR SALE

II. R. PAYSOM,

PREPARED

33 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.

np2sntf

PORTLAND,

LADIES,
We would call

your attention to

of

*pnTiva

STANDARD FLAVORING

*Tvr vb

90c
1.00
05r
75c
5Sc
13c
17c
0Or

Hoop Skirts, (30 Springs)
Hoop Skirts, (25 Springs)
Hoop Skirts, (20 Springs)

Cadies’ Hose
Cadies’ Hose
Cadies’ Hose
Cadies’ Hose, all prices
Children’s Hose, col’d and white
Gents’ Half Hose
35c
Cinen Handkerchiefs
Sr to 81 OO
Brets Braid (A yd)
Sr
A. Clark’s Spool Cotton
Ac
machine Silk, (lOO yd)
13c
machine Silk (SO yd)
Ac
Spool Twist
5c
Holyoke Cotton
4c
Cinen Thread, (Hank)
4c
Hadley Cotton
0r
Knitting Cotton (Balls)
lOr
Beat Pins
gc
Needles
7c
m
Cinen Thread on Spools

picket fence, fainted, .fell forward with his
head between two pickets and choked to death.
A

en-

made

Piques, Cambrics, Cincns, Cawns, Nainsooks; (striped and plain,) Cining Cambric and Seleaia, Cinen Bosoms and
Cuffs, Ruffling,Edgings, Tissue,
Barege, Velvets, Collars and
Cuffs, Forms, Paaiers,
Children’s
Corsets,
Elastics, Tapes, kc,

Society,

citizens.—Bangor Commercial.

All the

new

-------

M.

SPRING STYLES !

including the

DOLLY VARDEN
THE

WANTED
Custom

STREET,

HAT,

NEATEST HAT OUT !

It is

NEW STYLES COLLARS & CUFFS 1

IN

LINEN AND LACE !

PRICES!

COMPLETE LINE OF

Portland.

PRINTS & DOMESTICS!

and Vest Makers!

HAWKES

lOOO YARDS REMNANTS

CO.,

FUBNISHINGGOODS

Congress

293

jip6sn

eod3m

t,t,

RETURN

TICKETS VIA

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY!
D. H. BLANCHARD, Agent,
282 Congress st., Opp. Preble House,

ASSORTMENT

THE BEST

OF

St.

Stale of Maine.

&s

REAL

On Marriage.
Belief fer Vmi Idea from the effects
Happy
>f
and abases in early lire. Manhood restored
SJervous debility cured. Impediments to mar risen
■emoved. New method ot treatment. New
and reuarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free in
iealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia Pa

Portland.

HAIR!

errors

IN

STATE

THE

OF

O’s

M»lk...

6<>

St. Aon is.

(j<,

MAINE !
West Wisconsin It. R.. Gold.

Burlington A

AT

mchl6dsn3m

Cedar

Rapids

R.

7’s

R.

Gold

vi.

_

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold....7 30’*

§Taooo.

$10,000.
GREAT

OXE

HALF

THE

USUAL

PRICES

FOB SALE

SAEE

WM. E.

BY

WOOD, Agent,

mch23sntf

DRY

GOODS!

S.

B.

My

Skowhegan Correspondent.]

stock is

large

and

well

verytbing usually kept in Dry Goods.

;

and

Dollars must be raised.

j ard to

out

of

IN' THE

time.

will be sold without

293

PROMOTING

of sap thus far has been very poor.

RENDERING

IT

s
,

Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

itm

GROWTH

OF

Together with

liquid form,

a

full Stock of

AND

Plated Ware,

Jewelry, Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods, dec., *c., dec.

DARK AND GLOSSY.
a

Sch C F Young, Richardson, New York,—coal to
H L Paine <& O.
Sch Lizzie L Mills, Armstrong, New York,—coal to
H L Paine & Co.
Sch Casco Lodge, Pierce, New York,—coal to Wm
E Dennison.
Sch Adrian, Hunt, New York,—corn to Waldron &

large

OIL,

COGIA

PURPOSE.

COMPOUND

the peculiar properties which so
exactly
lit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

HASSAN,

139 MIDDLE Ac 6 TEMPLE STS.

osesses

j

Remember We Open Wednesday, April 10lb.
an
ap»

two story French roof house just finishedon Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and al
the modern improvements. Enquire on the premise
or No 25 Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY
^
so
sepOdtf
new

Choice lot Apples, just received and for sale by
J. 8. CROCKETT.
inr30sn2w
83 Commercial atrret.
The Residence of the late Phinehas Barnes, Esq., No
53 High St., consisting of a
Two-Story House containing 13 finished rooms besides Halls and closets, with
an abundance of Well, Cistern and
Sebago water: lot
50x100 feet. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.
Portland, February 10.
mch22eod tf
sn

For Sale.
Hack and Livery Stock;

nine

the

constitution and

suffering

which

If neglected.

for soon. For terms apply on tbe premise* to
)L1VER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
wl5
April 8tb, 1872.
ap9deodlw«& wtf

A Boy Wanted

Lost.

IXfOTICE
11
been

a great
mhltieotlsn3m

cause

hereby given,

is

.JOSEPH H. BURNELL, late of Deeriug,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, ami
given
bonds a* the law directs. All i»erson* having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are require*i
Lo exhibit tbe same; and all persons indebted to said
‘state are called upon to make pavment to
EDWARD A. BURNELL. Adm’r.
Deering, April 2d, 187*.
ap*-3w

York—Henry

Notice

Chase & Whitten.
Sch Snow Bird, (Br) Grippe, St John, NB—John

Extraordinary.

Porteous.

Sch Ophir, Murphy, Providence—Bunker Bros.
Sch J H Counce, Cox, Boothbay, to load for New

Rockland,

to load for

We shall Open Monday, April 8,

Pro-

vidence-Bunker Bros.
SAILED—Sch Argus Eye, for Baltimore.

Tailoring

Capt Dix, of Br barque Alice C, which arrived at
port on Sunday irom Barrows. England, reports:
Sailed Feb 14 and came out of North cbaunel; had
variable winds and tine weather to Ion 51 W, Mch 1st,
when we encounfercd a succession of gales from SSW
to WNW, for
twenty-one days, blowing at times a
hurricane, and was driven back to Ion 39; passed the
Banks March 25th in company with ship Theobold,
of Richmond, Me; coaid not speak him, the weather
being stormy. April 2, Caj>e Sable N by E 25 miles,
spoke ship America, for New York.

IfIR. W. F. CHINA M,
assortment of

WOOLENS,

Portland Vessels.—The loss of Portduring the past six months has been the
heaviest for many years. The list includes four
barques, three brigs, and five schooners, as follows :
Barques Hunter, 351 tons; Henry P Lord, 325 tons;
Mary C Fox, 317 tons; Triumph, 360 tons; brigs Mary A Davis, 383 tons; C H Kennedy, 176 tons; E P
Swctt, 300 tons; sch John P Collins, 68 tons, (the
crew of which were lost with the vessel,) and four
others missing, viz:
Sch Abbie, Capt Drinkwater, from Sagua for Portland, with sugar, over fifty days-out, and is supi toned
to have foundered. She registered 295 tons, was built
in 1863, and was owned by the captain, and others.

In the city, consisting of Foreign and Domestic,fine
and medium, and can please all who favor us with a
call, and guarantee satisfaction.

Orin Hawkes &
290 & 292

IIJPI,

l^eui

provided at

W.

—OF—

Spring Dress Goods,
SHAWLS!
-AT-

New York 8th, brig Geo Amos, Portlaud.
Barque Alice Tarlton, from Portland for Cuba, was
spoken 8th inst, with loss of fore and main masts.
Was trying to make an American port.
Ar at

TURNER

NSW.

Sld29th, ship Yo Semite, Mack. Newcastle. NSW.
QALVE8TOS—Cld 29th, schs S L Burns, Crosby,
and A L Fitch, Yates, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 1st, ship Riverside, Rich.

We shall open

Liverpool.
Ar 3d, ships Shatmuc, Soule,
Liverpool; F P Sage,
Urmiehart, Cardiff; barque E A Kennedy, Hottses, do
Cld 2d. ship John O Baker, Spear, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Cld 1st, sch Altoona, Fitzgerald, for

SHAWLS,
Comprising

To be

BLACK SILKS,

PAISLEY, CASHMERE,
AMD OTTOMAN SHAWLS.

Turner
“ONE

York.

Feb
.Tfir.atJShimStae
Utsalady.

Henry

son, St Pierre for New Y'ork.
At Baracoa 25th ult, sebs S C Noyes, Bradley, for
New York, ldg;* M E Higgins, Higgins, for do; S S
McKown, Parsons, fordo 6th inst; E K Dresser.
Reed, wtg; aud others.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Sid ftn Liverpool 23d, Pocahontas, Oliver, for New
Orleans.
Ctf the Needles 24th, A McCallum, Moody, Hamburg for Callao.
Sid fm Queenstown 24th, Henry IV, for Portland.
Sid ftn Samarung Feb 7, Chasca, Crockett, NYork.
Cld at Akyab Fet> 23, J H Stetson, Stetson, for Falmouth, Eng.
Ar at ltaugoon Feb 23d, John Tucker, Taylor, Singa

*ore.

M a tan z as for New Y'ork.
April 1, lat 39, Ion 65. barque
for Buenos Ayres.

Dlrlgo,

from

Portland j
i

ONLY.”

Dunn &

GIG

Son,

SADDLE
AND-

Harness

Manufacturers,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,
(UP STAIRS),
Entrance 59 Middle Street,
Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,
iVhere

we

'xaiuine

invite all
of the

our

customer* and the

one

Lai-K««t

public to

Stocks of Harness
this State,

in

Ail or Home

Manutacture
and Custom Made.

t

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us
to
nanufacture and display our harness to
great adantage.and we propose to offer ourcustomers induceU,at W * 1>ay them th* troubl<* of one
fll*hl

tsirs4

Please remember we manufacture every harness
otter for sale, and hold ourselves r*
sj>onsible for
< SOOU STOCK AND
WORKMANNHIP
re

1
-I

*

Pleasure Harness,
Business Harness,

Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,
Light Double Harness,
ieavy Double Harness,

J IADE EXPRKMNEY FOR THE RE.
TAIL TRADE.
CON AT ANTE Y ON

•■And.

hrle Madawaska, Fowler.

Ax at F^jU temnd* Dec 31,
brig Halite Jackson.
Fuller. San Fraucisco.
St Thomas 3d inst, sch Ella Hodgdon, Nicker-

PRICE

Apnl l-d2wis

8th,barque OrchiJia, Havener, Messina; Acacia,
Robinson, Matanxas.
Cld 8th, barque Jennie Cushman, Smalley, Cape
Venl Island; schs Franklin. Coates. St Andrews, NB
New Dominion, (Br) Tiner, St John, NB, via Portland; Wm Penn, Wiley, St George, Me.
SALEM—Ar 5th, schs Castellane, Warren, and Gen
Washington. Walker, Rockland.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 8th. sch Emma L Gregory.
Thorndike, South Amboy. [Has been ashore at Chatham and lost both anchors; paid wreckers .$.350 lor
assisting her off and $50« for new anchors.]
Sid 7th, sch Potomac, Carver, Belfast.

Feb 8, ship Ceylon, Wood, for Now

Brothers,

Corner Congress & Elm Sts.

den.
Ar

Kong
Manila

Bargains
—IK—

Cld 6th, schs Saxon. Abbott. Franklin; Belle Barbour. Sullivan, and Utiea, Maloney, St John, NB,

Passed AnJIer Feb 6, Bhlp Puritan,
Doaue, from
for New

found in the New York market.

Special

Silas McLoon, Spear, do for Rockland.
Ar 4th, barque Daring, McDonald, Sagua for Port-

Hone
Sid ftn
York.

the moat

Desirable Styles and Fabrirs !

Afore,Ufl,

FOREION FORTH.
Smyrna 2d Inst, barqne Restless, Boomer, for

STOCK

—AMU—

Alexandria; Quoddy, Fanning, Boston for Philadelphia.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 3d, schs Adrian, Hunt, New
York for Portland; Commerce, Torrey. do lor do;

Cld at
Boston.

our

DRESS GOODS

ter, Boston.
Below 3d Inst, barque Harvest Home, Dickev, from
Cardiff.
BALTIMORE—Ar 5th, sch Active, Coombs from
Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 5tb, brig Alice Starrett.
Hooper, Matanzas; sch Margie, MoFadden, Boston.
Below, brig Helen G Rich, from Cuba.
NEW YORK—Ar Gth, brig Abbie C Titcomb, Hall,
Matanzas via Delaware Breakwater 13
days; sebs
Gen Hall, Wade, Guadaloupe 17 ds; Hattie
Haskell,
Young, Aux Caves via Bermuda; E H Clark. Williams, Corpus Christ! 27 days; E M Sawyer, Kelley.
Baracoa 12 days; Chimo. Lansil, Cardenas 9 days;
Geo A Pierce. Unnekin, Matanzas; Roamer, Johnson, St John, NB; Julia E Gamage, Lurvey, Rockland; Frank Treat, Staples, do.
Returned, barque Jane Adaline, Hutchinson, (crew
drunk and mutineous.)
Ar 8th. banme W E Anderson, Gallisoii, Bordeaux
brig Saifstn, Partridge, Messina ; sch Ida Lewis,
Huestis, Brashear City.
Cld 6th, ship Zouave, Swan, Raima;
barque Joshua Loiing, Lamb, Sagua; brigs
Sportsman. Morton,
Cardenas; Camilla, Fickett, Mansanilla; schs Ocean
Pearl, Blanchard, St Thomas; Louisa Smith Webber, St Helena Sound;R M Brookings, Douglas* for
Ben, Davis, Wilmington; Virginia.
Small, Ellzabethiiort: H M Waite, Gott, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 6th, brig Persia Hinkley
Leighton, New York for Boston; schs Com Kearney
Philbrook, New York for Saybrook; K H Hawlev,
Joltcs, and Leontine, Adams, do for Portland; C W
Dexter, Nason, Elizabetlqiort for Gardiner.
8TONINGTON—Ar 4th, sch Commerce, Ingraham,
Rockland for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 5th, sch Cherub, Fletcher,
Portland.
Ar 6th brig Henry Means, Staples, Elizabeth
port;
schs E fie J Oakley, Newman, Hoboken for Pawtucket: Montana, Wood, Machias; Nellie H Benedict, Ellis, Portland.
WICKFORD—Ar 4th, sch H E Wellman, Verrill,
Calais.
FALL RIVEBi—Ar 6th, sch
Henry Clay, Graham,
Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 5th, sch Areola, Watson,
Portland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 5th, sch Helen Mar,
Duncan, Lincolnville for New Bedford.

Sicilian, Pereival, Messina; Reunion
Tucker, Rosario; brig Arthur Egglesso, Peak, Ooree;
Waltham, Haskell, Port Johnson; schs Wlilts Luce,
Tslbot, Savannah ; Saarbuck. Clark, Charleston;
Clias Comery, Pinkham, do: S P Adams, Tabbutt,
Wilmington; J B Marshall, Marshall, and Union
Flag, Simmons, Baltimore; M C Moseley. Ames,
Philadelphia; Carrie Melvin, Andrews, ami Henrietta, Leavitt, do; Jos W Fish. Seavey, ami Mary
Louise, Lowell, Weehawken; Addie Ryerson, Pike,
do; Ned Sumpter, Pinkham, So Amboy; Whitnev
Long, Hayes, and Mariou Draper, Meady, Hoboken';
Chas Carroll, Chase, do; James O’Donohue, Warren,
anti Light of Home. Nickerson, New
York; Neptune,
Robbins, Machias; Boston Light, Boardmau. Cam-

above

-OF--

Pensacola.

Tfnrutv

as

SPRING

SAVANNAH—Ar 3d, sch Ida S Burgess, Cottrell,
Providence, to load for do.
CHARLESTON—Cld 3d, sch Eva L Leonard, Fos-

.T

BROTHERS’,

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, April 1, 9 and 3.

DOMEgTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 29th, ship Flying Eagle,
*

F

apUstf

OPENING.

pool.

HC*h«

CHI8AIH.

>

[PROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Marseilles 22d ult, brig Don
Jacinto, Croston,
New York.
Ar at Halifax 8th, steamer Moravian, from Liver-

Ar 5th-

F.

Portland, April 6th, 1872.

little expense.

Lewis, Newcastle,

tf

Having derided to remain In Portland, It gives me
pleasure to inform my friends and customers of my
connection with Messrs. Orin Hawkes it Co., where
I shall have better facilities for
waiting upon all who
Eavor me with their patronage, than heretofore.
ot
Thanking my customers for past favors, I shall be
pleased to see them all at my new place of business.

wholely

piupciljf

1872.

NOTICE.

the cantata and others.
Sch Nevada, Capt Davis, trom New York for Belfast, with coal, two months out. probably foundered
in the same gale. She registered 143 tons, was built in
1843, and owned iu Freeport.
Sch Zeyla, Capt Crowell, from Portland for Georgetown, DC, with plaster and potatoes, thirty-five days
out, was last seen In a field of ice and Is supposed to
have been cut through and sunk. She registered 169
tons, was built at Pembroke in 1867, and owned at
Lubec, Portland and New York.
The above losses include only vessels
or
partly owned at this port, and is exclusive of those
owned elsewhere which were bound to or loaded here.
Over thirty lives have been lost by these wrecks and
UCBU

Co.,

Congress Street,

Oppa.il>' PrfMr Hum.

Portland, April 6th,

Sch Georgie Deering, Capt Willard, from Philadelphia for Portland, with coal, two months out, and is
supposed to have foundered in one of the heavy gales
which immediately followed her departure. Sne registered 254 tons, was built in 1856, and was owned by

ux

Establishment,

Whose refutation os a Cutter la not aurpOMed in the
State. We shall be ready to show the most
complete

of

tu

Bk

Under the supervision of

land vessels

nui

FIRST-CLASS

A

this

Loss

subscriber has
upon himself
estate of

that the

duly
appointed and taken
Administrator of the

the trust of

Brig Louise Maria. (Dutch) DeWyn, Antwerp via
Boston—Yea ton & Boyd.
Sch Tookolitta. Reed, Kingston, Ja, via Boston-

York—Bunker Bros.
Sch Leocadia, Deland,

apft*15

SMALL Scarlet Canton Crape Shawl, embroidered heavily with White Silk, on the stag*- at
Mty Hall, Wednesday Evening, 3d April. The flnd?r will be generously rewarded l>v
returning
* It to No.
12 Park *t.
Apr 8-dtf

RmtthhAv

New

WHIPPLE.

A

CLEARED.

Chesapeake, Johnson,

learn the Drug Business. W. W.
Apply between 5 and 6 o'clock.

F

Sch Monitor, Kellar, Lynn.
Sch Savannah, Whitney, Plymouth for Wlnterport.
Sch Gen Grant, Varnum, Biddeford.
Sch Columbus, Wallace, Small Point.
Sch Intrepid, Randall, Rockland,—lime to C A B
Morse & Co.
Sch Kate Graut, Grant. Carver’s Harbor for New
York.
Sch Sargasso, Pierce. Southi*>rt.
Sch J Swanton, McKown, Southport.

Sid Feb 23, China, Jordan, Falmouth. E.
Sid ftn Bombay Feb 27, Kate Davenport, Duncan,
A first-class
all in good
Calcutta; Cora, Coombs, do.
condition. Location one of the beet in Portland
I Cld at Havre 22d ult, John Patten, Emmons, for
The Stable can be purchaeed or leaved on
very faNewport, E.
vorable tenne.
For particular, address Bo*
16k0 I
Portland, Maine.
marl2d4wsn
SPOKEN.
March 27, lat 32 30, Ion 74 10, sch S P Hall, bound
DR. MORSE’S “UTEBINE| TONIC”" is
prepared
South.
txpressly for strengthening the system, imparting
March 29, lat 39 50, Ion 60 30,5ihlp Resolute, Nickels,
one and vitality to tho various
from New York for Callao.
organs, removing
March
30, lat 31 36, Ion 78 56, barque Fannie, from
luch weaknesses and complaints as tend to underimountof

>lied
<

Sch Corvo, Pickering, New York,—corn to Kensell,
Tabor & Co.
Sch K B Bird. (Br) Lewis, Boston, to load for St
John, NB.
Sch Ida J, (Br) Walsh, Boston, to load for St John.
Sch Koret, Crocker. Boston.
Sch Freedom, Smith, Boston, to load for Jonesboro.
Sch Marion, Low, Gloucester, to load for Bristol.

Steamer

education. Said farm contains
well a«lapted for grass amt

clay loam land,

acres

True.

etc.

8y Also a good assortment of Machinists' Tools,
wholesale and retail.
G. L. BAILEV, 48 Exchange 8t.
no2*eodtf B2«
Sign of the “Golden Rifle.’’

Apples.
SPECIALTY OCR 91.00 KIDS!

PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR THIS

OTHER

GUNS.

NUZZLE LOADING

For Sale.

COCOA-NUT

t

MARKET !

ALL QUALITIES.

COCOAINE,

The COCOAINE holds, in
roportion of deodorized

NO

ARTICLE

5000 Pairs Kid Gloves !

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
AND

WASHINGTON COUNTY

THE

THE

Congress St.

THE

,

St.

For Sale

s,t,&th

BURNETT'S

now

BREECH AND

re-

CHAR. CURTIS A- CO.,

apCsn eod 3m

1

TO

price.___ ap3sntf
FINE SHIRTS!

*

Chorus and will go with them. A full club
intended to go from here, but like many other
unfortunates, their application for admission to
Mr. Gilmore’s Grand Chorus was seut too late.

CHEAPEST

Ten thous-

Now is your

season

THE

BEST

MADE TO ORDER FROM MEASURE !

OR

VARIETY,

Exchange

Double and Single Barreled Guns.
FROM

Days!

selected, comprising

(

iT~ Goods

GjtEAT

GOWELL’S,
to 60

67

G UN S
HOSIERY IN

—AT—

To Continue 30

ult,—sugar to order.
Brig Dundee, (Br) Bradshaw, Boston, to load for

Si’h Diiinn Ornt*

ami
a clasical

obtain

via Portland.
Ar 7th, barque

BONDS.

CO.,

Pleasantly situate*! near the Vilof Cumberland Centre, 10} miles
Portland. Church, Store* ami
Schools convenient. The Oreely Institute situate*! here,
wln-re all
youth" in town are admitted fr**, and

'rain, suitably divided into pasture and tilhqp-; cut*
!5 tons
Has
hay. Nevcr-fkiling brook in pasture.
in orchard of 80 fruit trees, half young.
Two story
louse and ell, finished throughout; Barn40x38, neary new, well finished with cellar full size, cistern in
iame.
Never failing well of excellent soft water near
he house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres ot wood in
enarate lot. Good bargain may be expected it ap-

Whittemore, Philadelphia.

ap8snlw__Portland, Me.

I

an

►5

land.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, barque Tropic Bird, Jewett,
Sierra Leone; Harrisburg, Ryder, New Orleans; sebs
E L Higgins, Ryder, Rappahannock; Wm H Rowe,

$15.00.

BEST QUALITY PRINTS t

?

STYLES

CHAS. CCSTIS Sc

for persons de-

MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, because of Pin- Worms.
The only known remedy
for these most troublesome and dangerous of ail
worms in children or adults is DR. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms: a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 80 cts. per
bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., BostonV
wS-lin
jan31d&w
SN

BEST QUALITIES !

LATEST

some cases

The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a
splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all DruggiBts.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
DAW
1Y
Jyll

OF

SMMI and Hit Congress Street.
Apr 6-dsntf

MEN’S

necessary in

'Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,-'to Insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists
generally.dc3sseod

MONTREAL &

&

tilUll

IV

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair Dve is the best in the
world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tintsordisagreeable odor.

AT

Highest Prices Paid.

ORIN

HUC

ity, and so
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and ore pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the
leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
are
They
neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger.
They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality Kill be strictly
maintained.

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

IMMEDIATELY.

Coat, Pant

VM1J

arc

siring

PEABODY,

345 CONGRESS
ap3snlw

~‘V

——.7

prepared from fruits of the best qualhighly concentrated that a small quantity

names, but

are

A.

warranted

the

confident it will be to your
6
advantage
to examine before buying.
IlSfWe

etc.

perfectly free from
poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
the
composition of many of
factitious f,-uit flavors
are

TYLER & COX.

_

‘childreu
1

Wolfville, NS.

these Extracts consists in their

The superiority of

These Extracts

MANUFACTURERS

NEWS.

Mange, Jellies, Sauce*,

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used in flavoring the various
compounds prepared
for the human stomach.

Sec.

Splendid assortment of FRU9CMB8

FLAVOBISG

S.upa, Gravies,
PRICES THAT WILL SUIT YOU!

READ THE PRICES.
Best German Corsets
Best Kid Gloves

EXTRACTS!

Syrup*, Ice Cream*, Cut tarda, Pie*,
Blanc

We buy and sell for Oath, and by so doing can both
buy and sell at the Lowest Prices. We never deviate
in price, consequently we must offer our
goods at the
very Lowest Price.

They say it is the

FOB

Sada

1

St John, NB.

been

BURNETT’S
This Department is stocked with the choicest goods
to be found in the market, of both American and
French Manufacture, which we shall sell at

and correct

lage

all of them toundered at sea, the cause in some cases
being the lmprojter stowage of cargoes or the lack of
bulkheads and shifting boards, which might have

$5.

stock of

cur

choice vajietics of

and

new

ME.

Six Bottles

Wanted.
Entry Clerk; quick

from

Barque Daring, (of Portland) McDonald, Sagua 23d
ult,—molasses and sugar to Phinucy & Jackson.
Brig-Callao, (of Madias) Bucknara, Matanzas 2Gth

.m.uS „oiw)Wv

$1.

PRICE
sn
apOtf

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS!
Consisting

BY

THOS. G. LORING, Apothecary

SPRING MILLINERY.

tne

ton

•

_1

dents.

from 3 to 18 j^ears of age.

Municipal

Portland

Skowhegan is bound to have a voice in the
Jubilee, although in a limited way. About a
dozen of our singers have joined the Farming-

that the amount of foul matter that will

CASH!

COOIA HA8SAN,

between three and four
maple sugar time with the farmers, whofare quite extensively engaged in making what they can out of nature. They say the

quite

FOR

BONDS!

partially a “liberal succertainly pretty liberal in tbe an-

The Machias Republican says while the schr.
Sea Lark was
getting underweigh at Lubec,
Tuesday morning, the mate, whose name is
Grant, belonging to Eastport, in getting the anchor up on the
bow, had the misfortune to have

SELL

SHALL

n_

The

a

run

in size

OPPOSITE
mch29sn6m

for lager. This is hard to swallow. Portland is not
troubled with any thing in that line that is
hard to swallow.
A Virginian met death in a singular manner
the other day. He felt unwell, leaned against

feet. It is

CITY.

keep

ahhough late, is making for us the
disagreed travelling. The streets in
are a"
bare, while the roads just out
ofr the village are full of
snow, which in many
covers
the fences. The
places
average depth of
snow in the woods is

Soft soap seems to be the
regular application
used by the
elderly females who are nursing
this
gathering and the sore seems to trouble
the nurses more
than it does the patient.
It is not well to
apply anything at such times
to drive m these poisonous
materials but rather
aid the natural effort of the
system to purify itself by such internal remedies as will tend
to
drive them out. Better let it
gather, break and
run in its natural course, or, if the nurses
get
very impatient, to see the success of their anxious labor, let them lance and squeeze it, but
don't ou any account lay awake nights for a
boil no worse than that. It is
safe to pre-

THE

Our assortment of Furnishing Goods is well kept
up and almost everything needed by man or boy can
be found on onr shelves.
We also
constantly on hand a full stock of the
latest styles Hats and Caps.
Patronize home manufactures by giving us a call
and thus save one profit on your purchases.

usual

FAVORITE POULTICES.

finer assortment

and

Fox.

TV_A.

as

ap9d3t

U S Lighthouse steamer Myrtle, (new) Foster, from
Philadelphia via New York.
Steamer New England, Fiekl, Boston tor Eastport

in

particular.

as

The Bangor Daily Commercial of two or three
days ago, claimed for Mr. George Brackett of
Hermon, that he is the “champion fat man”
of New England, his weight
being 387 pounds,
and his girth five feet eight inches. The Commercial is a little too fast. Mr. James
Bray of
this town,
weighs 402 pounds and his girtn is
nve feet ten inches.
Two years ago Mr. Bray’s
weight was 44(1 pounds. The Commercial must
try once more.

perhaps

a

Our stock is large, well selected, made from the
best materials, and as we manufacture all the clothwe sell, we can guarantee the make in every

sign of a coming negro war.
Cincinnati spends $0,000,000 annually

our

show

maturity

at

Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well a9 the General Business of correspon-

ing

heard among the granite hills of New
Hampshire. The doctor said it way a boy, the
nurse pronounced it a darling, and the world
has since learned to be thankful that it was
Horace Greeley.”

SOMERSET COUNTY.

become temporarily more painful, but the ultimate result will be to make the expulsion of the
foul matter more
complete, the healing of the
appearance

Varying

was

From

can

—WHICH-

All calara, style* and price*.

tonishing sentepoe: “Sixty-one years ago today the rumbling echoof an infantile caterwaul

—

SONS,”

as

AAT T T-ATTAVO

specialty in

a

WE

and valuable as the other.”
They say that bolting is now called “Greeleyiug.” Greeley your doors before goiagtobed.
One-fifth of the inhabitants of Bichmond,
Va., are members of the Baptist chnrch.
The St. Louis (Missouri) Democrat, of the 3d
ultimo, under the head of “1811—1872,” commences a column article with the
following as-

Nashua and Rochester Railroad.
very large meeting of the subscribers to this
terprise was held at Nashua on the 5th inst.

mar26-dly

by agreeme and available
Portland, Boston or New York.
terest

GRECIAN, IMPERIAL & DERRY SUITS

by all means,” says a

regaraeu oy

LOWEST OF LOW PRICES!

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and inerest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing in-

AT THE

More !

figures, fast writer.
Apply by letter only.

Nsaday, Apt II 8.

ap®-tf

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Mixture*.

THAN CAN BE FOUND EESEWHEJIE

Louisvil'e paper, “let the Legislature, at its
next session, order the Louisville directory into
the public schools. One is about as necessary

preparing plasters

aggravated

And

whether or not the annual exhibition and fair
of the Society shall be held there the coming
autumn.
Our Bango" correspondent “Observer,” writes:
Post 12, G. A. R., was recently inspected by
Capt. Pennell of jour city, Department Inspector.
After the inspection some thirty ladies
rushed into the hall loaded with good things,
and the Post then resolving itself into a sociable, passed the time pleasantly till midnight.

disagreeable

Cash

Boys’ and. Youth’s Clothing,

messages both ways at the same time, on a
single wire, has at last been solved.
Collins’s history of Kentucky, at a cost of
four dollars per copy, must be placed in all the
public schools of Kentucky, by order of the

alike

bought for

SACK AND FROCK COATS

We make

and to rebuild the shattered temple of
our liberties
upon the solid hard-pan of the
Constitution, sisterhood of all the States, and
the equality and fraternity of all their citizens.”
The Journal of the Telegraph announces that
the seemingly wild problem of transmitting

cramped for

of Goods,

sn

Speak Once

Farm for Sale.

only

J. B. BROWN &

New material* and Style*.

parched lips.
A meeting of the Trustees of the State Agricultural Society will be held at Bangor next
Thursday forenoon, to decide upon the question

CINCINNATI CONVENTION

more

DERBY,

otism,

establishing

Black and

splendid stock

All calon and Grade..

IN

being

O

BKO*.

at

_

a

The Norwich Bulleti i says a Connecticut
man is engaged in
working up a saw log thirty feet long into a fife for the Boston Jubilee.
The weekly returns in Montreal show that
the small pox is steadily increasing inthat city.
The number of deaths last week was 43.
Cassius M. Clay has attempted a big job.
On the 16st of April, he will attempt to speak
for the whole people, to revive a national patri-

was

a

Pants & Vest “to match.”

Convention.

awiuuk AHiauu election is

RJi

_

Bacon,”

and them at

CLOVES

A

Young Man

A
rk.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

discretions or excesses of mature years. Tills is Indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true wav to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail i>ost-paid on receipt of
price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted,on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

i..a

Gen. Logan denies the statement made in a
Boston paper that he will go to the Cincinnati

now,

Blue,

In

The Bangor Whig says the. liquors seized in
that city a year ago last summer, some
forty
barrels of different kinds, which have been lying under City Hall to season, were emptied on
the ice in the Kendrskeag, nearCeutral
bridge,
on Saturday afternoon.
Tbe effect was startand
the
stuff
burned
its
ling,
fiery
way through
the ice like molten iron.
Quite a number of
uiu topers looxeu on wnn
regrettul eyes and

“taken it !!
I didn’t want it for myself, ’twas for a
up at the house who don’t seem to
e very well.”
The instigators of the investigation are now
feeling the effects of the dose they thought

ment,

With

News Items by Mail

Legislature. “And

|

OVERCOATS,

Dress & Business Suits,

year have run on full time and made fair pay.
Since the war the amount in the savings
banks has been gradually decreasing.
Farmers report that the fruit buds on trees
are well set and indicate a fair crop of apples.
No diminution of canker worms is expected as
the gruhs are as plenty as they have been for
several years. One fartncr in Hampton, who
has an orchard of 700 trees will cut down onehalf of them next fall if .the worms continue
their depredations.
By looking at the church records of the Episcopal church, we find that the first minister
settled in the town was Kichard Gibson who
had previously preached several years at Spurwink, Cape Elizabeth, beginning about the
year 1628.
Quite a number of fishing craft have been
fitted out for the Georges.
S.

It

'WEDNESDAY, 'APRIL lOth,

In Drab, Bnwi and Mixture*.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Why

and

SPRING

send over 500 barrels of ale per week to Portland.
ipla tr

of

Minot.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewiston Journal says Friday evening
fire was discovered about the chimney in the
building owned by C. C. Haley, in the same
place where it occurred a few days ago. It was
extinguished, and a watchman employed in the
building through the night, who discovered the
fire kindling again Saturday
morning. It was
occasioned by overheating of the
chimney.
The Journal says members of the Universalist Society at Mechanic falls have subscribed
some $1000, and are
taking measures-to raise a
like amount among other friends of Rev. Zeuas
their
late
Thompson,
pastor, with a view of
donating to him the pleasant home now occupied as a parsonage.
Jenny Clark, a girl thirteen years old, of
Lewiston, who operated so nicely last fall among
the traders and boarding houses,
stealing in
four weeks about $70, has again been
brought
up, says the Journal, for stealing $12 from the
room of George Gammon, and sentenced to
two months in the County Jail.
Mrs. Jennett Drake of East Auburn, 68
years
old, recently fell and broke one of her anus and
her thigh.

of the

was

Consisting in part

Revere
American
And many others.
SEE
CIRCULARS.

MARINE

Rice & Son,

A Book for Every Man.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and
Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the enors of youth or the in-

of

FOR MEN’S & BOYS’ WEAR,

Portsmouth Matters.
Portsmouth, N. H., April 8, 1872.
The mud in the streets is nearly dried up.
Your new liquor law will affect the brewers
here considerably. During the summer they

STATE

vestigation. There has been a mistake somewhere that places them very much in the

varied stock

and shall

OPEN

very comfortable to Maine people, just now,
but they will have better of their own in May,
and infinitely better in June. Don’t get out of
patience, but remember that “all’s well that
ends well,”—which saying does not in the least

our

large and

new,

store

our

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

want of
money. The influence of this Society has been
great in restraining the cruel and awakening the thoughtless,
and we know that it has the sympathy of all

MARQUIS
chambrun,
in relation to their testimony and even then
there is nothing that can give any consolation
to the sorrowing progenitors of the Arms In-

a

We have entirely re-lltted

SPRING & NUMBER

Portland is about

de

found

be

now

can

The weather here is very cold and backward
for the season, although it would no doubt seem

we should not let ours be
a small amount of ready

one

& 292 CONGRESS ST.

290

Miniature Alaauac..April 9.
Sun rises.5.28 I Moon rises. 8.30 AM
Sun sets.6.35 | High water.12.15 PM

Boston.

can

LM7 HIDE thanking tbe good people of Portia ml,
v T
for their kind patronage through the last seaInvite any, ami all who are to have any
[* >n, I would
teitm, Gas ar Water Piping done, to call and
* 9e if I will not give them the best satisfocl ion both
8 » to price, style and promptness of work. 1 have also
c n hand a lot ot excellent Hose, which 1 shall sell at
1 easonable rate; old ones also neatlv
repaired.
K. MCDONALD, 20« Fore St.,
Foot of Plain *t.
apDdlm

Pylmyra.Boston.Liverpool.Apl
gJatolfStar.New

BY PERMISSION:

Parker House,
Co.,
Wetherbee,Chapin*&Co.Tremont

CO.,

Lewis

siding.

We understand that efforts are

ignorant

&

jet Me

BISHOP, Hair Agent.

GEO. N.

Mess. H. D. Parker &

HAWKES

OR IN

I
1

Office: NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.

REFERENCES

by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals to raise a fund, for the want of which
its usefulness has been lessened in the past.
The friends of this noble Society are
doing
well, and now that our wide-fiwake sister city
of

testified.

quality

CHEEBFUL INDICATIONS.

^

...

of Restorative is also not injurious to
The
the most delicate fabric aud tint, and is an actual preventive from moth and vermin.

—AT—

The health of this community is improving.
No new cases of investigation and but few of
small-pox have broken out during the week.
The late elections have had very much the
same effect on the former that the warm weather has had on the latter—and both are now sub-

10
10
11
11
11
York Havdfc V Cruz. Apl 12
City of Montreal.. .New York.. Liven»ool.Apl 13
Prussian.Portland.
Liverpool.Apl 13
Republic.New York.. Liveriiool.Apl 13
13
York. Aspinwall.Apl 15
Moro Castle.New York..
Havana.Apl 18
Merrimack.New York.. Rio Janeiro.. .Apl 23

^y0^,Merida.New

All Dust, Grease or Coal Smoke Removed by our
process, and defaced colors will become as bright as
when new.

COHI AND SKK US !

J OHNSON
Aiiril 9-eodlw

hate

•Java.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Manhattan.New York.. Liveiytool.Apl
Missouri.New York.. Havana.Apl
Clty of Bristol.... ,.New York.. Liverpool.Apl
Cbnbrla...New York.. Ham berg.Apl

Beauty
Brightness
Without Removing the same from the Floor.

Portland

for

Tongue*,”

“Boneless Breakfast
Have arrived, and yon

from

Beef,”

-AND-

DEPABTIJBE OF OCEAN 8TEANEBM
name

Cured

“Smoked

Mary

uud

SPRING 1872

It
voted to locate the road on the lower route.
Over $800,000 of the amount subscribed favor
this route. The restrictions which governed
the Nashua subscription are removed, and work
will commence at an early day.

to disclose the names of his informers in the
Arms matter. Several witnesses, whose names
he has given to the committee and who are

STORK.

ers.

was

SCHURZ DECLINES

essentially improves the colors.

HAIRAN

Cleansing

causing great consternation.

those who aid him in this contemptible scheme
It is expected that
are true reformers or not.
the testimony to he introduced early next week
will prove the most interesting yet given, as it
will show some of the inside workings of the

COGIA

“Sugar

In Little Falls, Gorham, March 20, Daniel B., only
child of B. D. and
Small, aged 24 years.
Iu Stowe, April 4, Mr. Sylvester Emerson, aged
55 years.
In Brooklyn. N. Y., April 6, Olive Y., wife of Cbas.

Patented December, 1870.

COMPOUND,

DatBeld Hum*,”

“Spiced Hounds,”

and restores Carpets to their original

Cleans

(,'ELEBKATKD

TMK
4

Deake, formerly of Portland.

PATENT

Miss Cary acquired new laurels during her short
stay in Washington, and won hosts of admir-

=

DIED.

YORK

NEW

THE

THE

Carpet Renovating Company,

which

viz',

has already cost the people of this country so
much money, and judge for yourselves whether

SPRING OPENING

HUNDRED TONS Nut Coni,
a very serviceable seasonable Coal
for this time of the year,—-and
reasonable enough at ST.*i5 per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR & BRO,
April 9-sntf

We cleanse Carpets perfectly on both sides, (after
removing the duBt,) with our

Orders left at onr Dye aad
Werks
No. 1)4 UNION ST., will receive prompt attentions.
A. FOSTER A NON,

cess.”

based the original Preamble of Mr. Sumner
a false statement found in
a newspaper.
Bear in mind, if you please, that this same
Marquis de Chambrun is the instigator and
prime mover in the Arms Investigation which

rwo

CARPET RENOVATING.

SUPERIOR CLEANSING

1EW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Standish, March 5, bv Wm. Paine, Eh,, Ingalls
Blake, of Standish, and Abbie Riley, of North Conway, N. H.
In Charlestown, Mass., April 4, John B. Trefethen
and Miss Arvilla M., daughter of Gen. Mark F.
Wentworth, all of Kittery.

Great Revolution In Domestic Economy.

is this winter a member of the Speaker’s family. It is spoken of as a very pleasant occasion,
as indeed it must have been with such a party.

auk

that he had bated hit sworn
the same foundation upon which

great

AT

William Curtis of New York. They
entertained by the Speaker and Mrs.
were
Blaine and “spicy little Gail Hamilton,” who

MARRIED.
In

SPECIAL NOTICES.

George

NOTICES^"

'SPECIAL

NOTICES.

calf.

trapping a

in polite society in Washington. One of those
little affairs came off at Speaker Blaine’s last
Sunday in honor of Miss Annie Louise Cary.
There were present besides Miss Cary, Gov
Washburn and daughter of Wisconsin and

Democratic papers

showing

on

^

WASHINGTON.

was

testimony

w

■

SPECIAL

A Jersey cow belonging to Clark Perry of
Vfachias, valued at $200, died recently, after

ti-Grant men to pay the taxes of 3000 Democratic voters.
An Alabama hen has laid several black eggs,

paper, thus

■

and gave Grant
There is no occasion for
ever

of the result of this little
affair about which the old women are so garrulous.

at

British crown or instantly provide us with a
House of Lords. But the lawyer5s gown is
one of the rags and tattei s of obsolete and
defunct abominations, after all, and it is puerile, if nothing worse, to don it again. A few
of these purple rags of the old bad times and

and the much abnsed “Honorable.”

stronger than

rousing majority.
apprehension

his

]

nor

was

serious

“popular branch" threw up their heads
the Senate amendments to their bill placing
the free list, when those
tea and coffee or
amendments were sent to the House for cou1
currence, and upset the whole thing by passing
and
human
sacrifices has been out of the following resolutions:
slavery
1
Resolved, That the substitution by the Senate,
fashion! It is now about three-quarters of a
under the form of an amendment, for the bill
he
since
Thomas Jefferson thought
century
i of the House (H. R. No. 1537) entitled “An act 1
had put an end to all merely adventitious supto repeal existing duties on tea and coffee,” of
a bill entitled “An act to reduce existing taxports of official position and authority when
I es,” containing a general revision, reduction,
the
to
he rode on horseback, unattended,
and repeal of laws imposing import duties and
taxes, is in conflict with the true iucapitol, on the occasion of his first inaugura- ! internal
tent and purpose of that clause of the Constitution, hitched his horse to a convenient fence tion which requires that “all bills for raising
and, clad in plain but decent apparel, strode revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives:” and that therefore said substitute
gravely to the spot where he w as to become for House bill No. 1537 do lie upon the table.
invested with kingly power. It may be said
And be it further resolved, That the Clerk'of
the House be, and is hereby directed to notify,
truly enough that the return of the lawyer* the
Senate of the passage of the foregoing resoof St. Louis to the traditional vestments ol
lution.
their guild will not restore America to the
This kills the bill, and the duties arc not reitself

he anchor drop on one of his hands, crushing
'• nd mangling three of hia fingers.
The river at East Mnchias, says the Republian, lias been frozen solid from “Kl.t Iron”
vharf to Simpson’s wharf since the first of
December. The unusual continuation of winof snow ami
| er weather and the great amount
1 ee, are causes for anxiety in regard to a freshit.
Lumbermen are inclined to speculate as to
he disasters in store for them.

i

WHEN ANDREW JOHNSON

POPULAR BIGHTS.

|

have

be discharged by this sore, will not exceed that
which was expelled four years ago

Letter.

Committee—Care of the Ship-building Interest
—The Arms Investigation Folly—A Little Story
—The Cincinnati Convention—Mother Greeley's Plasters—Personal.
Washington, D. C., April C, 1872.

I

the St. Louis lawyers are actually
So long, too, after
on

going to put

and Senate

House

Th<

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 9, 1*72.
“And Some in Gowns.”

Washington

Our

Our Rooms

are

next

below the Post Office,

ENTRANCE
\
%

>9

Middle
XJI*

mrl2-.13m
_

Street.,
STAIKS,

GRASS SEED.
1200 bushels

^Nrestern Timothy.

2500 bushels

unbulled Canana Timothy,

IKK) sacks Red

Top,

York and Western Clover,
17'» bags Alsike Clover,
26 bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.
150 bushels Millet,
12 tons New

350 bushels Orctfhrd
850 bushels Seed
700 bushels

Grass,

Oats,

Two-Rowed Barley,

190 bushels Buckwheat,
For sale at lowest

market figures.
F ortlaud Agricultural
Warehouse
and Seed Store.

KENDALL &
Portland, April,

1872.

WHITNEY.
*l*3dt

THE PRESS
TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL », >72.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Pariah Meeting*.
At the annual parish
meeting of the Firsi
Baptist Society yesterday afternoon, J. H
Coffin was chosen Chairman, M. M. Duroy Sec
retary, and J. B. Mathews Treasurer. Messrs
M. L. Stevens, E. P. Chase and Joseph Brad
ford were elected Assessors, and W. P. H ast
ings, It. L. Morse and Spencer Bogers Mhsi<

Committee.

The meeting then adjourned tc
Wednesday, April 17th.
The annual meeting of the First Parish Society was also held yesterday. John Band,
Esq., was chosen Moderator and Wm. P.
Preble, Esq., Clerk. From the Treasurer’s re-

Advertiwmcili To-l>uy.

New

■

AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture, &c—F. O. Bailey & Co.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Hall—Comic Opera Company.
P. C.—Promenade Concert.
The Drummer Boy—City Hall.
Music

port we learn that he had collected 85785 the
past year on assessed pews and 8200 on unassessed. Of the amount collected 83300 went
for the pastor’s salary and 81900 for music. I.
P. Farrington, Esq., was re-elected Treasurer
and Collector, and Messrs. C. H. Haskell and

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Carpet Renovating—Office 1C Market Square.
Coal—tins. H. Poor & Bro.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Lost—Shawl.
Let Me Si>eak Once More—K. McDonald.
Notice—Estate Joseph H. Burnell.
Boy Wanted—W. W. Whipple.
Farm for Sale—Oliver S. Collins.
Duffield Hams—Johnson & Cloyes Bros.
Wanted—Tyler & Co.

Jose Assessors. S. J. Smith, M. P.
Emery and J. E. Donnell were elected Parish
Committee and W. A. Stilling* re-appointed
Sexton. The motion to pay the usual salary of
83300 to the minister was laid on the table and
the meeting was adjourned to April 15th, at 3
P. M.
At the meeting of the
street Parish
C.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Spool Cotton—L. D. Strout.
Window Curtains—L. D. Strout.
Phalon’s Hair lnvigorator.
Smolander’s Extract Buchu.
The Drouth—Fitz Gerald & Co.

E.

High

last

elected:
evening
following
Moderator, Thomas E. Twitchell; Clerk, William A. Morris. From the
report of the Treasurer, Philip H. Brown, it appears that the receipts of the past year from all sources were

Farm for Sale—O. S. Collins.

the

87097.40.
Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

LAXE.

Monday,—In the case of Andrew J. Davis et ux
vs. City of Portland reported Saturday, the jury returned a verdict for plaintiff for $700.
Howard <& Cleaves.
Symonds & Libby.
In the case of Silvan vs. Maine Central Railroad
which

was

to

come on

this afternoon, the counsel foi

plaintiffs amended their declaration in regard to tlu
amount and severity of the injuries received, whicl
the defendant’s counsel said was a surprise to bin
and he moved for a postponement. The case waf
therefore ]H>Kt]>oned until next Monday afternoon.
Howard & Cleaves.
J. H. Drummond.

iMuuicipul
judge morris

('•urt.
presiding.

Monday.—John Q. Twitched & al. vs. Edward
Mansfield. Action of forcible entry aud detainer.—
Defence—plea of general issue and brief statement of
title in another.
Plea sustained. Case carried to
Supreme Court.
Giveen.
Carleton.
Entries, 9: defaults, 12; continued. 3.
Citv Affair*.
A special meeting of the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen was held last evening in conjunction
with the stated meeting of the Common Council.
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

IN

The report of the Joint Special Committee
on a
new Market
House, which was brought
over from last year’s
proceedings, was taken
from the tiles and laid on the table.
The Mayor made the following appointments

special policemen without pay, and they
were confirmed by the Board:
John|E. Tobin;
as

William Peaks and Lafayette Wyniau, at the
Boston steamers; William Foster, at the Post
Office.
A communication was received from the
Maine State Agricultural Society, asking for
proposals from the city for the selection of
Portland as the place for holding the next annual fair.
The declination of Nathan Cleaves, member
elect of the School Committee, was received.
The report of the Committee on Salaries of
subordinate city officers was received and recommitted, in order to give the police an opportunity to be heard on their petition for increase
of salary.
The Mayor nominated the following as policemen, and they were confirmed: John T. Libby,
John Porter, vice Edwin Morrill; Joseph B.

Parsons,

vice John

Kimball;

H.

Thomas P.

Place, vice Edwin Dow; Uriah Senter, vice
Franklin Berry.
Presented and referred.—Memorial of T. C.
Hersey, asking that the dock at the mouth of
Emery street sewer may be cleaned of deposit;
of Martha I. Lovejoy for abatement of sidewalk assessment; of S. Rounds and als., that
the deposit from the sewer in Franklin street,
may be removed from Franklin wharf dock; of
Mrs. Naomi Fernald for compensation for injuries received from a fall on Exchange street;
of William Parker for compensation for damages done to his horse, sleigh and harness by a
defect in Middle street: claim of L. Kidder,
Recorder of the Municipal Court, for extra
services; of C. P. Nash and als. for a lamp post
on the corner of Pine and Clark, or Pine
and
West streets; of residents on Spring street, for
a sewer on Spring street,
from Center west to
connect with the sewer from High to Oak
streets; of members of police force for increase
of salary; of J. H. Drummond for sewer on
Oreen street; of Charles E. Thomas, for compensation for damage to property by change of
the grade on Lafayette street; of Charles H.
Westbrook and als. for a sewer on St. John
street.

Orders Passed.—Establishing and confirming
the assessments for sidewalks laid in 1871; dittv.

of

iiug

iul

xvuuitui

vnj

tu ouimiit uin cituuiubco

receipts

aud expenditures for the year ending March 31, 1873, before the next stated meeting of this Board.
IN CONVENTION.
•

Aurin L. Dresser was chosen member of the
School Committee for three years, vice Nathan

Cleaves,

declined.
Edward T. Porter and Frank M. Clement
were elected Surveyors of Lumber; George W.
Burnham was chosen Surveyor of Wood and

Bark brought by water; and Adam W. Barbour and John B. Smith, City Constables.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.

Ordered.—That the salary of the Mayor for
the current municipal year be fixed at $1500.
Passed and sent up.
Petitions presented and referred—Of Twitchell,
Champlin & Co., for a lamp post on the comer
of Commercial and Cross streets; of George
Gilman and als. for a lamp post on the corner
of Clark and Cushman streets; of Increase
Pote and als. for a re-numbering of lots on
—

Newbury

street.
Hrier

Jolting*.
Fifty signatures were* obtained to the pledge
at the Y. M. C. A. meeting Sunday night.
There will be a temperance meeting held at

City Hall next Sunday evening.

Bradford, the spar-maker, is buildlittle sloop yacht of eight tons bur-

Mr. John

ing
den.
A

fine

a

city.

term of the

The April
Supreme Court will begin this morning, Judge Barrows presiding.
A beautiful picture of still-life by Miss
Skeele, is on exhibition in Hale’s window. A
former citizen of Portland, now resident in
{Minnesota, has given Miss Skeele a commission for a new picture.
Bark Alice C., arrived on Sunday from Barrow, Eng., with 4,828 steel rails for the Grand
Trunk Railway Co.
At the annual meeting of the Quarterly Conference of the Methodist churches in this city
on Friday, Messrs. J. M. Heath of the Chestuui

Hired,

d.

in. r.ai-unan or

me jnne

sweet

and C. H. Walden of the Congress street
churches were chosen lay delegates to the Maine
Conference at Gardiner on Friday; which conference will elect two lay delegates to the General Conference, to be held at Brooklyn in

May.
The Christian Mirror of this week has an account of the funeral services, at New York and
Brunswick, of Prof. T. C. Uphani. Dr. Packard’s address is given in full.
A horse belonging to Sturgess & Woodman of
Saccarappa, which was being driven in a moderate manner through India street, yesterday,
fell down and died instantly; supposed fron
heart disease.
Members of the Mercantile Library Associa
tion are reminded of the annual meetiug this

evening.
For sale at the police office, as there is m
for it—a nice double slate, ruled it
parallel lines, and just the thing for a smal
boy to practice his rudimentary lessons in penowner

manship on.
On Monday next

the steamers of the Port
land and Boston line will leave Boston at sever
o’clock p. m., instead of five.
That bunch of May flowers, done in wax In
Mrs. Cyrus Davis, and now adorning Schumacher’s window, is as complete a counterfeii
of nature as one often secs. The patridge ICavei
and berries that encircle the nosegay adds t<

the beutiful

deceit._

Fire.—About half-past (i o’clock last evening
fire was discovered in one of the brick stores oi
Elm street, owned by A. W. H. Clapp and occupied by Sarah F. True, milliner. The flame:

of the steam
The stock was removed in a hurry, am
ers.
considerable loss will result from the remova
suuwell as by the fire. There was an insuranci
of 83500 «u it in the office of W. D. Little &
Co. The building was damaged to the exten
of about
and was fully insured. The firi
were

quickly extinguished by one

8200,

took from the stove in the work-rooir
in the absence of the occupant and her assis

evidently
lants.

Aa Imported Drunk.—After three dayi
without a case of drunkenness at the polict

station, Kenneth McKenzie was brought ic
iast night intoxicated. He had two wallet'
with him, one of which was
evidently a ladies’

port-monaie, containing

a considerable sum ol
money, and it is suspected that he came by it
dishonestly. He said he arrived iu the city in
the 8 o'clock train from Boston.

were

The total assets of the Parish

are

81205.94; the present indebtedness, 8357.50;
making the net assets, 8848.44. The report of
a joint committee of the Free
and High street
Parishes on the boundary line of the lots of the
churches

two

accepted and ordered

was

to

be

placed on file and l>e recorded in the Begistry
of Deeds. The following persons were elected
Parish Assessors:—Brown Thurston, David
Keazer, Orin Hawkes, C. J. Walker and C. C.
Tolman. Bev. W. H. Fenu, the pastor, presented some papers relating to the financial
condition of the Parish, which were accepted
and appropriate action taken in regard to them.
A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Fenn for
his successful efforts in procuring the payment
of the Parish |debt.
Philip H. Brown was
elected Treasurer and William M. Marks Collector. It was voted, among other things, to
raise 84000 to pay the pastor’s salary, and 81000
for music; the above sums to be raised by an
assessment of 17 per cent, on the valuation of
the house.
At State street Church, W. F. Milliken was
plpptiifl

Mndorafnr

R. M.

Richardson,

Corey

were

A

<> nd

TT

flowPloelr

W. F. Milliken and Eben
elected Parish Committee and Assessors, and Charles Paysou Treasurer and Collector. John W. Perkins, Prentiss Loring and
A. B. Stephenson were elected Music Committee.

The

sum voted to be raised was 25
per
upon the valuation of the pews, same as
last year. The salary of the pastor was fixed
at $3000 with four weeks vacation. The amount
raised for music was $800; last year it was
$1800. For improvement and repair of the
church $000 was voted.

cent,

Portland Institute and Public Library.
At an adjourned meeting of this corporation,
held yesterday afternoon, H. B. Brown, W. H.

Fenn, L. D. M. Sweat, W. L. Putnam and Josiah H. Drummond were re-elected Directors.
On motion of Col. L. D. M. Sweat, Messrs.
Wm. L. Putnam, A. W. H. Clapp, Samuel E.

Spring, Josiah H. Drummond and George F.
Shepley were appointed a committee to wait on
the City Government and make applieation for
the annual appropriation for the Institute. The
name of Israel Washburn, Jr., was added to
the committee.
The Clerk was instructed to call the attention
of the City Council to the fact that the city is
entitled to two members of the Board of Directors.
The President called for suggestions in relation to the method of conducting the affairs of
the Library, and referred especially to its financial condition, there being a small debt resting
the institution. The condition of the treasury would render further purchases for several
weeks inexpedient.
Aff a subsequent meeting of the Directors,
Wm. L. Putnam was chosen President, Israel

on

Washburn, Jr., Vice President, Edw. A. Noyes,

Librarian,

Clerk and Treasurer.
voted that the Librarian be authorized
to select his own assistants, and that $750 be
appropriated therefor.
The following committees were re-appointed;
It

was

On Rooms and Works of Art—Messrs. H. B.
one member to
be added.
Books and Catalogues—Messrs. Washburn,
P. H. Brown, Gould and Bryant.
Administration—Messrs. Sweat, Fenn, Neal
and Drummond.
Finances—Messrs. Spring, Clapp, McLellan
and Bird.

Brown, Shepley, Gilman, and

The Seance To-Night.—The exhibition at
Fluent Hall this evening by Mr. H. F. Emersod, promises to be a most attractctire entertainment.
Mr. Emerson proposes to accomplish the following miraculous feat as the principal experiment: A board partition eight feet
high, will be erected on the stage in full view of
the audience, with a platform at its base, on
which Mr. E. will stand. He will be securely
fastened to the partition by solid iron staples
around his neck, feet and hands, the staples

being firmly clinched

on the inside of the partition. The gas will then be turned.off, and a
few moments after when the light is restored,
Mr. Emerson will be found to be released with
the exception of his neck, and holding the rings
in his hands. The light will again be extinguished and when turned on his neck will be

entirely

free from its iron collar.

If this

nessed in this city. It is also stated that Mr.
Emerson claims to have the power to free himself from any cell at the station house, he to be
hand-cuffed and then firmly bolted in. He can
certainly unlock any pair of hand-cuffs without
the key, as we have witnessed the wonderful
feat several times

during

the past week at his

seances.

Hotel Arrivals.—Jos. N. Pierce and Jas.
H. Leighton of Boston, H. A. Philbrook of
Eye Beach, Henry Willis and C. B. Griunell of

Boston,

and George C. Yeaton of South Berwick are at the Falmouth Hotel.
George E. Holyoke and sons of Brooklyn, E.
H. Barnard of Calais, D. L. Haskell of New
York and John A. Stewart of Montreal are at
the St. Julian Hotel.
N. P. Ryder and M. A. Bacon of Boston, W.
F. Fuller and wife of Phillips, A. W. Hall and
C. F. Johnson of Island Pond, Astwell F.
Brown of New York, E. W. Stanton of Philadelphia and Henry T. Wood of New Bedford
the Preble House.
James McDougal of Boothbay, Sumner
Adams of Richmond and J. H. Gamage of
Boston are at the United States Hotel.
at

are

Arrival or the Mvrtle.—The new steamer Myrtle intended for the use of the lighthouse

department of this district arrived here yesterday. She is a fine looking vessel about 140 feet
She is
in length and about 350 tons burthen.
commanded by Capt. H. H. Foster and has for
two engineers, two firemen,
a crew a mate,
men before the mast.
She is very complete in all her appartmeuts
and is fore and aft rigged.

steward, cook, and five

Villa and Miner.—Mr. Clarke, of this company, recrived a very handsome benefit last
evening, and on his part endeavored to merit
the approbation of his friends. The last per-

formance will be given to-night, when

a

strong

bill will be offered.
The stock of boots and shoes belonging to
the estate of J. Carten, will be sold at auction
to-day. We understand the largest part of the
stock is fresh goods laid in just before Mr. C.’s
death.

afternoon, at
Bailey & Co. will

This

three o’clock, Messrs. F.
sell the pretty little cottage No. 16 Bramhall St.

O.

Needed?—There are now lying in this
harbor eight vessels waiting cargoes of lumber
for South America. It is important, in view of
the prospective condition of the market there,
ada

that these vessels should be loaded immediately; but they cannot be, for the lumber is not in
port and the Grand Trunk is not able to bring
it. The vessels must therefore be detained for
several weeks. There have been two steamships
at our wharves for two or three weeks. They
have obtained no cargoes, and are now inquiring for ballast; others are compelled to leave
port with parts,

only, of

cargoes.

H. O. C.

Obituary.—Capt. Alvin S. Dyer Jr., formerly of Portland, who died in Arkansas on
March 27 last, volunteered in the 17th Maine
Regiment in 18112. He was promoted from
grade to grade, until he was made 1st Lieut, of
Colored Infantry in 1803, after graduating at
the National Military Business College at
Philadelphia. He distinguished himself at
Chancellorsville, receiving Kearney’s Medal of
Honor. At the close of the war he was appointed as General Agent of the Kreedmeii s
Bureau with the rank of Captain in the Regular Army and stationed in Arkansas, where he
remained until his death. He leaves a widow
but no children. He was honored and beloved
Com.
by all who knew him.
We would call the attention of persons wishto obtain a valuable farm to the’ advertise-

ing

ment of O. S.

MATTERS.

Collins, Cumberland Centre.

Persons wishing to educate their children at a
small expense will find the school privileges
aprfi-d&wlt
(unsurpassed at that place.

BY TELEGRAPH

XUId CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION

raittee will

meet in Washington on the 25th, to
take measures to organize for the Presidential

_'*'•

>

Sac* Municipal t'*urt.
BEFORE JUDGE

Notwithstanding Saturday's jubilee,

that of simple drunk,
day morning.
and

was

but

one

case

before the court Mon-

BEFORE JUDGE

our!

JELLISOK.

Monday.—Four cases of simple drunk filled the
docket Monday morning.
A Biddeford Specialty.—A visit to the
reed manufactory of A. W. Hewes, successor
to Littlefield & Hewes, in Printers’ Exchange,

Biddeford,

has put us in possession of many
new facts in relation to the process of the manufacture of this most important adjunct to the
loom. It has also brought to our notice some
of the finest specimens of this work that we
have ever seen. Mr. Hewes, who from experience knows what a reed should he, gives his
personal attention to the work in all its stages,

employing only experienced and skillful workmsn, and using the most approved machinery.

The whole process of manufacture is conducted
in his factory, even to making the wooden ribs,
which are made with great rapidity and perfection by a single passage through a machine of
Mr. Hewes’ own invention. The best of Norway iron is used for the wires, of which some
ten tons is at present required.
This is taken
in the form of common round wire, rolled into
the proper form, edged, side-cut, straightened
and polished, each process being conducted
with the greatest care and skill, so that when
the reed is finally completed it is as nearly perfect as is possible for it to be. Mr. Hewes already finds a market for his goods all over the
Union. His reeds are being sent to New'York,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, California, aud are
very generally in use in New England, their superiority being universally acknowledged. The
reeds are made of all grades of fineness, from
three wires to the inch—used for bags or coarse
duck—to seventy-two wires to the inch, suitable for the finest fabrics.
Augustine

Hayes, Esq., was yesterday
comfortable, though no hones are enter-

taintil of his recovery.
Dr. Lewis N. Allen, who has for some
time been confined to his house by lung disease
died Saturday night last. He has been in practice some four years in Saco.
Presentation.—Last

Friday evening Enoch
of the Peppeiell Spinning
room, was made the recipient of an elegant ice
pitcher, salver and goblets as a mark of esteem
by the operatives in his room.

Skillings,

overseer

Mr. Newcomb, who suffered amputation of
one of his legs in consequence of injuries received at Andrews & Haines quarry some few
weeks ago died last Saturday night from fever,
which the low state of his system could not
withstand.
We are happy to learn that Mrs. Gdrdiner
Merrill of Scarboro, who has been for a long
time suffering from a cancerous breast, had the

successfully removed by Drs. J. L. Allen
and Grant of Saco and that the patient is doing
well.

same

New Temperance Allies.—It is understood that a detective league is about to be
formed by the ex-liquo[ dealers of Saco and
Biddelore, to ensure a full and impartial enforcement of the present liquor law. We shall
probably now have an opportunity to learn how
an enforced
prohibitory law will effect the peo-

ple.
The

following, showing

different

a

is found in the old

of

state

things from the present when officers do

begging”

not

“go

annals of Bidde-

ford:
June 11, 1770.
Voted, That the’town Clerk be and hereby is
directed to prosecute John Stackpole, Jr., for
his fine for refusing to serve said town as constable for the present year.
From New Brunswick to California.—
On Thursday morning next Mr. H. T. Clark,
General Baggage Agent of the European &
North American Bailroad, proposes to send a

travelling bag checked at St. John, N. B., to
San Francisco, Cal., and on its arrival there to
be re-checked for St. John. The several baggage agents on the several lines of railroad
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, forming a direct line of travel from the East to the West,
requested to give the luggage free passage
and have the person in charge of baggage at
points of transfer enter on the Way-Bill the
date and hour of its arrival and departure, and
give it speedy passage over their several lines,
so that a journal of travel
may be published on
its return showing the travelling public the
shortest time from shore to shore. The agents
of the Associated Press are also to be requested
are

to

keep the public advised from day to day of
the whereabouts of the baggage.
The Drouth.—What excitement is this?
One of moment to all. While we acknowledge
the soothing and quieting effects of “Perry’s

Dry Up," we have no doubt a great multitude
disposed people would rejoice were the
city reservoir to give out. We wish it perfectly
understood, should such a fearful event transpire, it will not in any way prevent the opening
of Fitzgerald & Co.’s store on Thursday
morning, April 11,1872, when we will be preof evil

offer our friends and customers goods
at prices that cannot fail to give entire satisfaetiou.

pared

to

_

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

large

For Sale.—A

sett of blue and

new

gilt window curtains and fixtures, suitable for
a

Apply

store.

L. D. Strout.

to

apr9th-3t
John Clark’s
3cts at

spool cotton,

Sets. All others
L. D. Strout’s.

aprUth-3t
All Fiddle-de-dee !—Laugh at the individual who tells you that the full complement of
hair cannot be restored after it has begun to
out

fully.

We tell you it can.
We assure you that Phalon’s
Hair Invigorator
has effected that object thousands and thousands of times.
We guarantee the result.
come

aprtlth-eodlwt
For years Smolander’s Buchu has given
universal satisfaction, and every day it is increasing in public favor. It is without exception the best and most indispensable article for
family use. It is an extraordinary restorative,
and its invigorating and curative properties in

urino-genital diseases, in either sex,
lost sight of by the medical profession,

Editorial Notices are so common that it is
almost impossible for an editor to express his
honest opinion of the merits of any article
without being suspected of .interested motives.
This fact, however, shall not deter us from

saying what

we think of a new additiou to the
Materia Medica toj which our attention has
been recently directed.
We refer to Du. J.

Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters, a
remedy which is making its way into more
families just now than all the other advertised
medicines put together
There seems to be no
about the potency of its tonic and alterative properties, while it possesses the great

question

negative

containing neither
poison. That it is a speIndigestion, Billiousness, Constipation
recommendation of

nor

mineral

cific for
and manv comnlaints of
hare reason to know; and

good authority that

nervous
we

are

origin,

we

assured on

general invigorant
regulating and purifying medicine, it has no
equal. Tt is stated that its ingredients, (obas

a

tained from the wilds of California,) arc new
to the medical world; and its extraordinary effects certainly warraut the conclusion that it is
a compound of
If
agents hitherto unknown.

popularity is any criterion,there can be no doubt
of the efficiency of the Vinegar Bitters, for
the saleof the article is immense and continu-

ally

increasing.__

aprl-4wt

Cure that Cough or Cold!
Adamson's
Balsam will cure it every time. Price 35 cts.
mchl5-T T S & wly.

METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

THE

VAST

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
Officer, Washington, I). C.,
>
April 8 (7.00 P. M.))
The barometer over Iowa will move northeastwardly into Canada with fresh to brisk
winds over the Lake regions, Cloudy weather
with rain will probably continue Tuesday over
New England and the Middle States with easterly to southerly winds, Partially cloudy but
weather Is probable for the Southern
tates with southerly winds,
Rising barometer, northwesterly winds and olearing weather
will extend eastward oyer the Mississippi Val-

Sleasant

ley Tuesday inomingand probably toMichigan,
Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee and the western
Gulf States by Tuesday evening.

Tn Genrun is Florida.
Tallahassee, April 8.—Gov. Reed bf Florida, has issued a proclamation claiming that
the Senate by adjournment without trying him
on the charge of impeachment, discharged and
acquitted him. He closes by ignoring the acts
of Lieut. Gov,
Day, and commands all officers
to obey him (Reed) as the lawful Governor.
Trouble is more than possible.
A Tsrsado.

Memphis, Tomi., April 8,~A Brownsville
says that a frightful tornado swept over
special
the town to-day, blowing down many dwellings
and outhouses and injuring a number of per-

Mrs. Mrs, Burton fatally. A cabin
sons,
containing a dozen negroes was turned over
one

several times without hurting anybody,

^{11

WASHINGTON.

THE TWO INVESTIGATIONS.

1

the New York clearing house
association, a motion to throw out the Tenth
National Bank was lost.
It was reported on Wall street
yesterday that
money was worth 5 per cent, in open market in
London, against 3$ per cent, in bank, which is
taken as an evidence that the Bank of
England intends to check the
growing rnauia to invest in American stocks.
The German Parliament was opened
yesterday. The speech of the Emperor was read bv
Bismarck.
John Bright will resume his seat in Parliament soon but will not enter the Cabinet
Weather Bepart, April 8, 19 P. VI.
War Department, Signal Service. U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of

French

the

Minister.
Mr. Dana’s Investigation

a

Failure.

The Arm. Iarralifili...
Washington, April 8.—The Senate Arm!

Committee held a session this morning. D. Shea
testified to being employed as lighterman tc
carry arms to the docks and steamers on his

lighters.

A letter was read from Gen. Schofield relative to the law regarding the sale of arms in
18*>8, which agreed with the testimony of Gen.
Dyer. The following was sent to the committee by Secretary Fish:
Legation of France in United States, I
Washington, March 30, 1872. (
Mr. Secretary of State:—The commissioner
appointed by the National Assembly of France
to investigate the matter of purchases made
during the war, has been surprised by a telegram published by the New York Associated
Press, which attributes to it the adoption of a
resolution inquiring with regard to the conduct
of officers of the United States. It has requested the Minister of Foreign Atfairs to contradict this report, and I hasten to inform you
officially by order of M. De Kemasat that it
did not adopt the resolution in question, and
that it has addressed no request for an investito the Government of the United States.
gation
Be pleased to accept, Mr. Secretary of State,
the assurances of my high consideration.
Henry De Belnnotte.
(Signed)
To Hon. Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State.
Mr. Hartly, of the firm of Schuyley, Hartly
& Graham, was sworn:—In 1870 the firm with
which he was connected sent samples of their
arms to France, Germany and
England and
witness and another gentleman to France on
the 4tli of September of the same same year.
The contract was made with the French Government to furnish anus.
Col. Squires never
mmi

witness

taat

111s uius

uau ueen

reiuseu itv

the War Department, hut witness learned the
fact from another source.
The contract of
Ballertine, Billings & St. Laurent for batteries,
&c., was offered to witness’ firm and they
agreed to take it on certain conditions, which
Ballertine, Billings & St. Laurent would not
The coutract was offered to witness
agree to.
by Air. Steiuberger, Air. Hartly further testified that he never paid a dollar to any Government officer for
any purpose.
E. S. Allen, chief Armorer at Springfield,
testified that the armory could turn out 160
breach loaders a day, and if full machinery
was worked
nearly 300 a day. It would take
three months to prepare to turn out 1000 a day.
The Drndlcy>ITfsbcr Case,
An opinion was delivered in the Supreme
Court to-day in the case of Bradley vs. Fisher,
error of the
Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia. This was an action of James H.
Bradley, senior, against George P. Fisher to
recover for alleged illegal and malicious disbarment of the plaintiff by the defendant while
Judge of the Criminal Court of the District of
Columbia. The case is notorious. This Court
now affirms the judgment of the Court below
in favor of the defendant, holding that as the
the Criminal Court of the District is a separate
tribunal from the Supreme Court of the District, the plaintiff has not been injured by having his name stricken from the roll of attorneys
in the latter Court as averred, and is therefore
not entitled to the damages claimed. Justice
Davis read a brief opinion, in which Justice
Clifford concurred,
dissenting from so much of
the opinion of the Court as held that a Judge
is not liable in a case like the present, where it
is alleged he acted maliolously and corruptly.
If he did so act he is subject to a suit the same
as a private person would be under like circumstances.
Wme Memorial Services.
The Washington committee having in charge
the Morse memorial services are making extensive arrangements for the meetiug April
Kith. The leading members of both Houses
will make short speeches and Dr. O. W. Holmes
is expected to deliver a poem. The Governors
of all the States are requested to be present as
Vice Presidents or appoint proxies.
Letters
have been addressed to the Mayors of the principal cities in the country requesting that meetings be held simultaneously.
Sir. Dunn’s Investigation.
At the session of the Naval Investigating
Committee this evening Paymaster Bradford,
of New York, testified that he never received
directions from Secretary Bobeson to favor any
body. He did not employ middle men and
never bought bricks from Catted,
Had bought
$<>000 worth of slate from Cattell within the
past two years, they being the lowest bidders.
Bussell testified that he never
Paymaster
bricks to go to California.
bought
Chief Engineer Wood testified:—The machinery for the Boston torpedo boat was being
built at Chester, Pa., and that for the Brooklyn
t/irnail<i lififf.t at. t.Via \lnrurar» Tmn Wm-lru Knar
York. The contracts were fair ami the Government well protected.
He had tested the
iron at New York and found no crystalline
fractures, and never saw any iron better fitted
for the purpose. He then gave a circumstantial account of the contracts of Secor for building the iron-clads Tecumseh, Mahopsac and
Manhattan. He was of the opinion that Secor
was entitled to payment for extra work, as it
was extra from his contract.
The Gregory
board did not reject the Secor items, but laid
them aside, simply for lack of time to consider
the large amounts involved.
James P. Secor testified that the $93,000 was
not paid till after the Boggs board decided in
their favor. He never gave Secretary Robeson
a dollar nor to anybody for him.
Never paid to
any naval officer a dollar, directly or indirectly.
They were always ahead with their work on
the monitors. He considered that the Government now owes them $700,000.
Never had any
transactions with Secretary Robeson. Never
gave him any valuable thing or any promise,
nor has his firm given any valuable considerate any officer or person in the Navy Department. Cattell was not employed
by himself or
firm to further the payment of claims. SecreBorie
the
turned
matter over to Admiral
tary
Porter, who appointed the Boggs board. Secretary Welles had previously said that the bill
might be paid, but on account of the death of
Admiral Gregory he could not see how he could

get

at

it.—Adjourned.

Trumbull Denies.
recently seat from this city
Senator Trumbull declared he
would be a candidate before the Cincinnati
Convention and believed Judge Davis to be the
strongest candidate that could be named; Lieut.
Gov. Koerner, of Illinois^ seeing this dispatch,
wrote to the Senator, asking whether it was by
authority, and Mr. Trumbull to-day replied in
a dispatch to Koerner, saying:—“There was no
foundation for the dispatch whioh you refer to.’’
Hr.

A

dispatch
stating that

was

Tbe Alabama Claims.
Rumor of

Satisfactory

Settlement.

London, April 8.—The Post says that a rumor
prevailed last night that an important telegram
was received at the foreign office from the
government of the United States, indicating that
there was a prospect that the differences between England and America,
growing out of
claims for consequential damages would be set-

tled in a manner satisfactory to both nations.
Neni-Offlcinl American Authority.
Nkw Yokk, April 8.—The N. Y, Evening
Post, which is regarded as semi-official authority on such matters, in referring to the rumors
in the cable despatch to the Associated Press
to-day of the peaceable settlement of the differences pertaining to the Alabama case, says:
We have strong reason to believe that our government has conveyed to Great Britain its unwillingness to exclude by agreement the consideration of claims for indirect damages from the
arbitrators, at least, so far as they demand no
award; on this ground these claims must remain in the case as arguments infavorof award
of a gross sum, but not as claims for money to
be paid us.
The proposition, the Post is informed, is in a form which the British government can hardly in consistency accept, and,
therefore, auothor week of final friendly feelnut

tries

uv

hvjvu 111

juiouuu

ucvnccu

wic

invvv/uii

the interpretation of the treaty.
Rumor of Peaceful Solution Rented.
London, April 8—Evening.—A rumor that
the foreign office had received despatches from
the United States which promised a solution of
the question of indirect damages, is pronounced by authority to be without foundation. The
report was first published in the Morning Post
and copied and widely circulated by the evening pacers. Its contradiction produces a general feeling of disappointment.
as

to

NEW

YORK.

The Special Session Muddle.
New York, April 8.—Sixty-two writs of habeas corpus were brought before the Supreme
Court this morning, in the cases of the prisoners alleged to have been illegally sentenced by
the Court of Special Sessions. Action was
postponed till Wednesday, when a certified
copy of the decision of the Court of Appeals
on this matter will be obtained.
Subsequently
153 additional writs were issued, returnable

Wednesday,

Rumored Abdication of Queen Victoria.
A sensational despatch from London states
that there is a report current there that Queen
Victoria, at the interview with the Prince Imperial of Prussia, at liaden last week, arranged
for her abdication of the throne of
England in
favor of the Prince of Wales,
Varioas Mutters.
There have been twenty-two small
pox cases
Saturday and eight deaths
Dr. Joseph Woodhull, the husband of the
notorious Victoria Woodhull, died suddenly last
since

night.

The examination of the case of the 10th National Bank, charged with
locking up $0,000,000, was begun yesterday before Commissioner
Davenport, and continued until to-day.
Steamship City of Bristol, from Liverpool,
briugs 1050 steerage passengers, and the Wisconsin

747.

New York City Finances.
From the statement of Controller Green it
appears that for the quarter ending March 31st,
warrants were drawn on the city account to the
amount of $11,455,335, and on the county accounts $4,100,113, A comparative statement of
the city and oounty debt, less stocks, bond and
cash in the sinking fund, shows the debt on the
31st of December, 1871, was $88,300,380, and on
the 31st of March, 1872, $01,038,458.12.
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Fearful

Earthquake

in

Syria.

Chicago, April 8.—Flour—extra Spring quiet at
6 25 @ 7 00. Wheat lower; No 2 Spring at 1 22*. Corn
lower No 2 Mixed at
j
38fc. Oats dull; No 2 at 31c.
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Portland cadets.
VILLA A iMNEB’M

MONDAY,

COMIC

OPERA

Burlesque

Di-Vorce!

CITY
DI-VORCE.
DI-VORCE.
DI-VORCE.
SAM. B.

DI-VORCE.

COLOR

DI-VORCE.
DI-VORCE.

As Fanny Ten Strike.
AGI-NKH WALLACE,
As

Twenty-one pieces.
Dance, by Chandler's Band, 15 pieces*
Doors oj»en at 7, Band Concert at 7 1-2, Exhibition

All-Fired Adriance.

Music for the

CLARK,
As Old Mr. Ten Strike.

at 8.

Previous to the Burlesque will be performed the

Tickets 50 cts, (to be had at the usual places.) Reserved Seats (front row in gallery.) 75 cts, for sale on
and after Wednesday, at Hawes A Cragin’s.

LOAN OF A LOVER !

Members of uniformed organizations are requested
to api»ear In full uniform. Clothing checked fret*.
Refreshments by Reed.
ap9 ltd

Farce of

BY

—

—

C. H. CLARK A-

COMPANY.

AUCTION SALES.

For further particulars, see programmes.
Doors ojien at 7 o’clock. Curtain rise, at 8
Price, as usual.
Reserved Seats for sale at Box Office.

ap9td

o’clock.

A Desirable Ret»ideiie<* lor Male at

Aucttou.
Tuesday, April 9,
3 o'clock P. M., if not previously
disposed of,
we shall sell the House No. 16 Brainhall
St., the
residence of F. G. Patterson, containing 7 rooms,
room.
Parlor
finished In Mack walnut,
bathing
marble mantel; hall and parlor frescoed, house heated by furnace, g h*1 cellar, brick cistern 17 hhds. ca-

HARRY MINER, Manager.

Mystery,

Oaa

Wonder & Mirth. AT

Mr. H. F. EMERSON

pacity.
balance

Lot 50x63.
Terms cash, or cne-U&lf cash,
mortgage on term of years at 71 j»er cent.
A dej*osit of #100 required at time of sale.
For further particulars apply on tbe premises, or to
F. O. BAILEY A t’O., Aartieaevnt.
April 4-dtd.
Argus and Advertiser copy.

Would announce to the citizens of Portland that
by
request of a large number of itemoiiH who have attended his private Neancea *r Knirruiamvan
during the past week, and others who have not seen
him in his marvelous i»erforinances or
manifestations,
that he will give

TWO

AduiiuistrtUor’s Sale.

PERFORMANCES

license from the Hon. J. A.
of Probate, withiu and for
County
Cumberland, 1 shall sell at public auction, on TUESDAY, April 9th, 1812,at ten o’clock A.
M., at the store recently occupied oy John Carten,
No. 42 Middle street, the stock in said store consisting of a general ussornient of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, together with Slioi* Fixtures, Tools, Machinery,
Ac.
K. McDONALI), Administrator.
F. ©. BAILEY A €’©., Auctioneers.
1-td
April
to

PURSUANT
Watermtn,
of

—AT—

FLUENT
Tuesday

lUALU

and Wednesday Evenings,
April « and 10,

When he will jierform the feats given by the Davenport Brothers, and many other feats that have never
presented to an audience either as tricks,
magicaUperformances, or spiritual manifestations.
Mr. Emerson lays no claim to Spiritualism, nor
docs he belong to any Spiritual body, but claims to be
assisted by an unseen influence that he cannot aicount for, aml^jiresents his wonderful )>erfonnance to
llIH iUlllit'T!mill luavan tliam «n rl-nw. ilw.l.

STOCK of ^FURNITURE DEALER CLOSING BUSINESS

.....

-AT

elusions and Judge for themselves.
He will also by request Imitate the Carnet in
*
■*•**!»* and also sing the character song
‘‘THE OLD MILLER OF DERBYSHIRE.” Mr.
Emerson is also the chami.ion Drum Soloist in New
England, and will favor the audience at these iH?r-

ON

fonnances.

H. K. HUNT,

Promenade Concert !

Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
assortment of St auk* and F'aney Goods.
NGoods
will be sold
the
in lots to full

For the benefit of

during

Mr. J. M.

THE—

PORTLAND

92}; do 1865

CITY
WEDNESDAY

BAND!

D. W.

HALL,

EVENING, April

and shot,

formers.

DEALER

A thousand Spanish troops arrived at Cuba
the 3d inst.

George Thompson and Henry Overton were
fatally burned Sunday night at a drunken carouse

in

ALL

PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

MUSIC
Managers,

I [ALL.

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

BIDWEI.L & WILKINSON.

AND

No. 32

FOR THREE NIGHTS 0NL¥.

a

tenement

house 011 Leonard

street,

New York.
It is stated that dogs are employed to
prevent
body snatchers from robbing be Potters field
on Hart’s
Island, N. Y., but that the dogs themselves tear up the graves and devour the bodies
of the poor buried there.
In New York five new sections of iuternations were formed
Sunday. These societies
will take political action when strong enough.
London had beautiful weather Sunday, but
the day was not kept in New England style.
Tho North Western free relief gift enterprise
of New York has bursted. The expenses exceed the receipts.
After extraordinary efforts the election of
Cortes in Porto Bico resulted generally in favor
of the Spanish conservative party.
In Scranton, Pa., Monday, two men were
killed and another seriously burned by the explosion of a fire damp.
It is said that the National Democratic Com-

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,

personally notified by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
their places, are hereby notified that
Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection
of any

violation of the law, without further notice.

Notice is also

given

To Owners of

Farewell Engagement of Portland’s Favorite,

Dollie

Bidwell ?

—AT THE—

LOWEST
W«‘dni*Ndft.v, April

Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kan-

BONDS

STAB TBOUPE OP THE EAST.
£3~See future announcements.

safest for investment. They are issued in $100, $300
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
careful investors. They are daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.
C’HARLEM H. IIAWKEM,

o-iwi

P. Y. M. C. A.

ENTERTAINMENT
CITY HALL,
The Ancient

99 Exchange

mch22 dtf

—AT—

Evening,

April

GAS

11th.

With full orchestra, will render seme of the best
“Ye Old Folks” Anthems and Cnoruses. also choice*
solos and duets by the following talented vocalists:—
Mra. Merrill, MIm Ada Cary, MIm Nlroui,
Bravra, Miaa Ayers, Messrs.

FIXTURES!

Pendants & Brackets.
KEROSENE

KEROSENE

Thanaas

and Hsdsas.
A Chorus of 200 Masters anti Misses under the direction of Mr. Fitch will also render some fine
pieces.
HP'T'ickets 35cents or four for $1; to be had at the
usual places and at the door.
Dsors opeu at 6.45; eoncert 7.45
ap4dtd

Also

Steam, Water and Gas Piping done to order.

LEVI
aprSdlw

CARRYING

CHARLES M.
98 Rxcbsagc
w!3
mch27d«Jfcw3w

1IAWKES,

Ml., Portland.

THE

Passengers booked to London-

CITY

derry an<T Liverpool.

HALL.

Return Tickets

granted at Keduced
The Steamship

|
THE STUDENTS OF

PRUSSIAN, Capt.
Will leave this port for Liverpool

B0WD0IN COLLEGE
Respectfully

announce to the citizens
that they will give a

Grand Gymnastic Exhibition
ON

FRIDAY EVENING,

APRIL

Kates.

Dutton
on

Saturday, April 13tk.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry anil Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).$70 la $SO
Payable in Gold or Its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

of Portland

For

19,

II. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tor
on England for small amounts apply to

Sight Drafts

The object of this exhibition is to defray the excuof sending a crew to represent|Bowdoin at the National Regatta of American Colleges.
Doors open at 7. Performance to commence at 8.
Tickets 50 cts, for sale at the usual places. Reserved Seats 75 cts. These can be obtained on and after
Monday, April 8, at Gllkey & Co’s.
ap6dtd
ses

JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Dec. 5-tf

ICE!
ICE!
SEASON 1872.
Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,

MUSIC

HALL,

Having scoured their stock of

Saturday Evening, April 13,

PURE

Mr. Lester Wallack's grand military Drama,

Arc

THE VETERAN
Comprising

a

variety

rS"5' ORDKR8

—AND—

Scenery

authentic
nations

from

sources.

Varied and
All

new

characteristic, painted
Costumes of the different

!

Magnificent!

Company!

Under special arrangement with the
distinguished
author and manager, MR. LESTER
WALLACE,
Else Strongest Caste

ever produced
England,

FORMING

lu

DRUMMER

will be received by Westbrook Man
a stone dam on tbe

PROPOSALS
ufacturing Co., for building
lower falls at Saccarappa, Me.

Plans and »|ieclflcbtions may be
the Compony in Snccarrappa.

HALL,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday & Satur-

day Evening*),

April 17, 18, lO, and 20.

April O-eodted

To Let.
of Rooms to Let, with board, at 26 Free
street.
apadlw-

SUITE

Removal.
JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
to 11
St., Portia d, Me. Office hours from
P. M.
a., and 4 to
no25*3m

Dr.
A.

B. P.

at

seen

ths office

o

JAMES HASKELL, Agent
fel5 Is tr
Saccarappa, Feb 15. 1872.

Rubber Clothing.
We have

on

hand

a

large stock of

Fine RUBBER CLOTHING
ALL FRESH GOODS.
We

shall sell al

a

Smaller Praflt lhaa the

Peaple af this City have

been

seise

heeetafare.

GEO. W. RICH & CO,

AT

CITY

14 Cross Street,

tamed ta pay

BOY.

SOLICITED.

STONE^DAM.

A

By the following welhknown and popular artists :
Mr. Edgar Bruce,
Mr. Charles LeClercq,
Mr. J. J. Prior,
Mr. Chas. Creswick,
Mr. J. O’Neil,
Mr. J. P. Sutton,
Mr. II. Broughton,
Mr. F. Beresford,
Mr. W. W. Stevens, Mr. .lames Wilson,
Miss Alice Brooks,
Mrs. ,J .1 Prior,
Mrs. II. T. Stuart.
Miss May Montello,
Musical Conductor—Mr. Bernard MoUenhauer.
ga-Prices as usual. Reserved scats for sale at
the box office, Fridav'morning, April 12th.

furnish

PORTLAND, MAINE.
mrl2diatf

and played by

The New York
Mew

Office, No.

Tableaux.

and

gorgoous

ICE!
to

DAILV OR FOR THE SEASON.

IntcroMting. Plots,
THRILLING Tramatic Effects,
Extensive Picturesque

prepare.1

Families, Hotel*, Store* and Vessels any quantity wanted

of

lO PER CENT. BONDS.
Bonds $100 oacli for municipal purposes, payable
with Remi-annual Coupons In Kew York. Price 95
and interest.

BROW ft,
UN Karket Square.

Caaadian and Halted Staten Kails.

E. X. PERRY, NhrriO

Liberty City, Mo.,

S.
Mo.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

Sold

apSdtf

OIL,
FIXTURES.

OIL

ALLA INLINE !

that the “Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations arc detected.

Portland, April 4, 1672.

Purtlumi.

CHANDELIERS,

Harmony Society,

Walts, tttockbridge,

cent,

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acquintance in the West, as
well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, 1 am making a
specialty of these
securities, ■visiting the localities where they are Issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for sale only those that I consider among the

Bidwell & Wilkinson’8

Thursday

of

sas, with semi-annual Couitnns, drawing 10 |>er
interest, selling at prices which net from

—AND—

u

Bonds.

Municipal

1 O.

B1DWLLL

DOLLIE

RATES !

mch27tf

OPENING NIGHT

Buildings where Intoxicatare

Pure Ice

Crystal

THE

ing Liquors

ME.

Customers supplied with the best quality or

Perfect Replica of Wallack‘s

LIQUORS.

IN

ajdtd

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating
In Portland who have not been

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

CLARK,

lOlh.

Choice concert selections from 8 to 9 o'clock.
Tickets 50 cents; 3 for SI.00.
Dancing to commence at 9 o’ctock.
Music by the Full Band, assisted by all the orchestral talent of the city, making an orchestra of 25
per-

of water.

Sheriffs Notice.

11

AT

—

A Haytien Episode,
Boston, April 8.—By letters from Cape
llayti, March 18th. we have the following information : During the nights of the 15th and
16th of March, a band of Haytien exiles recruited by some Dominicans attacked and captured a arsenal at
Cape Hayti. Early 011 the
16th the national troops attacked them,
recaptured the arsenal and put them to Might, China Leconte with
seven others were captured

day

purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11, 1868.

MULLALY,

—BY

demand;

Frankfort, April 8—11.30 A. M.—U. S. 5-20’s,
London, April §3.—A telegram from Con- 1862,
95g @ 95}.
stantinople bring intelligence that the city of
!
Liverpool, April 8—10.30 A. M.—Cotton is quiet;
Antioch, in Syria, has been visited by an earthuplands 11* @ ll*d; do Orleans ll*d; sales
quake, causing a terrible loss of life. The dis- Middling
10.000 bales.
patch states that one-half of the citv was totalLiverpool,
April 8—1.30 P. M.—Cotton closed
iv nestroyea, and 1400 persons lost their lives.
dull; Middling uplands 11* @ 11*; do Orleans ll*d;
Great distress prevails 111 that portion of the
sales 10,000 bales, including 3,000 bales for sj>eculation
city not demolished.
and export. Breodstufls firm. Provisions dull.
Another dispatch from Constantinople, states
Antwerp, April 8—11.30 A. M.—Petroleum closed
that there were three successive shocks of earthat 45f.
vuake at Antioch. The river Orontes rose and
April 8—Evening.—Linseed Oil closed at
inundated the lower portion of the city, and 33 London,
pda 5s.
the bridges were swept away by the waves.—
Liverpool, April 8—Evening.—Clover seed 44s @
The majorportious of the city walls were de48s for American Red.
stroyed. The neighboring towns are sending
assistance.
Freight*.
Accident to a Portland Vessel
Other
New Orleans, April.—We continue to quote
as follows: By steam—Cotton to
Disasters.
Liverpool7-16@15-32d,
to Boston Jc, to New Yorkgc, to Philadelphia |c; ToHavana, April 8.—Brig Florence, for the bacco to Bremen
to New York $6; Sugar to New
45s,
West Indies, reports that she spoke April 3d,
York $4 ^ hhd; Molasses 91 Ip bbl, Flour 75c, Pork
bark Alice Tarleton from Portland for Matan90c, Beef 91 ¥* tierce; Com 15c ip bush; do to Li verin bulk 10*d. By sail—Cotton to Liveri>ool 7-16®
which
in
a gale March 12th, cut away her
I»ool
jas,
15-32 to Havre lc, to Cronstadt }d, to Bremen lc, to
fore and mainmast and was trying to reach an
Antwerp
lc, to Hamburg }d, to Genoa l*d, to Boston
American port. The Florence took off Capt.
*®}d; Tobacco to Bremen 40s; Pork to New York
Finley anil soven of the crew of the schooner 75c;
Flour
60c; bulk Grain 12 Ac, Oil Cake Meal $5 F
H. J. White from New York for Boston, which
ton; bulk Grain to Liverpool 9@10d; Oil Cake to
sunk March 14th, the crew
«
having been twenty London 34s.

days short

AUCTION !

Wednesday, April 10th, at 9 1-2 o’clock a. m,
we shall sell the entire stock of N.
Tarbox, in
store No 169 Fore St., to close up his business.
The stock consists of Hard-Wood and Painted
Chamber Sets, Patent Folding Beds, Sofas, Chairs.
Rockers, Dining Room Chairs, Lounges, Tables, Teapoys, Sinks, Extension Table, Crockery. Glass and
Tin Ware, together with a large assortment of goods
not named above. Sale jtositive.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.
td
April 8.

TICKETS 35 cts. For sale at Stockbridges’ Music
Store and at the door.
Come early and avoi I the Rush._ ,fffl
Nothing will be presented at these performances
that will displease the taste of the most
fastidious,
either lady or gentleman, but
only excite the wonder
and amazement.
apr6td

1000 bead.

money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,
old, 93}; do 1867 93*; U. S. 10-40’s, 89*.

a

Judge

the

before been

flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 67,000
16,000 bush oats.
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 81,000 bush com, 33,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 6,000
bu9h barley, 3,000 hogs.
Cincinnati, April 8.—Pork advanced to 13 50 on
the spot and 13 20 seller June. Lard firm at 8 23 @
8 50. Bulk Meats firm; shoulders held at 4*c; sides
5} ® 63, an *c less bid. Bacon firm; shoulders 5c;
sides 6§ @ 7c. Live Hogs scarceat 4 25 @ 4 50; receipts

Middling uplands 21fc.
Mobile, April 8.—Cot* on dull; Middling uplands
at 22 @ 22*c.
New Orleans, April 8.—Cotton
firm; Middling
uplands 22}c.

GUARD,

Exhibition will conclude with the unrivalled
FANCY DKII.L, by John .1. Lynch, and Neal
D. Winslow. Band Concert before the Drill h)
CHANDLER S Full MILITARY BAND
The

VII,rX,

CHAS. II.

HALL !

Cadets will appear in their > K u ,v
lOB tlk, ami ^ive tbeJSkirinUU and Bavwiie.
Drills, and the Drill by the

Tbe

bbls

uplands at 22c.
Savannah, April 8.—Cotton in good

APRIL15.

-AT-

bush com,

Whiskey steady at 83c.
Toledo, April8.—Flour steady. Wheat firm; No 1
White Michigan 1 71; Amber Michigan 1 62*; No 1
ed 1 58. Cora unchanged at 48}c for high Mixed;
Oats unchanged at 38Jc for rejected.
Charleston, April 8.—Cotton is dull; Middling

DRILL,

Promenade Concert,

Unbounded Attractions.

4 50.

Receipts—5,000

c.

FANCY

5} @ 5}c; cldar rib sides 5} @ 5*c. High Wines active
at 82c offered, 82* asked. Live Hogs steady at 4 00 @

European Market*.
London. April 8—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 92* for

Terrible Loss"of Life.

P.

TUESDAY EVENING, April 9th,

88

journed.

hallT

LAST NIGHT 1

^

T
T
33
Tbe deficiency
®
observation.
5
appropriation bill was reporta
o
ed with numerous amendments.
3
Tbe principal
O*
C6
y
ones were
down
for
the
cutting
appropriations
!
«
;
(Quartermaster’s Department $425,000, and
Bos'nn..36.06
41
NW
Cloudy
making a new appropriation of $2,000,000 for
30.01 68
SE
Fair
continuing on the State Department building. Charleston,S.C..
Chicago.29.33 58
SW
Lt Rain
Mr. Ramsay called
the
bill
to
break
Cleveland. 29.57 62
up
up
SE
Lt Raiu
system of straw bids for mail contracts, whicn Indianapolis ...29.36 64
SW
Thret’ng
was passed with the
Montreal.29.50 42
amendments reported by
NF.
Cloudv
the Committee and two other
Key West.30.02 78
SE
Fair
amendments,
Mt.
one by Mr.
SW
Washington.30.09 31
Fair
the Postmaster
Ramsey
authorizing
New
London..
30.06
40
N
General to place to the credit of the
Thret’ng
treasury New Orleans ..29.79 74
SW
of the Post Office
Cloudy
Department the net proceeds New York.30.05 43
E
Cloudy
of the money order
aud
other
the
business;
by Norfolk.29.99 68
S
Fair
JVlr. Casserly,
NW
providing all regular contracts Sfl1.*.'*.2957 34
Clondv
hereafter made over $5,000 per annum
Pittsburg.29.08 60
SE
Clr’g Xjp
may, in
the discretion of the Postmaster
NE
Lt U
General, be Portland..30.01 37
SW
continued in force not more than six mouths Savannah.29.98 70
Fair
Washington....29.92
57
E
Thret’nv
until a new contract is made.
8
Wilmington.. 30.03 70
S
Fair
The Indian appropriation bill was taken
up,
Barometer corrected for temperature and elevation
the pending
the
reduction
of the
question being
appropriation of $500,000 to $200,000 for the
Teton feioux Indians in Montana.
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Mr. Blair favored the reduction as under the
present policy, the government had both to
feed aud hght them.
Foreign Export*.
Mr. Windom favored
feeding them, but pre- ] KINGSTON, Jamaica. Schr Lookolita—75 bbls of
ferred shooting them if it could be done.
He
mackerel, 160 bbls, 500 boxes herring.
said the expedition
ST JOHN NB. Sch Snow Bird—1100 bbls flour.
against them in 1864 and
1865 cost over $6,000,000 and if
peace could be
Foreign Import*.
secured for $500,000, it would be
cheap.
Eng' Bark “AUcc C”—4828 steel rails,
The motion to reduce was
,,
lost, and without 1117
bdls hsb plates, 120 bags bolts to Grand Trunk
further action the Senate adjourned.
Railway Co.
HOUSE.
SAGUA. Bark Daring—518 bhds, 60 tcs
molasses,
100 bhds sugar to Phinuey & Jackson :6 bbls molasses
A large number of bills were introduced and
to master.
referred, including the following: Proposing an
MATANZAS. Brig Callao—661 bhds, 94 boxes suamendment to the constitution providing that
gar to Grand Trunk Railway Co.: 1 pkg cigars to
the two Senators from each State be elected
by master.
the people; to protect shipping on the Atlantic
coast from destruction by
easterly gales by a Receipt* by Rnilreod* and (Steamboat*.
general plan of signals.
Grand Trunk Railway—230 cans milk, 50 bbls
A resolution was passed instructing the Comflour, 47 cars lumber, 1 do paper. 2 do potatoes, 1 do
mittee on banking to make an investigation inboards, 1 do spars, 2 do clapboards, 3 do spool wood,
to national hanks engaged in a
conspiracy to 2 do bark, 2 do starch, 1 do oats, 4 do spirits, 1 do
lock up money.
shorts, 2 do seed. 2 do corn. 1 do beer. 3 dn sundries
Mr. Negley asked leave to introduce a bill re- ior Lower Provinces—1800 bbls flour, 2 cars bran, 2
for Allan steamers—39 cars provisions,4 do
sundries;
that
the
Pacific
railroad
citing
companies are grain, 5 do flour, 1 do
apples.
indebted to the government $11,154,745 for inSteamer
Chesapeake, from New York.—70
terest paid by the government on bonds loaned
hhds molasses, 23 do tobacco, 77 do sugar, 8 casks
w tuc uump»uico auu mat tnis UCCUlHUUUloil Ot
white lead, 6 do soap, 5 do skins, 8 tcs tobacco, 45
indebtedness would amount at the maturity of
kegs spikes, 30 car wheels, 416 lire brick, 1200 dry
those bonds to several hundred millions, which hides, 26 bales elk hides, 80 do
rags, 23 do cotton pickit may then be impossible for the
to
ings, 11 do burlaps, 20 do wadding, 30 rolls leather, 40
companies
do
it
is
and
and
that
for
43
blocks
the
interest
of the comcan>eting
pay
matting,
marble, 100 bags
34 do seed, 21 kegs white lead, 10 l>oxeB lead, 150
panies as well as of the government that this corn,
do starcb, 50 do cheese. 20 do glass, 50 do
hardware,
indebtedness be paid from year to year as it oc25 do saleratus, 20 do drugs, 50 do tobacco, 7 bdls piccurs, and authorizing the President of the
ture frames, 75 bdls paper hangings, 6 do steel. 10 do
United States to appoint a select commission of
iron, 7. do rubber car springs, 10 bids alum, 4 do oysthree citizens to inquire into the financial conters, 25 half chests tea, 34 bdls sand paper, 200 pckgs
dition of the companies and their ability to pay
sundries.
their indebtedness to the government ;also to asSteamer Montreal from Boston—6 bdls shovels and spades, 140 bars iron, 19 hhds molasses, 5 do
certain whether or not the companies have le10 bbls ]>ork, 100 bags seed, 25 bbls
pitch, 97
gally and faithfully applied all the assests by sugar,
casks nails, 10 bdls flsb, 50 boxes cheese, 44
the construction of their roads and to report
bags oysters, 13 pcs marble, 65 bdls paper, 125 bags corn, 25
such legislation as shall be deemed necessary to
boxes oranges, 30 bbls flour, 2 lihds hams, 10 sewing
to
the
and
secure
compel payment
government
machines, 113 green hides, 40 boxes spices, 100 pkgsto
the government against loss.
order; For Canada and up country—100 bdls leather,
Mr. Brooks of New York—I object to the in1 pianoforte, 3 bales burlaps, 8 coils
cordage, 20 boxes
trodectiou of the bill.
nails, 5 bales paper, 24 bbls paint, 200 fire bricks, 14
bags sumac, 16 bbls lime, 100 pkgs to order.
Mr. Negley—I move to
the
rules
and
suspend
have the bill referred to the Judiciary Committee.
New l’erk Mtoek and Money Market.
The Speaker stated that there was a motion
New York, April 8—Morning.—Gold 110}. Money
pending since last Monday to suspend the rules.
at 7 per cent.
Sterling Exchange 109} @ 110.—
Mr. Negley—I rise to point of order whether Stocks firm. Southern State Stocks dull and firm.
it is proper for the gentleman from New York
The following are the forenoon quotations of South(Brooks) who is stockholder in these compan- ern securities:
ies, to make objection.
Tenuessee G’s, new. 67
Mr. Brooks—I make it a point whether an
Virginia 6’s, new... 55
Missouri 6’s. 95}
instrument of Wall street who speculates in
North Carolina 6’s, new. 20
Union Pacific railroad stock, is
the proper
South Carolina 6’s, new. 37}
man to stand an investigation of this kind—a
New York, April 8.—Evening—Money was very
tool, an agent of Wall street.
Mr. Negley—I deny every statement made by stringent and loaned as high as } per cent, and interest. Shortly after 3 o’clock this afternoon a broker
the gentleman.
sum>osed to be interested in the lockup of money pubMr, Brooks (holding up some papers.) I hold licly loaned half a million at 7 j»er
cent., but immediin my hand evidence of the truth of what I say.
ately after the rate run up to 4 per cent, and interest,
I knew what was coming and had a proof sent closing at 4 o’clock, the official hour of the board, at 4
to } percent. Governments ruled dull and quiet all
by telegraph, and I would like to read it.
day. State bonds closed dull but steady. Sterling
Mr. Negley—I have no objection at all.
Exchange quiet at 109 @ 109}. Gold closed dull at
Mr. Brooks—I will withdraw my objection if
110} @ HO}; loans at 7 per cent., to }c for carrying.
the gentleman will permit me to introduce
The clearings at the Gold Bank #21,889,000.
Stocks
the documents,
were irregular during the afternoon and closing quiet
Mr. Negley—.1 have no objection; f have no
and firm.
interest in the road; Ido not own a dollar of
The following were the closing quotations of Govits stock; I am not the tool of anybody.
ernment securities:
United States 5’s, new.109}
Mr. Banks of Massachusetts— 1 object to anyStates coupon 6’s, 1881..115}
thing except action on the request to introduce United
United States 5-20’s 1862.112#
the bill.
United States 5-20’s 1864.112#
The Speaker—The question is, shall the genUnited States 5-20’s 1865, old
112}
tleman from Pennsylvania be allowed to introUnited States 5-20’s 1865, new.Ill}
duce the bill?
United States 5-20’s 1867.112}
Mr. Brooks—If he permits me to read all the United States 5-20’s 1868.112}
United States 10-40’s., coupon.108}
documents I have in iny hand and that they
Currency 6’s.115}
shall accompany his bill, I shall not object.
The following were the closing quotations of
The Speaker—The chair cannot entertain a
Stocks:
conditional objection.
Union Telegraph Co. 748
Western
Mr. Hooper of Massachusetts—I object. The
Pacific Mail. 64
bill was therefore not introduced.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated....
98}
The portion of the morning hour remaining N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
sep 91}
after the call of the States was consumed in dilErie..03
iatory motions and votes to prevent any action Erie preferred. 80
on Mr. Hooper’s supplementary civil rights
Harlem.112
Michigan Central.116
bill
Lake Shore & Michigau Southern.
The last vote on Mr. Hooper’s bill was orIllinois Central.
dering it to be engrossed. That was carried by Chicago & North Western.
a strict party vote; yeas
nays 77.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
103,
Mr. Coughlan of California moved to suspend
Chicago & Rock Island.
the rules and adopt a joint resolution providing
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.
for an amendment to the constitution prohibitThe following were the quotations for Pacific Railing the disposition of public lands, except to road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.101}
actual settlers thereon for homestead purposes.
Union Pacific do.
Negatived, 84 to 94.
Pacific stock. 37}
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania presented a pe- Union
Union Pacific land grants. 85
tition from the brother of Dr. Howard, punUnion Pacific income bonds. 86
ished as a prisoner in Cuba, and offered a resolution reciting facts in the case, declaring the
Denemic Market*.
American nationality of Dr. Doward, and deNbw York, April 8—Evening.—Cotton dull; sales
claring that in judgment of the House Dr.
Howard is a United States citizen by birth and
continued as such. That the President should er; sales 6900 bbls; State 6 50 @ 7 50; round hoop
Ohio 7 05
7 35; Western 6 50 a) 8 70; Southern 7 50
promptly demand his unconditional release and (a) 10 60. ®
Wheat dull; sales 18,000 bush; No 1 Spring
returned of his confiscated property; and also
1 58 ® 1 GO; No 2 do 1 49 ® 1 55; Winter Red Western
demand full reparation and apology for such
1 70 @ 1 75; White Michigan 1 78 @ 1 92. Com
lower;
ind'gnity and outrage on an Amerioan citizen. sales 89,000 bush; Western 72*<c; old 7 lie. Oatf* dull;
sales 16,000 bush; Ohio 54 @ 55c; Western 52 @ 54c.
Referred to the Foreign Committee with leave
Beef quiet. Pork—new mess 13 10 @13 12; prime
to report at any time.
10 75 @ 10 87. Lard lower; steam at
8* ® 81c; ketA bill was introduced refunding the income
tle 9 ® 9*c. Butter dull; Ohio 11 g 24c; State 24 @
tax collected of the United States judges.
Re- 39c. Whiskey lower; Western 87c.
Sugar stcadf;
ferred to the Ways and Means Committee.
Muscovado 8* @ 9*c. Coffee dull; Rio 17} @
in
Two motions to suspend the rules in order to Gold. Molasses steady; Muscovado 36 @ 39c. 20*c
Naval
Turpentine weak at 68* ® 69c; Rosin
bring up bills aiding railroads were negativ- Stores—Spirits
quiet at 3 00 @ 3 12* for strained.
Petroleum dull;
ed.
crude 12@12*c; refined 22c.
Tallow firm at 8}®
The House went into Committee on the Senate amendments to the legislative appropriaFreights to Liverpool quiet; Grain, per steam, at
tion bill.

Mr. Garfield of Ohio, Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, stated that there
were 93 Senate amendments.
The committee
recommended concurrence in 29, non-concurrence in 39 and concurrence with modification
in S.
The amendment providing that the House
Seargeant-at-Arms receive no compensation except a salary was concurred in.
Concurrence was recommended in the amendment repealing all laws requiring the publication of laws and treaties in newspapers.
Mr. Garfield advocated it with a modification
striking out the appropriation of $30,000 for the
next year for that purpose.
The amendment
was concurred in—73 to 72.
After acting on 33 amendments the committee rose.
Mr. Kendall of Nevada introduced a bill to
require uniform charges for the transportation
of freight and passengers by railroad companies
as common carriers, and to prevent and punish
unjust discrimination in favor or against places.
Referred to the Committee on Commerce. Ad-

ENTERT A INM ENTS.

Commerce.

passed.

Important Note of

not

arc

who at
all times select this delicate and fine preparation.
aprllth-eodlw

alcohol

suggest measures to promote manufacture \
in Bangor. The committee made several ree
ommendations, among them the formation o
the companies under the charters already grant
ed; the formation of a Board of Trade, and fo:
the city to recall its offer to sell the old burying
ground lot to the European and North Arneri
can Kailroad
Company, with a view of usiiif
the same for the location of some important
branch of business.
to

Biddef*r«ft Municipal t

more

iUnnufaclurva iu Bangor.
Hall was crowdec
to-night to hear the report of the coin ni i ttee ap
pointed at a meeting held last Monday evening

Bangor, April 8.—City

CHASE.

•SENATE.
Washington, April 8.—The Vice Preuideu
laid before the Senate a certified
copy of th<
report of the Investigation Committee of th<
Kansas Legislature, relating to bribery and cor
rpptl0n bi the Senatorial election of 1867 ant
De^eired to the Committee on Elections
*-asser^’ presented a joint resolution o
t’
the legislature of California, setting forth tin
penis to life and property in Arizona from tin
raids of the Apaches, and expressing the
opin
ion that until these Indians were chastised
ant
permantly subdued, the territory was not habi
table.
The Indian
Appropriation bill came up, bui
was laid aside for the
purpose of considering
the bills
reported froih the Committee ol
Claims.
fpr the relief of Mrs. Martha House
Russell of
Tennessee, appropriating $14,!)75 tc
compensate her for cotton aud other articles
taken for the use of the Union
army after the
battle ef Stone River, was
passed.
Several bills appropriating money for the destruction of property during the rebellion were

ENTERTA INM ENTS.

campaign.
At a meeting of

__

ex-

periment is successfully accomplished it will
certainly be the most wonderful feat ever wit-

private

exhibition of the articles contributed to the Portland table of the Boston Homoeopathic Fair at the house of Dr. C. H. Burr, 399
Congress street, on the afternoons and evenings of Wednesday and Thursday next. An
admittance fee of ten cents will be charged for
the lienefit of the fund.
Consul Murray read at Brackett’s Hall, Boston, last week for the benefit of the Homoeopathic Fair aud will read next week for the
benefit of the Nova Scotian Association of that

parlor

officers

SACO*

BIDDEFORD AND

March

173 FORE ST.
27-di«lm___
ALL WOOL

OFFICE

COATS.

Bitie, and Fast Colors,
AT $2.00 EACH.
GEO.

W.

RICH

&

173 Fore Street.

March 27-eodis 4w

CO.,

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.
The Despairing lover.
Distracted with

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.
House Wanted.

SAYINGS BANK

care

A

the

Resolves not to languish
And bear no much anguish,
But mad with his love
To

a

precipice

goes
from above

Where a leap
Would soon end all his
But when he got there

A

Wanted.
SITUATION as Book-keeper.
A., Post Office, Portland.

A

CONVENIENT rent for a
ply at No. 25 Winter st.

I

Beholding how steep
The

sides did appear

Wanted

Andlthe;bottom how deep;
His troubles projecting
And sadly reflecting.
That

I

*

a

—

mch29tf

&p2dtf

Ap-

freight Coal from New
Philadelphia to Portland

points

—OK—

east.

ROSS

mar26thdtf

He’d scorn to endeavor
To finish them so;
But bold, unconcerned
At the thought of .his pain,
He calmly returned
To his cottage again!

179 Commercial st.

T_febGtf

_No

**fTUlE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”

have leased their Docks and other propery in
Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or
by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28tli, 1671
jn30tf

LIFE INSURANCE AN experienced
dc30

State Street.

Cook at No. 74
dtf

Liebig’s Great Fertilizer.
1. Dry peat, twenty bushels.
2. Unleached ashes, three bushels.
3. Fine bone dust, three bushels.
4. Calcined piaster, three bushels.
5. Nitrate soda, forty pounds.
6. Sulphate ammonia, thirty-three pounds.
7. Sulphate of soda, forty pounds.
Mix numbers one, two and three together;

27
THE

Presented to the Public

Pocket Book Fouud!
have it by calling on W. KIRSCII,
Market Square, up stairs.
ap8d3t*
Wanted.
owner can

ABIGAIL CHASE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de-

REAL ESTATE.

—BY THE—

FOR

SALE.

When mixed add foarth article.

Portland, April 2d,

The above was prepared by Liebig as an artificial guano, which every farmer can manufacture himself.
The farmer, if he wants
good fertilizers, must make them himself. In
the
above
following
receipt he must be careful not to change the ingredients, as they
have important chemical ettects upon each
other. Nothing, for instance, will take the
place of muck, on account of its carbolic acid
being a powerful solvent. The great trouble
about people preparing these
things is, that
they do not adhere strictly to the receipt,
either
that
thinking
they know more than
Liebig, or that a small departure makes no
difference. All these ingredients are easily
obtained. Any farmer who makes this himself will save upon the cost of a
ton, the cost
of a ton of phosphate, and-have twice the value of the phosphate lor his
money.
The cost of Liebig’s preparation is estimated to amount to from $15 to $20, and it will
gj over five acres —Vineland Weekly.

MERCHANTS’

-of-

No. 257

Broadway,

New York.

$20,000

\

B. F.

Darius R. Mangam,
William H. Lyon,
Thos. Christy,
Wm. A. Wheelock,
B. F. Beckman,
Geo. S. Moulton,
Peter Gilsey,
Lewis J. Phillips,
Barnet L. Solomon,
Dan’l S. Appleton.
A. A. Valentine,
Jesse Seiiginan,

Lewis May,
Samuel Schiffer,
R. W. Adams,
Wash’ll A. Roebling,
Wm. H. Wallace,
Solomon Loeb,
John T. Conover,
Daniel D. Badger,
Wm. M. Wilson,
R. S. Middleton,
P. Frankenheimer,
Chas. B. Wade.

job.”
evening in company, during conversation, a gentleman quoted the expression,
that “Man proposes and God
disposes.”
“Yes,” said a maiden present, “a man proposed to me once, I said no, and have never
seen him since, so I
thought somebody had
disposed of him.”
—The Troy Tines styles Sumner’s double-

from Boston, recently invited a
young lady to
attend a concert. The damsel's answer to
the individual was in this wise: “If
you come
as a ‘temporary
supply,’ I must decline the
invitation. I am only hearing ‘regular candidates.’
He didn’t “supply.”

at Stillwater,
Wis., lately, a
Mrs. Tanner, about one hour before the
fire,
In one hour and ten
gave birth to a child.
minutes from the time of its birth the mother
took the child and fled for her life from
the
flames, and took refuge at a neighbor’s.—
Neither mother nor child suffered from the
trying ordeal.

the Portland
Office and two
contains one hundred and
forty acres, well wooded and watered; well adapted
to the raising of market Vegetables, or for a milk
iarm.
The buildings consist of a large two story modern
built Brick house; a barn 38x72, clapboarded and
painted; and a stable 24x36, all in good repair.
The house is well located for summer boarde'8.
Will be sold at a great bargain before the first of April,
Also for sale the Capt. Sylvanus Higgins farm in
Cape Klizrbcth; contains about one uundred and
thirty acres, partly covered w ith a heavy growth of
wood and timber; comfortable buildings and cuts
about thirty tons of hay; three miles from Portland,
and one and a half from Cape Elizabeth
Will
be sold low it applied for soon, otherwise will be leased for the coming year.
JOSEPH HOBSON.
mch2«leod&w4w wlO
Saco, Me., March 1st, 1872.

once.

Thus iu the

Valuable Property for Sale
Saccarappa Village,

of the Jacksonville JouraaTwmnl'nf1 ^‘tor
her
au item 10 the effect

‘“win'?er
^

duy
>«» the lap of
but thT llngei:inS
editor “cutit
om”g’He
out.
He said
s^i,l the
tL,,,1aUaglng
idea was good ennmrb

House", No. 99 State street, and the
the rear,
TWO
Vernon Court, together with the
which

one

on

It is one of the best and most desirable
cliances for safe Investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the
premises. No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
J. J. GILBERT.
t S—All who have demands
;
against me will present them for payment, and i>ersons
owhig me will
please call and settle.
mchl9tf

within the limits of his

OUDERS

work to pass a chain tw'’
the rear ear, but hefore it

rV.111,

"ent

c" *mT c30*'

to
und °*
*°

the^ni^fa8tened
how matters stood
,w,as luadc

anything substantial,

e
of
the throttle wide
open, and standi
with a jump. The effect on
posse, who had hold of the
chain, was the same as that on the
who attempted to capture a
train on
cific rjad with a lariat.

aware

slyly

a,i.ted

I

j

!ie tJire.w
tra

the^P™
ne

1 a

CENERAI.
!

I

KELSEY,

161 Commercial Street,

The Best

Paper

Thf Hfiontifll-

im6*>M>nu

!

Try It! !
k tlio

nlmnnoaf

Every numoriginal engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
every new discovery in Chemistry. A year’s num-

contains 832 pages and several hundred eugravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved for binding and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the subscriptions price. Terms, S3
a year- by mail.
Specimens sent free. May be-had ol
bers

taining

Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patents, MUNN
& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F. and
7th Sts. Washington, D. C.
apr5t4w

Agents, Quick !s:S
tory, (there
rush fur

it)

on

DIO

v

LEWIS’ last and greatest

is a
work.

OUR DIGESTION;
or, My Jolly Friend’s Secret.
by odds the most taking and salable book in the
avltally important subject. 2 It is
Si
writer on health. 3 It is,
f
32?i P°l‘ular
and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the
people are eager
book*
ur6® you to bring it to them.
w*
f.ucJ?fora terms,
®5d
Write
free. Geo
Arc.,wj.n
Maclean,
Publisher,
3 School st., Boston, Mass.
ap2t4w
D is

i **T>SYGHOMANCY.

II.

Wood /

MAINE,

05 Exchange Ml,, Portland.
ap3-d-eo(l&w

M

W & F

1

HA

DatdSOFI
»-

*»n street,

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained It so long as Ayer’s

ness

Cherry

Pectoral. It
has been known to the pub-

and agreeable expression.

As an elegant dressing lor
has no superior.

beautifying the Hair, it

lic about

forty years, by a
long contiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, ^the Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suttering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden attacks, and
by ts
w

PREPARED BY
DR.

J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.

dec.S deod&eowd-weow-ly

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
Family Physic,

timely

CoeiivcncBB, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
.Liver Complaint, Dropsy. Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum. Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
£I Dinner Pill, and Pur1tying the Blood,

No. 43 Lin

WAf. H USE.

m

PREPARED BY
J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS..
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

Uf

:--l‘
ap2f4w

TUB

instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, anti the means of
cure, be:
the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

ing

Dr. Jourdain's Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, IUa».
junltdlyr
OF

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

above is an engraving of a Si cam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely,that of stopping the. vertical
means of two horizoncirculation, accomplished
tal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the socond compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in congl8dually (*ecreaainK temperatures of

THE

by

Dissolution of
Copartnership.
coiKirtnerehip heretofore cxigtioe under the
Arm name of LUFKIN &
FOBES, exoiral bv
limitation March 1st, 1872, and is this (iav dissolveil
nmtnal

tact rWitl1

consent.
The business will be continued
by Mr, Lufkin senior partner, under the firm name of
LUFKIN & CO
who will be happy to see aU the old
patrons of the
late linn and as many new ones as will
fav0r them
with a call.
S. B. A.

Portland,

March

27th, 1872.

—

While doing average work, coupled with a
good
it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50

engine,

per cent, more i>ower with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same
heating surface in the
market, and will coutinue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

LUFKIN,
GEORGE C FOBES

meh28d2iv

rnnnrtiiiirsKin

The durability of Ibis boiler is
greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is
allowed
to crane in contact with the
heated
Intensely
tiie feed water being gradually heated as Itsurfaces,
ascends
from the lower to tbe upper compartment
We would especially call the
Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
botlerwith coal or wood the sparks are
and note have ever left the smoke-stack
* ft m0Bt va,UHble

a-a-*

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm name of

THE

a

copart-

BUTLER, JOSSELYN & SOW,
Successors to Ralph Butler, and will
continue the
General Commission Business, at the old stand *>94
3

attentlon'of

Commercial st.

neutrafirld

SuSSS;
^vantage, Bev«’

RALPH BUTLER,

Portland, March 20th, 1872.

w. H.
JOSSELYN,
T. A. JOSSELYN

before realised.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theorn we
*
Want °f St°am Boilcrs
^
togtw m

mamd3w

THE

business
firm

of the
of

Excellent Business

FOR

PERKINS,
H.
LIBBY,

or

Sale.
good paying boarders

NOW

Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

the best

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.
dc23d&w

w52

IT!
3m

ANNUAL

Seed

Catalogue!
wlm w7

firms

business, situated

I

on

the

corner

of

Congress and

Green streets.
The proprietor being in ill health, he wishes to
tire from business.
For further particulars enquire on the

April 8dlw

a&ttfty jon

Scotis

1

EASTERN AND

^•r

PORTLAND, SACO, & !

premises.

re-

——--

mch!3_1s t

Congh*, Cold*

and

Hoarsened*.

"if

■

tlliam

N°rt',k
St^lXZnSi Lake
fr'’m

note It.

Jt.

by river
aU

I

M

^Express.

£3T"The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maiiie
Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.3t. 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections
to New
York by one or other of the
routes from Bocstou.

13,

'iZrr
\ ‘7"in
all TknitltM
tAJ

t/O/sa

Mm )k.

it.

I:

M.,

and Dealersln

year; a
Agents

3.45* P. M.

Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M
Lowell, 6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
G3F*Freight trains between Portland and Bostou i

daily.
Passenger station In Boston, Haymarkct Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

A <rFlVTKSam^fo:‘,hc“Br*s».t
J- lONew York,
Library

;

of Infortooiio"
to its institutions and
of
Ii terest. Sec that the book
you get is bv Rev J F
Richmond, 5 years a City Missiouery. A work worth
having anil not a Sensation book. 200 Engravings
Agents sell 40 a day. E. B. TREAT, Pub. Hies Bruadwajr, N. Y.
mch4t4w

j

PjrUtolB*

J!![i!!fHIS!jTrain»

AiinKio

.....1

STETSON & POPE,

““

The Company aro not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value ;and that personal) unless notice is given, and [raid fi>r at the rate of
one Iiasaeuger tor every 8500 additional value.
C, J. BRYDUES, Managing Director.

equalled for

house,

SPRINGVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
the

owner

wants to go

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

,littlc

SMi
«n
aTor'SS^
KtfflSSB ?tT^
Chime Christmas,
Ye“-,B ‘he ears of your doUghted

HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St
ia ^
_[OppQBit€ Ibe Conrt Home.)
dec~-d&wtc
fri wmu of Plain or
Fancy Job Printing
V

ad vantage to cail

SSSfitoM? Port/an^" J'*K,Bt,n*
a.

Patterns of Garments
I
_

Economy.

i

t

PL'-MM

..

B'i WILE-EB;

171 Middle 81..

Up Stairs.

isiihiiiTij

TWINES

™

--

h v.
S®ui1

AND

NETTING,

ilJXDFACTRKD /i
k. noorhit ,i' soys.
Baltimore, .tld
•

llv

$200 1*EU MONTH. Success sure.
100 Agents now Wanted.
1st. New and Beautiful Map of U. S. & World, two
maps in one, size of each 40xti0 inches. Best ever pub- I
llsbml for agents. Wbat people have long needed.
2d. New Map of New England, colored iu
townships
states and counties,for 1872.
Large scale. No rood
to

The most Popular medicine f'r nervous troubles
(the source of ail other ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, au«l Invigorater.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.
aplf4w

r

H
L

><

on W.n.M
Oflice. K,

Dealers and purchase™
and Ornamental
Trees and Plants will tln.1 their Interest In
examining
our largely increased and
unequalled stock, which Is
superior in quality, with many Novelties, selected in
Europe, by personal Inflection, last fall. Send for a

Catalogue.

hnham'h
By
Turbine
in general

New

M

is

throughout the U. S. A
*six inch, is used bvtheGovemment ^ the Pateut Office,
W«#hhigtpn, D. C. Itssimpneity of coimtTMction and the
)iowerlt transmit* rtadera it
the beat Water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet h». N.
K. BUBSHAM, York, Pa.

For Beauty of Polish. Saving Labor, Clean-

liness,Durability

aplltdw

r

“
—

.J

1s

lsm!51.

O,

,1—
PUS

CTrcuIar." .Hr'.* *' P, .4.
C..,. X,
SncfnnBj^Rlcago oSmTEoT B. .aplhiw
For

For

inteiidviltodmivt*.
T«« WSKU SI X

t) S .”

My mm V HfffnA

Y

Sale.
and Confeetimiery Slore for rale nt a bara*
the
gain,
Proprietor ia going we*l
Inquire at
office.
mcbftf

FRUIT
th

&

Cheapness, Unequaled.

io n ink OK nmiTHs
uumort. Nut rc»t iiiNliiij; our* in

-V'.KNTS WANTED FOR

***

aVthe'store ^®^*^^EBCHANDISE™ Iso'for

rjmOSE

ANDBUTTER1CKS

38 India Street, Boston.

T

tale

n.

Sewing Machines

®*»’l Ag’n for Mew England.
A. J. CHENKHi
Agent for Portland.
£.l.iui

West.

Jau31_SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

?armlly!tbC

of E stieet.
Ollice. 10 Slate »■ ,Ko*t.

corner

ELIAS HOWE

_J>lt'

H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct, 2«, 1871,
oc26lslw-ostf

As

_mtasmuy

I •JJ7J.V/V/

n

-*
P.M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P M
lySleeplug Cars on all night trains.

TEBBETS

Ol band and sawed to dimension*.
HARD PINE PLA.HK,
HARD PINE FLOORING AND
MTEP
BOARDS, for sale hv

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls.
by
BARTLETT Sc CO.,

.stopping

'pro-

H»Comoewla/y

_

Oil,!

and

will

HardandWhilePineTimber

ECLECTI C

Parity, Brilliancy,

price de-

desired
BONM At NTI KIkl Y A vr.

Whatfand Dock, first,

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS,

°n and after Mouday, Oct.
30, 1871
will run as follows:
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
“““““South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train
at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate 1
stations at 5.00 P. M.
{(Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
ffiFrom Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Mnntriinl

cargo at the very lowest marke'
on hoard at place oi
shipment. an.I
cure vessels tv transnoit the »ame
w.hen

I ly2IW>
I

RapiiUy with Stencil and Key
Catalogues, sample
Spencer, Brat tlebo-

And cannot be

rOAl,*'**’

By the
.vered

carefully

isamai

Froia

j

BROKEN,

*TOVK anil UIKaTETT

intended tor use in onlinary kerosene
lamps,
wherever good light aud iiorfect
security from accident are required. It is prepared
at the

ARRANGEMENT.

7.45

i

iiichl6t4w

TRAINS.

w«j*~WtU,

WK

8TEAJIEK,

is

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

s.

by the Carso!

I.CAIP,

WICKES’

Chicago.
BLANCHARD'S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland Me
WM. FLOWERS*Eastern
Agent,
Bangor, Me.
septgSdtf_

ior24iit<

Coal

Check OuttiiH.
r
and.V.
full particulars free. S. M.

D. H.

WINTER

OKO. MACLEAN, Publisher.
3 School St., Boston.

AT

BAAD.1LI, ANDREW*,
L ire ot Hie Gardiner
Botel.the Maine Hotel at Das*,
ntircotia, anuCotnmhian House, Bath.
A 800,1
rohueeted with the.
house

The PhyUr.l EilV or

?«yi?LY

deceived bv “Old reliable
,®®
office,” or i
by other parties, but call at
™Tlir,t*f
Orand Trunk Office
under Lancaster Hall.or at the
Deiiot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
Ouie and distance,
baggage checked
Pullman Cars secured from Portland tothrough and

OE

Objects

WOMAN

point in the

ALTERATION

—

Kid«or

ro, Vt.

salt.

ol

KENDALL’S MILLS.
by

a

I WOTYRV

hall the rate

.FAIRFIELD HUCSE,

page paper the

Mass.__mchl8t4w

mcli4f4w

Railway

16

department*,religious

Earle writes for It. Sl.ooa
$2.00 premium to each subscriber. For
terms, address James H. Earle, Boston

only

$5.00 SAVED

.ewm

Freight *01 the West hv rbe Penn R K. nod 8*
it*
hv connecting lioee to, wanted ires ol
oomtn.«s'ou
PASSAGE, TL'N DOLLARS.
For Freight or Pustage apply to
WHITNEY A MAAIPMON,
A(„b,
i"a-1>
70 * »»« Wharf, Ho.lou.

*

Still outsells any book in the market. It ia
thoroughlv established as the
reputable work on the delirate subjects ot which Its treats.
Kk*d' ! a new book from the pen of DIO
mer C<* * most popular iwtnrcr and
writer
oil health
The world-wide reputation of the
author, and the
large sale of all his previous works, cannot fail to secure an immense demand for his latest and
best.

♦Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.
W. MERRITT.
Superintendent. Boston.
PAYSON TU(/kEK, Agent,
353 Commercial Street. Portland.
novll-dtf

Trunk

Khv. A. B.

AttKNTS!!!

Line.

From Loug Wharf, Boston, at 3
p.».
I'tue Street Whirl, PhlUdei.

f.

+ ITTs

a' 10 a. m.
^^MKgtU^I'hia.
Insurance one

S^'Co'ao»i

our new

secular.

AND-

PEBPnMMy^

tits for
WANTKD.—Age
Contributor. Thirteen
Qiiu

fifar}, Boston.

T<*yee»ch pon encj W,dn

dcUcHte u:id refreshing
of xenuiae Karina
Water, and U

U«»“- W4 bj DrB|»|iiu\*

i

ISM.

Trains leave P. S. & P. K. K. StaPortland, for Boston, *ti. 15, *!).10
“•» 3.30$, 3.43*, P. M. Returning
*7 30. $8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. &P.R R
6.15* A.

SAMJ'SON, Agent.

aa Central

Steamship
1*.

the

ft_

fi.^V"C,U'lln?

4

ha*

‘V

Vnrtk inti

“■to

Through rales given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aecommocationa.

Cage's®

["told

fctf

the Fa. d Ten a
Ai«Hoa-

PHILA I)E LEJtLIA

feb26f-4w

”

Jauction,

*•

—

;^|Jih^^^_.^_J_gojdJ>yi>niggi8:9

.,

“

»

by

Ciroiairt, Tennessee,
,ln°”r
s>uWd and

BOSTOi\

the proprietor of Dr.
4 alarrh Itemed
y for u ca^cof H
in J/mU" Catarrh or W
£/.>raa,wtiich he cannot cure. ■
at 5u cia.

W/myT

hv oitw

Nnr.

rail: and

or

\wJ?

ceuts,_mr4tSn

H
m mm
M ■_-A,

>«

an,l Me^"
Norfolk *12.50
certainty. Send for i *
‘° 5®lLh
*1*. time «8 honrw?
Balt.,.m"re
Concord. N 11
a?thours.
Norfolk 48
To Baltimore, 85 hours.
For further information antdv
to

Portsmouth for Portland fio.00 A. M., 110.40 A
P*
* t5‘J0 p* M*» *10.10 p* M.
train,

to

XorMt •« P'ter.buro and

?uiZir?;/:

Cure disorders of Livor andStomsch, Headache. DwmmhM*' &pb\ everywhere at 25

5.20 P. M.

Arrangement,

Steamships:—

E.

Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., (8.30 A.
P. M., (3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford Sir Portlaud at 8.00 A. M., returning at
*

tf

lAiicrence.**

juna2tf

M., t!2.l5

Agent

Kennedy.*
“McClellan,** Capt.
R.chnuind,

SOO Agenlti Wanted Now
TOO (ell our Hewing
HIIW, Tinea Thread. A
Every family will hny them. $75
to .m,
mchl8t4w*;T-'1J

A. R. STUBBS,
then os

AppoUt."
*Gtorye
William

Leave

F. CHASE,
supt. p. s. & p. i.

m

Steamships of this Line sail from
_.of Central Wharf. Bosfou.

|

hu*.
JOHN y. KELLOGG. 18 PUtt
N
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggtsta Priee 25 centt. a Bra.
Fur **“ b-v w- * PHILLIPS & CO..

S150 per month cleared with
terms at once to B, I.
Guernsey,

25th

■V3. -—i

M

sleeping car express

n

Norfolk autl Baltimore and
Washln^tou,
B. C. Steamship Line.

feb26-3m_Portland, Me.

trains leave Portland ilaltor Portsmouth and Boston,
(Sun«'-mu-ww-^'layB excepted) at *1.10 A. M. (6.15 A.
Mo {9-10 A. M., (3.30 P. M., (3.45 P.

•Pullman

On and after MONDAY, March
25th, the Steamer New England
Capt. E. Field, and the Steamer
Brunswick, Capt S. H. Pike.
;New
will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot t

State St., every Monday and
Thursday, at 6.00
tor Last(>ort and St John.
wUl leave St. John and

,.oc

ARRANGEMENT.

tAccommodation train.
$ Mail train.

ARRANGEMENT

TWO TRIPS PEK WEEK J

sc?

..Passenger

—

SPHINC4

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

t'.mmrnria, Monday, Nov'r 13th, 1871.
V

J.ha. Dlgb,
Windsor and Halifax.

lTk i' t^

PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER

CO.

Si.

Eastport on the
description of their business. Sent by mail on receipt of 25 cent*.
Connecting at Eastport with steamer QUEEN for
H. M. WHITE & CO., Publisher*. i»4
St.
Andrews and Calais, and with N. B & C
BrAulwav,
RailNew York City. Also,
for \V oodstock and Houlton.
parties having business
chances, or wanting agent*, please sentt us your cir- | way
St'
wi,h
fl’«
Steamer
EM
culars or address.
r)bn
PRESS for
mch25d4wt
and
Digby
Annapolis, thence by rail to
" i'xlaor and
Halifax and with the E. & V A RailA MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
7 Mb Combination
wryfor Shedlrc and intermeillate
stations,
Tunnel. Button Hole Cut- i
f
r<*®tved on days of sailing until 4
ter. and other articles. Saco Noveltv Co., Saco, .Me.
o’l
mar23t4w
a

decl6-to

MENTS^ndlHfn*148’ FL(JTES, BAUD INSTRU-

one

KENDALL & WIIITNEY.
dlw

_SALE7

cheat bargain,
of the
Atbestastands
in the city for the Grocery and Meat

have Just published our Annual Seed Catalogue of FLOW ER and VEGETABLE SEEDS,
and will furnish it FBEE on application.
ortlan

''MUUIAM H.
Dec. 15,1871.

_

Portland,

Boxes, huHarger

For Sale.

FOR

Co

INTERNATIONAL-STEAMSHIP

Limerick, Parsousfleld, I
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations
Get i
1
only Wells a Carbolic Tabucts. Price 25 eta ner
TURNER, Superintendent.

j

■

GOOD little Horse, 10 years old. weight about
900, toT $26.00; Buggy wagon $15.00; Sleigh $10;
Harness $5,00; all in good order. Also a lot or Hens
(8°meFarmlugTools for sale cheap.
5.«a«
CHAS. R. TAYLOR, Cape Elizabeth, near Mineral
ai»8*lw
sPrin^

\

Stesamslaip

Kttalpnrt, Cml.l.

monthly, containing the address ot business
throughout the country, wanting agents, with

FOR SALE!

ap8d.3t

We

Iltiiiie

parties wanting to get into business, send for
ALL
the CANVASSING AGENTS’ MANUAL. Published

Monday, December, 18,

■

full of
and lodgers
house and furniture is all in
perfect order; and
very centrally located, and worthy of investigation
house has a lease and very low
rent; sold on account
of sickness.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston, Mass.

COUGH AND CROUP BALSAM !

TRY

Op and after

rilHESE TABLETS present the Acid in combinu-J.
tion with other efficient
remedies, in a popular
! form, tor the Cure of ail THROAT
and LUNG DisLiinington, daily.
easw. HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
At Buxton Centre for Wost Buxton, Bonny Eagle
lHliOAT are imme<liately relieve<l and statements
and Liinington, daily.
are constantly bcin* sent to the
proprietor of relief
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Newfield, Par- 1 in cases of Throat uiflicnlties of years’
si •nsfield and
standing.
Ossiiwe, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days,
C nation.
At Centre Waterboro’for

Opportunity.

whole of a Photograph Business
thoroughly established; nicely fitted up ami
always done a good business; location of great value
don’t object to learn a man the business,
ap8-3t_TAYLOR & CO.. 20 State st,, Boston.
B warding and Lodging House tor

MRS. DINSMORE'S

truly

Sale half

RDIVANT,

OenerslAynt.

Wunlrd.

at ,.15 A. M., and 1.30 P.
M., making
directconnection at Rochester with trains for Boston!
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnlpiseogee
lbdlroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth Great
Fulls and Conway Railroad lor
Conway.
Leave RocheBter for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnlpiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standish, and No.

T. BROWN & CO., General Agents
tfeU,_Cor. Middle and Exchange'ats.

name

CVHIM NTI

FISK.

W.

ENOCH PERKINS;
Portland, Me., March 27,1872.
apldlw

This is

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

3

A. S.
S.

%T

a*calf

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name of PERKINS, LIBBY &
CO?, is this dav

dissolved by mutual consent. The
late firm will be continued under the
PERKINS, JOHNSON & CO.

ltd,

r.ix■>

Wa.i_

—

J* HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8,1871.
nobtf

compartment.

THE

For Further particular? inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 1751 Commercial street, or

Allabout JOSIE MANSFIELD the alnu
sulKDWAKD H. HTOKKS, the assassin, octavo of over 500 pages,
profusely Illustrated. Ageut s
anted. Send £1 for outfit, and secure territory at
once
Circulars free. UNION PUBLISHING
00.,
Philadelphia, Chicago or Cincinnati.
mch25t4w

not be

\dm’r.

landings.

TAMMANY FRAUDS.

GREAT WEST.

meh22-3w29,-5

Machlnsport, as the ice will permit.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Tunslui
morning, at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
and

Return Tickets on favorable terms
cnbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

magnate.^

morning.

any

deceased,

ill leave (until further notice) Railroad
Wharf, Portland, every Friday evening, at ten o’clock, for Rockland, Camden. Belfast. Uastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)
MUlbrldge, Jonesrs.it
s

Biographies of Vanderbilt, Drew, Goukl and other K K.

CALIFORNIA,
Or
ether

in the County of Cumberland,
and given
bonds as the law directs. All t>ersons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to made payment to

RACKLEFF,

the next

-FOIt-

estate of
CHANDLER RACKLEFF, late of
Deering,

RICH-TIO A Ik,

OR

CAPT. C. KII.BV,

20

Brilliant Pen Pictures of the
SIGHTS AND SENSATIONS of NEW TORE.

Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

Grand

been
NOTICE
the trust of administrator of the

[CALABRIA,
Apl.
-RUSSIA, Wed. April 21
Sat.

JAMES

Porter, i

By purchasing ticket* via the

inflammatory nature.
w. w. Whippe,
Portland, Me.

1872.

early

ton

__J_in

hereby give®, that the subscriber has
duly appointed and taken upon himselt

CITY

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Livertiool, Glasgow, Queenstow n or Derrv to
Boston or New York, s(83<L CURRENCY.
Passiiigcrs booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts Issued on Great B.i'tain and Ireland for £1
ami upwards. For Freight -ml Cabin ictssage apply
at the Company’s Office. tsaState Street. For steerage passage, at 88 State Street, Boston.
JAME8ALKY81YDEII, Agent.

Brownfield for Deumark .and Bridgton. dally.
Fryeburg for Lovell, daily.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Bos-

Winter

is

Deering, March 5th,

Passeugers

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Disan

Gold, additional.

At
At

rasseneers tickete<l throno-h

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss qf manhood, with full

KENNEDY’S HEMLOCK OINTMENT.
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for RhcunTatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach,
Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.

of

and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and

HAS

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

NEW

sail
YORK.
to

Passage Money, Inclnd tag fare from Boston to N York,
Cabin, 880,8100,8130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, 830 Currency. Tickets to Paris, 815

Raymond

daily.

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

OFFICE

S|»riii|I ArraiigeHicni.

to

P??ff??gggfSuijtil™8;>r.

_

I’UUI'UILHIU

TRIP PER WEEK.

for

Dr. R. J. JOl RDAI.\,

yet

eases

I'KOn

and Machias.

g-dtf*

decl8-d&wevery3awly

the most congenial purgative
i ter feeted. Then
ettects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
diseases. Most'eminent clergymen, most
skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of
great benefits thev
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physio for children, because* mild as well as
ettectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
I take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirelv
harmless.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL,
MASS.,
are

use.

DR.

WE

Wood l

“! OD (or sale at
a |st> orv F.dging-

for Discnseii of the Throat and
Lungs, |
£such ns Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption*

ugly,

or

FORD,

AGK1TT FOR

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral j

hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old,
austere and
by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and vyjh it your features to their original soft-

all News Dealers.

PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws and full of directions for ob-

eodly

youthful

ber contains from 10 to 15

7

uo28

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and
gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. Tho fresh and

n.,.l

best illustrated weekly paj>er published.

't

everywhere.

by

Portland, Me.

SOUL CHARMING”
JL How cither sex may fascinate and gain the love
\nd affections of any person they choose, instantly
AGENTS WANTED, to honestly
This simple mental acquirement all can jtossess free
represent the
by mail, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide
Company in all parts of the State.
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, &c. A
| queer exciting l>ook. 100,00m sold. Address T. Wilap2f4w
j liam & Co., Pub’s, Phila.

AUG.

,n

loose'end of^he

&

April 2-dlw

TONTINE SAVINGS

and all approved piai,B of
Il)Burim,,e

turn the hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and meu. His HAIR

GEO.
for Southern Pine, by tbo cargo, for
Bridges. Factories, Car and building purposes,
and Ship Stuff, filled at short notice, by

upon

THE

Pine Lumber.

RYAN

Cloudy

years,

sickness, care, disappointment, and hereditary predisposition, all

rise.

dollar of premiums paid by the insured to the Company, and prove in every way equal to an invest
ment in a Savings
Bank, for the protection and supI>ort of old age, while the amount of the policy paid
at death may relieve a destitute
family, or add to
comforts already possessed.
Fhe Company is also
prepared to issue policie*

j

ADVANCING

For Sale or To Lease.
account of poor health, my house anS store
ONheated throughout
by steam with very little expense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
late

age of profit must be entirely satisfactory, while in
case of
long life, the annuity will soon repay every

I

in
lot

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 14R
Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mh2-dtt
on

plan to the insured ever introduced—for in the event
of death within the fifteen-year period, the percent-

horror-strict

noltt

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

antfTiis colored

expressma/said :PC“i

Agent

If on sen, Lota and t'anuM tor Sale*
He would refer parties a**road to the
following
named gentlemen o/ this citv: Hen. Geo. P. Shop*
ley, Hun. A. W H. Clapp, lion, Benjamin Kingsbury. Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

Southern

attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in malo or lemale, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick,
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinueucc of Urine, Chron\* Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medjclu

dangerous

IV M. B. JBit It IS,

maintained

b0X'
rang the bell, and a servant eiria
5°
door, when the
have
got a small pox, and it you likes T -m
it up stairs.” The girl looked
en, and not relishing the idea of admitting a
man with the
small-pox, slammed, bolted
and barred the door in the
astonished ex’
pressman’s face.

Address BOX 1S73.

Portland. Nov 1. 1870

Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers

CUBING

House for Sale.
buy a
djjo KA( 1. Five Hundred down, will
, nearly new, large House, cemented
Cellar, hard and soft water; good location.

the’high any time after the full fifteen payments have been made.
Should the insured through mis—A characteristic anecdote is related of
an
out-at-elbows poet who by some freak of for- fortune be compelled to stop payment before the fifteenth
tune coming into possession ofa$0
year, a
bill, called to a lad and said: “Johnny,
paid-up policy will be given, after
my boy, take
this William, and
“What three annual payments have been
get it changed.”
do you mean by calling it William ?” inmiir- i
made, for as many fifteenths of the
lad.
wondering
“Why, Johnny,” reIv.
“I »m not sufficiently familiar sum insured as yearly payments
I”*1P1®
f, it to take the
with
liberty of calling it Bill.” have been made, an arrangement
rho story is told of
perfectly equitable and just. On
a negro who was
such paid-up policies,
praying earnestly that he
however,
brethren might be
preserved from what he
the annuity payment commences
called their “upsettin sins.”
”
ol
“Brudder
end
:he
the
at
said one of his friends, at the „i,.
sixteenth year
aner me ursi puyiucni made to the
meeting, “you ain’t got de ham?
word. I’ts ‘besettin,’ not
Company, and will be based upon
‘up-settin
der, replied the other, “if dafs s0 “nmi
its
the amount paid for such policies.
Bull was praying de Lord to
save us from
The above is believed to be the most favorable
ilin,t an ^

uSKi-"*1

j

UUCP

P A

ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

TO

cheap

3.eal Estate and Loan

Vigor,

Bay

The lavorite Steamer

appointed

JAVA, Wed. April 10.
CHINA, Wed. April 17.

.EBSSHIBlI187
V, passenger trains leave Portland
~~*war*3tor Rochester and intermediate stations

2m

ONE

:

THR

Trains Dne at l*®rtlaud.
l'ortland, Mar. 25,1872.
W®. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:36 a. m.
W®. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
jn2dly
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Rcadfleld 11:40, Lewiston
M \* A IlHAyRlIIKM.
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2 2S5 p. m.
Would I Were a Child Again !
W®. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath
8EMI-WKKKLV LINK
5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
siglis the weary and exhausted one, as the languor
Portland 0:45 p.m.
an 1 lassitude of spring comrs
Steamers Dlrigo and Franconia
upon him. Come and
W®. 7. Night Express (from St. John), loaves
receive vigor and strength from the wonderful South !
will, until further notice, run it7
m..
Watervile
Bangor p.
9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns- American Tonic
follows:
wick 11:15, Batli 6 p. m..
(remaining at Brunswick
Leave Galt’s Wharf. Portland
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1a.m.
-■
MONDAY nui THl’RS,,
v
evejl
from
at
4
P.
Portland
and
leave Pier 3a E. R.. New York
for
DAY,
Dover and Foxcroft
Passengers
M.,
are ticketed
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M
through. Fare $5.00. A good line of
The Dirigo and Franconia arc fitted
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
up with fine
ari lvingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 0.00
accommodations for
L'-.ng and successfully used in its native country, as a
p. m.
passengers, making this the most
Leave Dover and Foxqroft at or about 6. 30 a. m.
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purifier ot the Blood, it
convenient and comfortable route for travelers be
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for is found even to exceed the anticipations founded on tween New York and Maine.
Portland and Boston. Fare to Portland $5.00: to
Its great reputation. According to the medical and
Passage in State Room 45. Meals extra.
Boston $6.50.
scientific iiCriodleals of London and Paris, it isswesses
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal,
Quel.
the
Most
Powerful
Tonic proi>ertie» known to
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Mooaehead
arc requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with ! Materia Mkdica.
as
4
P.
the
early
M.,on
the Night Express from Portland.
days they leave Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton, Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba
HENRY FOX, Galt’* Wharf, Portland
Calais and St.John, for $8.00: and to Halifhx for !
AME8’
* E K' N"w
$12.00*
la a perfect remedy for all diseases of the BLOOD.
May
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
ORGANIC WEAKNESS, GLANDULOUS TUPeb.
Augusta,
14, 1872.
16tf
MORS, DROPSY, SCROFULA, INTERNAL ABSCESSES, and will remove all tohstnictioaa of the
PORTLAND & OODENSBLRO R. R.
intestines, uterine a
URINARY ORGANS.
WKKILY LINK
On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
It is strengthening and
_.tsw.
nourishing. Like nntrifurther notice, trains will run as
cious food taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
T“« favonte Steamship OAK
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
■,w*
■»LOTTA will leave (lalfs Whuil
p. M.
and health.
Leave Portland,
7.40
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, acts di3.15
SATURDAY
every
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
at 4 P.
1.00
M. for Halifax direr)
rectly on the secretive organs, and. by its powerful
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from I Tonic and restoring effects,
close connection. with the
making
produces health} and
v- -„
Vik Cnnivoii v.-.ll
Nova Scotia Railway, for
action to the whole system.
vigorous
Windsor, Tniro, New
---!
attached.
'JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
Glasgow andPictou.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, H&lllax evfor the United States.
8TA6F8.
« «
^
rv
4*®Bt
at
4
ery
P.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
M.
Tuesday,
VIA 7.40 A. M,
< ’abin
mcli25
isMsage with Slate Room.
t
4w
*7 CO
For further information
Atikrt, Baldwin for Sebago and Blidgton, dally.
apply to L. BILLINGS
Atlantic Wharf, 01
LIFE
OF
VIA 3.15 P. M.
ahplStf
JOHN PORTKOUS, Agent.
At South Windham for North Windham, Casco I

v.w..:..-r-4

Proprietors.

w8

Penobscot

2.
7.

Currency

Steamers

Winter Arrangement.

EXTRACT

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

Saco Street.

goou euppiy oi soit ana nara wawater, and containing about four acres of choice land
with about 80 choice grafted and bearing apple trees.
Also Pear, Cherry and small fruit, such as grapes,
currents, goosberries, &c.
Also another house and lot on said Btreet; lot 125x125
feet, with some bearing apples trees, small fruits. &c.
Both of which will be sold
If applied for
soou.
Terms easy. For further information inquire
of
JOHN CLOUDMAN,
mch26dlw&w4w-wl3
Sacearappa, Me.

case

N. H.
w

Hair

wiiua

apl-2w

warn

does not

and

Cabin, $80 & $1 00 Gold, According:
Accommodation. Steerage, $00

BILI.INUM. Agent

I..
FOB

a_1__

BY MAIL.

It. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua,
For sale by all druggists.
febl8 eod&eow d
eow

M

policy-holder’s right to this annuity the Company will purchase at

and original, and all that sort
of thin- bm
it would not do to publish,
because
moral tone of the paper had to be
in a town full of seminary
girls.

SENT FREE

WITHIN six minutes walk of the Portland
& Rochester R. R. Depot, and formerly occupied by C. L. Patridge, consisting of a good
House, Barn, Wood-house and Out-buildings, all in
guvni icjiuu

glossy,

For all the Purposes of a

ix

COLOR.

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

Depot.

above mentioned, estimating the annuity at five
per cent only, a person 35 years ot
age, having in fifteen years paid to
the Company the sum of $4,033 90,
wonld receive at the end of the sixteenth year, and at the end of every
year thereafter during life, a sum
in casli amounting to $301 45. The

that
Soring

Makes the Hair smooth and
stain the skin as others.

Country Residence,
on

HAIR

prevent the Hair from falling out.

Ayer’s

Oliver Dyer farm iu Saco,
THE
road, three miles from the Post
from old Orchard Beach:

known to

YOUTHFUL

FOR SALE !

pany.

At a fire

It will

ORIGINAL

a{»3tf

Desirable

policy-holder sucli an annuity as
the entire surplus accumulated at
compound interest will warrant.
Conservative estimates in regard
to future rates of interest, mortality, lapses, aud expenses, show that
this annuity will average about
five per cent, on the aggregate
amount of the fifteen premiums
paid by the insured to the Com-

joined the wife, “I came home-drunk last
night, and ought to be ashamed of myself.”
—Olive Logan commenced one of her lectures at Newark,
recently, with tine remark,
Whenever I see a pretty girl, I want to
clasp her in my arms.” “So do we,’ shouted the boys in the
gallery. For a moment
Olive was nonplussed,
but, recovering her
self-possession, she replied, “Well, boys, I
don’t blame you.”

ITS

Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Par-

ker, Portland.

35 years of age would pay to the
Company in the aggregate $4,351—
it saving at once in favor of the
new method of $$33 lO.
The new plan has, however, other and greater advantages.
At the
close of the sixteenth policy year,
and every year thereafter
during
life, the Company will pay to the

—As a wife was holding her husband’s aching head in her hands, one morning, she asked: “Are man and his wife one?” “I
suppose so,” said the husband.
“Then,” re-

TO

ever

GRAY

Sale or To Aet.
No. m Green St., recently occupied by

PARKER,

Oq the ordinary plan, to secure a
paid-up policy for $10,000 by fifteen annual payments, a person

—A Philadelphia woman
who, forty years
ago, at the age of sweet sixteen married a
rich old fellow of three-score tor his
money
expecting soon to be a gay and festive young
widow, has recently died aged 60. leaving a
husband of 100, and four children to mourn
her loss.

the best article

Isaiah Frye &
PREMISES
South

ratio until the fifteenth year, when
the last payment would be but
$164 lO, a sum much below the ordinary whole-life rates. The total
of the payments made amount to
$4,03$ 90, and at the end of the fifteenth year the insured would receive a paid-np policy for $10,000.

—A young theological student, not far

Is

RESTORE

'h

$10,000 would he $373; the second,
$35$ 10; the third, $343 30; the
fourth, $33$ 30; the fifth, $313 40s
the sixth, $39$ 40; each subsequent
payment decreasing in the same

barreled “Protest” one of the most “absurd
pretences ever set up by any man in his sober
senses.” But Charles Sumner has
given the
most indubitable proofs
during the last year
that he is not in his sober senses.

RENE WEE.

■

For

_

I)K. HTTCHVM itnrtintliirlv ImvIIim nil T.n.ll..a
1...
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
‘•ertain of producing relief in a short t&ne.
LADIES will findi t invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
ull865d&w No. 172Cumberland Street, Portland*

HAIR

Fanil For

Fifteen annual
payments are ^required on this
mis Biuppeu me
her
as
pension paid
a war- |
widow, her son, aged fourteen, being now I plan to purchase a paid-up life
able to support the family.
policy. Each yearly payment is
—An Irishman having jumped into the less than the preceding one, the dewater to save a man from
drowning, upon re- crease being at the rate of four per
ceiving a quarter from the peison as a reward cent, compound interest. As nu
for the service, looked first at the
money and example: at tlie age of 35 the
then at him, and at last exclaimed: “I’m
first payment on a policy for
for
the
overpaid
—One

for Sale.

Or exchange for a house in the city,
a small pleasant Farm of 26
acres,
in West Falmouth, 7 1-2 miles from
city. Good buildings, good orchard
1
__!of grafted fruit, 70 trees; wood
enough ior family use. If not sold will be let.
WM. H. .TERRIS,
Apply to
Real Estate Agent.
April 8-eed2w*

1

TO THE LADIES.

HALL’S

_febl3dtf
Sale,

the

stood, and the advantages it offers
at

Property

|

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

dc20 eod&wtf

2ro

rates.
lach.'kitf

Har.

JURUBEBA!

..

Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of laud alone. Inquire bv mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.

Wholt^Ue policies.
The plan is simple, easily underappear

144 1-2 Exchange St.

w47

For Sale.
miffl Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
A with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner, Deering,
2£ miles from Portland, near R. R. station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R; one
of the best locations in the place. The lot coutains
lji acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, with L 12 by 20 reet. A small Green House and

have prepared, and now offer to
the public, a new method of insurance, which limits the amount ot
the payments to a small and certain sum, and provides a handsome annuity for the relief and
support of old age, combining, at
a low rate of premium, the benefits of the Savings Bank and
the high-priced Endowment and

Phillips.

States.

1 Remember

_

Life Insurance Co.

so

Cape ElizaParties de-

_

leading instrument manufactured in the United

Queenstown, Cork

At.

lL-tuniing leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
lays at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken a.
ow

at

EXCEPTED)

AT 7 O’CLOCK TP.

Oh,

by

CELEBRATED

McPhail’s Pianos,
The

Tho undersigned oflers for sale the ‘*New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
aud prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; delightfully located, with tine shade trees and
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be Bold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalOeodtf

MERCHANTS

—Mrs. Ann Thompson, of West
Union,
Iowa, is distinguished for patriotism. She

So

ments.

VE8ETABLE SICILIAN

Hotel

The greatest drawback in soliciting Eifc Insurance has been the
uncertainty of promised dividends
or profits.
In view of this uncertainty, aud with a desire to avoid

misrepresentation by agents,

by

mail.

lalso have the Agency for this State for the

sirous of building eau also be accommodated with loans*
GEO. R. DAVIS dfc CO.,
Real Estate fir Mortgage Brokers*
sep24tt

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

lists sent

Will sell to be paid for in Install-

Loan tit

to

class mortgages iu Portland,
beth, Westbrook, or Ocering.

BEEICMAN, President.

JAS. A. TABER, Secretary.

—Henry Clay Dean approves of the Cincinnati Convention. So does Jefferson Dar
vis. Wade Hampton, we
suppose, approves
of it,—and Wendell

bailiwick.

fi Go’s

We are prepared to loan money >n huuih
from 9100 to any amount desired, on first

needle cood valk oud mit a camel’s
to get der behindt vort mit a voom-

train which

Price

#

On a gate post in a Western town is a
sign: “Take warn’t. No tracs nor life insure
ans, nor soin’ masheens wanted here.”

a

All Instrument* War*
ranted.

B ULLETIN.

Clippings.

on the
R/mJ,1 !?,C°11.fctorof'tIlc town of Olive,
0swe8° railroad, had a legal
wiccMinathd nature
of a detainer to serve on

vis

Geo. K.

1869.

DAILY, (StNDAYS

LINE

3LYMPUS, Tues. Apl 23. HKCLA. Tues., Mav 14.
SIBERIA, Tues., April 30 PALM YKA, Tues. May 21
tEgf-passcugera embark at the Cunard Wharf, East
Boston.

Augusta 8:15 p. m.
Wo. 16. Loaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

Middle-Aged Men,
There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system m a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will he of a thin, inilkish hue. agaiu changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this drniculty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, iu a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
for wauled immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
Dll. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
53P Send a Stamp for Circular.

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in

Westbrook, six miles from Portland,

near the
Saccarappa Station on the P. & R. R.. aud but ten
minutes walk from the Ogdensburg R. R,, a Double
Dwelling House, 13 finished rooms, snnny and airy,
with Sebago Water, a good Stable and yard room, as
Address the owner,
seen in the above cut,
Rev. EDWARD P. THWING,
0 Smith St., Portland.
ap7tf

At

—Familiar toast at Democratic banquets—
A health to Horace Greeley, the Free Trade
candidate for President in 1876.

ans.”

SALES-

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Stoftoera ai>i>ointed tc Mail
DIRECT BKOIQ BOSTON
PARTHIA, Sat., April 6, TRIPOLI, Thurs. Mav
PALMYRA, Sat., Apl 13. SAMARIA, Tues. Mav

7:10 and

a day passes but we are consulted
by one(or
young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

144 1-3

rule.

eysy
eye, as

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

EXCHANGE

hand and a shawl in his left. His
eye hadn’t
the old fire in it, but was deadened. It
only
lighted up when the mental fires behind it
were started with some business
thought.
He had grotvn much stouter, his
hair, from
being unmixed brown, had become mixed
The President of eleven thousand
gray.
miles of American railway, and who is
sighing for another railroad world to conquer,
was the same Thomas A Scott who was Cameron’s secretary in 1861, with about twentv
years added to his age in ten.
We regard Thomas A. Scott as the most
notable suicide of his time.
The greatest
railway manager of his age and time is just as
certainly killing himself with overtaxed mental labor, as that the cause
given the effect is
sure to follow.
With a physical frame of
iron mould and fibre he can bear
much, but
unless Thomas A. Scott shall
go to his final
rest twenty years before his natural
time, he
will be an exception to an almost universal

youst

Company,

Life Insurance

.„

Rockland, ,Vc.); Augusta 4:00, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. in., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railwav,
for Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
W®. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45 Bath

more

MELODEONS

Calling

Wo. a. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, RutuiHeld 3:59, Kendall's
Mills5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there
connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad Cor
Damariscotta,

ranted.
Hardly

cents, children half prleo,
apl

CITY,

iving commodious Cabin and State Room accoinmodatloiiH, will run alternately, leaving

H

by ap-

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

RAILROAD.

Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at laiwiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00. (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Kailroad for Damariscotta, Rockland, <£c.) Arrives at
Augusta 10:30 a. m.

to Thin

FOREST

HAIL STEAMERS

Wo. IO.

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
Young
complaiut generally the result of a bad liabit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

—AND—

Last December we saw a short, stout-lookmg man enter Mr. Cranagle’s office on
Broadway, with a carpet-bag in his right

vas

Many ThounandnCau Testify
By Unhappy Experience!

Hew

ORGANS

of his peculiar capacity and skill as an
organizer of transportation. Mr. Scott was then a
uuwrinkled
smooth-faced,
voung man, in the
very flush and vigor of health, the glow of
which was seen in the brilliant luster of his
eye, and in the red glow which suffused his
cheeks. His hair was rich in quantity and of
a uniform brown
color, and his form lithe and
agile. This was in 1861.

as a

HASTINGS,

Captain

CUNARD

N®.
B, might express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00, Arrives
ut Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. Sc N. A.
Railway train tor Houlton, Calais, St. John and Halifax.

men

Wakninu to Many of TTk_The
Herald says:
Ten years ago we saw Thomas A. Scott behind a mountain of official documents in a
room adjacent to that of Simon Cameron*
Mr. Lincoln’s then
Secretary of War. He was
Assistant Secretary, and was understood to
have been brought to Washington on account

—“Oofly Gooft”says: “Id

W. P.

SAMUEL CHASE, Adm’r.
ap5d3w

i

Train* Tram P*nlui).

Impure

1872.

to the
down ami back 25
1872.

Portland, April 1,

r.isesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor,

SEEK FOR 80ME ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

mands upon the estate of BJiid deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

-m-

regularly-educated physician,
studies
a

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

NOTICE

BY

dying

can be aeeommoiluteil
on board,

is4t

nf~Tralmi,^_

__________Arrangement

making

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

a reliable mail, a situation in a wholesale or
retail store; good references given. Address N.,
Press Office.
*lm
mchl5

I

then mix numbers five, six and seven in five
buckets of water. When dissolved, add the
liquid to the first, second and third articles.

approved'

CENTRAL

MAINE

know

generally

X
Cape

Wanted.

j ■EryPrlvate parties

£J^*Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
wl5

MONTREAL

pTM.

md 3.45

SUPERIOR SEA-00150
STEAMERS

..aIT—>THK

Will leave the enil of Custom House Wharf dally for
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 8.15 A. M.,

Office, 49 1-9 Exchange Street.

whose
fit him for all the duties lie must
preparatory
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with j>oor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to bo the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it fc a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are mode miswith
ruined constitutions by maltreatment
erable
from inexi>erienced physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphilogiapliers, that the Btudv and management of these
should
engrosb the whole time of those who
plaints
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours, The inexperienced general practitioner,
paving neither opportunity nor time to make himseit acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, the Mercury.
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Special attention to packages received by expre*v.
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Boarders Wanted.
OOD Rooms; board reasonable.

W. I>. LITTLE & CO.

handed •utfor general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
that
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CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,

k?**Wig»glgg8and
'•“by

longstanding

1

STEAMERS

HTKATIKIt

Travelers for
CALIFOBNIA
the West, South and IVorthmay obtain through Ticket*
the be*t and mont reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
my point desired, at the lowest rate*, at the old
md reliable Union Ticket Agency of

and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his
and well-earned reputation?
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must
remedies

Pewk’a Inland Hltamb.nl C

-n

ill times.

Francisco,

& STURDIVANT,

For Peaks’ Island.

Passenger Ticket Agency !

cess.

European and Nor h American First Mortgage li. It. Bonds, 0 per cent in Gold, at 90 and interest.
Han
We (Iran Exchange on
Montreal, Mt. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bjuus in Boston and New York.
Inquiries by mail promptly

York and
and other

PROCURE TICKETS

OLD.

perfect

ALSO, FOR HALE

STEAMERS.

Rooms,

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a

AGENTS FOR THE MALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, ana Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R Bonds. 7 per cent iu Gold.
Northern Pacific K. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

Wanted.

To

long as he could;
How grievous soever
His torments might grow.
so

Medical

Devoting

United State? Bonds.

and

City, State. County

family,

small

RAILROADS.

AT TIE

hours daily,
8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
Impuie connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch ot
the medical professiou, he feels warranted in Guarantee! no a Cure in all Cases, whether of long

—

Foreign Specie and Coupon?.
Bl'V AND NELL

L.

Address W.

HIS

AT

from

American and

Immediately,

Vessels

DEALERS IN

BE FOUND

No. 172 Cumberland Street,
TAfHERE he can be consulted privately, and with
▼ ? the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
and

Street, Boston.

Stat?

Ap3dtf

PERMANENT
good

Whenever he would,
But that he could live
•

S8

or transient boarders accommodarooms and l>oard.
ted with
Two connected
rooms with board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of FranklinfeblTtf

METHOD

NEW

A

CAX

BANKERS,

FRONT

Boarders Wanted.

lover forsaken
A new love may get.
But a neck when ^once broken
Can never be set;
And that he could die

But

FURNISHED

good board at
Myrtle street.

and
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woes.

NICELY

AND

I ROOMS,
G100D

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Private

Boarders Wanted.

INSURANCE.

MEDICAL.

KWNET OOlviKR,

HOUSE, at a moderate rent, suitable for a family of four persons, iu the central part of the
city, is wanted; preference given to Wards 2 or 3.
Would like to lease for five vears.
Address for
three days, “LEASE,” Press Office.
ap6d3t

fair,
Siuce nothing would move her,
Poor Damon, her lover,

Phyllis

For

MISCELLANEOUS.

nilTvrirt\«», „mtor otN
nh ipeand odor of wnin.

POLISH

| \ HI LK, for More
<]«*lrr-*
use. af twt lvo fonts por i»«>un«l—twcntv-Hvo ami rt
pouml t.MXc.4. “Cheaper than any otter Hulk Poliak
nothiiiif.
TIIK SIMM WJ l.ntnni
NDim>_)|o Hhartkfrl
Cfciep and I>ur*l*N*—0U|tcrcodtiiiothcr artlcN'Nfor ourt«\iS
T.1K IMSINO Si x BLV, k inn. trimir.raa
benri"*. nd Itaewnenr. Lata ,lx time. a«
Imw si
alone.
1 b. .III! podi. hexes, rpmi
]H.’r I.,. Try It.
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A GOOD date Saw, nearly new. Enquire or ad
JA. dress LITTLEFIELD
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and Maple sr.
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